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Three of the Same Letter- Consonants 8s 

B 

BABBITRY ABBBIRTY conventional middle-class attitudes and behavior stressing respectability and material success [n -RIES] 

BABBITTS ABBBISTT BABBITT, to line with babbitt (alloy of tin, copper, and antimony) [v] 

BABBLERS ABBBELRS BABBLER, one that babbles (to talk idly or excessively) [n] 

BABBLING ABBBGILN idle talk [n -S] / BABBLE, to talk idly or excessively [v] 

BEDABBLE ABBBDEEL to soil (to make dirty) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BIBBINGS BBBGIINS BIBBING, act of tippling (to drink alcoholic beverages) [n] 

BIBIMBAP ABBBIIMP Korean rice dish [n -S] 

BLABBERS ABBBELRS BLABBER, to blab (to talk idly) [v] 

BLABBIER ABBBEILR BLABBY, talkative [adj] 

BLABBING ABBBGILN BLAB, to talk idly [v] 

BLEBBING BBBEGILN forming of blister [n -S] 

BLOBBIER BBBEILOR BLOBBY, splotchy (splotched) [adj] 

BLOBBING BBBGILNO BLOB, to splotch (to mark with large, irregular spots) [v] 

BLUBBERS BBBELRSU BLUBBER, to weep noisily [v] 

BLUBBERY BBBELRUY fat; swollen [adj] 

BLUBBING BBBGILNU BLUB, to blubber (to weep noisily) [v] 

BOBBINET BBBEINOT machine-made net [n -S] 

BOBBLIER BBBEILOR BOBBLY, resembling small ball of wool [adj] 

BOBBLING BBBGILNO BOBBLE, to fumble (to handle clumsily) [v] 

BOBBYSOX BBBOOSXY girls' socks that reach above ankle [n BOBBYSOX] 

BOMBABLE ABBBELMO BOMB, to attack with bombs (explosive projectiles) [adj] 

BRABBLED ABBBDELR BRABBLE, to quarrel noisily [v] 

BRABBLER ABBBELRR one that brabbles (to quarrel noisily) [n -S] 

BRABBLES ABBBELRS BRABBLE, to quarrel noisily [v] 

BRIBABLE ABBBEILR BRIBE, to practice bribery [adj] 

BUBBLERS BBBELRSU BUBBLER, drinking fountain [n] 

BUBBLIER BBBEILRU BUBBLY, full of bubbles [adj] 

BUBBLIES BBBEILSU BUBBLY, champagne [n] 

BUBBLING BBBGILNU BUBBLE, to form bubbles (bodies of gas contained within liquid) [v] 

BUSHBABY ABBBHSUY small tree-dwelling primate [n -BIES] 

COBWEBBY BBBCEOWY covered with cobwebs [adj -BBIER, -BBIEST] 

RUBBABOO ABBBOORU rubaboo (type of soup) [n -S] 

RUBBYDUB BBBDRUUY rubby (alcoholic given to drinking rubbing alcohol) [n -S] 

SUBABBOT ABBBOSTU subordinate abbot [n -S] 

TUBBABLE ABBBELTU suitable for washing in tub [adj] 

UNBOBBED BBBDENOU not bobbed (to move up and down) [adj] 

 

Three of the Same Letter- Consonants 8s 

C 

ACCURACY AACCCRUY quality of being accurate (free from error) [n -CIES] 

BICYCLIC BCCCIILY having two cycles [adj] 

BOCACCIO ABCCCIOO rockfish (fish living around rocks) [n -S] 

CACHACAS AAACCCHS CACHACA, Brazilian liquor [n] 

CACHEXIC ACCCEHIX CACHEXIA, general ill health [adj] 

CACHUCHA AACCCHHU Spanish dance [n -S] 
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CALCIFIC ACCCFIIL containing salts of calcium [adj] 

CALCITIC ACCCIILT CALCITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [adj] 

CAPRICCI ACCCIIPR caprices (whim (impulsive idea)) [n CAPRICCI] 

CHICCORY CCCHIORY chicory (perennial herb) [n -RIES] 

COCCIDIA ACCCDIIO parasitic protozoans [n COCCIDIA] 

COCCOIDS CCCDIOOS COCCOID, spherical cell or body [n] 

COCCYGES CCCEGOSY COCCYX, bone of spine [n] 

COCCYXES CCCEOSXY COCCYX, bone of spine [n] 

COCKCROW CCCKOORW daybreak (first appearance of light in morning) [n -S] 

COLDCOCK CCCDKLOO to knock unconscious [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONCOCTS CCCNOOST CONCOCT, to prepare by combining ingredients [v] 

CYCLECAR ACCCELRY type of motor vehicle [n -S] 

CYCLICAL ACCCILLY stock whose earnings fluctuate widely with variations in economy [n -S] 

CYCLICLY CCCILLYY CYCLIC, moving in complete circles [adv] 

CYCLONIC CCCILNOY CYCLONE, rotating system of winds [adj] 

DICYCLIC CCCDIILY having two maxima of population each year [adj] 

ECLECTIC CCCEEILT one who draws his beliefs from various sources [n -S] 

ENCYCLIC CCCEILNY letter addressed by pope to bishops of world [n -S] 

FOCACCIA AACCCFIO flat Italian bread [n -S] 

PECCANCY ACCCENPY state of being peccant (sinful (marked by sin)) [n -CIES] 

SACCADIC AACCCDIS SACCADE, rapid, jerky movement of eye [adj] 

SCIROCCO CCCIOORS sirocco (hot, dry wind) [n -S] 

SUCCINCT CCCINSTU clearly expressed in few words [adj -ER, -EST] 

SUCCINIC CCCIINSU pertaining to amber (fossil resin) [adj] 

 

Three of the Same Letter- Consonants 8s 

D 

ADDENDUM ADDDEMNU something added or to be added [n -DA, -S] 

ADDICTED ACDDDEIT ADDICT, to devote or surrender to something habitually or compulsively [v] 

ADDUCTED ACDDDETU ADDUCT, to draw toward main axis [v] 

ADJUDGED ADDDEGJU ADJUDGE, to determine judicially [v] 

CADDISED ACDDDEIS CADDIS, coarse woolen fabric [adj] 

DADDLING ADDDGILN DADDLE, to diddle (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v] 

DANDERED ADDDEENR DANDER, to stroll (to walk in leisurely manner) [v] 

DEADENED ADDDEEEN DEADEN, to diminish sensitivity or vigor of [v] 

DEADHEAD AADDDEEH to travel without freight [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEADWOOD ADDDEOOW reinforcement in ship's keel [n -S] 

DEBRIDED BDDDEEIR DEBRIDE, to remove dead tissue surgically [v] 

DEDENDUM DDDEEMNU root of gear tooth [n -DA, -S] 

DEDUCTED CDDDEETU DEDUCT, to subtract (to take away) [v] 

DEFENDED DDDEEEFN DEFEND, to protect (to keep from harm, attack, or injury) [v] 

DEFUNDED DDDEEFNU DEFUND, to withdraw funding from [v] 

DEGRADED ADDDEEGR DEGRADE, to debase (to lower in character, quality, or value) [v] 

DELEADED ADDDEEEL DELEAD, to remove lead from [v] 

DEMANDED ADDDEEMN DEMAND, to ask for with authority [v] 

DENDROID DDDEINOR fossil marine invertebrate [n -S] 

DEODANDS ADDDENOS DEODAND, property forfeited to crown under former English law [n] 
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DEPENDED DDDEEENP DEPEND, to rely (to place trust or confidence) [v] 

DESANDED ADDDEENS DESAND, to remove sand from [v] 

DESEEDED DDDEEEES DESEED, to remove seeds from [v] 

DETRUDED DDDEERTU DETRUDE, to thrust out [v] 

DIADEMED ADDDEEIM DIADEM, to adorn with crown [v] 

DIDDLERS DDDEILRS DIDDLER, one that diddles (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [n] 

DIDDLEYS DDDEILSY DIDDLEY, diddly (least amount) [n] 

DIDDLIES DDDEIILS DIDDLY, least amount [n] 

DIDDLING DDDGIILN DIDDLE, to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v] 

DIVIDEND DDDEIINV quantity to be divided [n -S] 

DODDERED DDDDEEOR DODDER, to totter (to walk unsteadily) [v] 

DODDERER DDDEEORR one that dodders (to totter (to walk unsteadily)) [n -S] 

DROWNDED DDDENORW DROWND, to drown (to suffocate in water) [v] 

DWINDLED DDDEILNW DWINDLE, to decrease steadily [v] 

EMBEDDED BDDDEEEM EMBED, to fix firmly into surrounding mass [v] 

FODDERED DDDEEFOR FODDER, to feed with coarse food [v] 

GRANDDAD AADDDGNR grandfather [n -S] 

GRIDDLED DDDEGILR GRIDDLE, to cook on flat pan [v] 

IMBEDDED BDDDEEIM IMBED, to embed (to fix firmly into surrounding mass) [v] 

JUDDERED DDDEEJRU JUDDER, to vibrate (to move back and forth rapidly) [v] 

LADDERED ADDDEELR LADDER, to cause run in stocking [v] 

MADDENED ADDDEEMN MADDEN, to make or become mad [v] 

MISADDED ADDDEIMS MISADD, to add (to combine or join so as to bring about increase) incorrectly [v] 

OUTADDED ADDDEOTU OUTADD, to surpass in adding [v] 

REDDENED DDDEEENR REDDEN, to make or become red [v] 

RESODDED DDDEEORS RESOD, to sod again [v] 

REWEDDED DDDEEERW REWED, to wed again [v] 

SADDENED ADDDEENS SADDEN, to make sad [v] 

SHREDDED DDDEEHRS SHRED, to tear into small strips [v] 

SODDENED DDDEENOS SODDEN, to make soggy [v] 

SQUADDED ADDDEQSU SQUAD, to form into squads (small organized groups) [v] 

SQUIDDED DDDEIQSU SQUID, to fish for squid (ten-armed marine mollusks) [v] 

SWADDLED ADDDELSW SWADDLE, to wrap in bandages [v] 

TEDDERED DDDEEERT TEDDER, to ted (hay) with machine [v] 

TREDDLED DDDEELRT TREDDLE, to treadle (to work foot lever) [v] 

TWADDLED ADDDELTW TWADDLE, to talk foolishly [v] 

TWIDDLED DDDEILTW TWIDDLE, to play idly with something [v] 

UNDERDID DDDEINRU UNDERDO, to do insufficiently [v] 

UNPADDED ADDDENPU not padded (to line or stuff with soft material) [adj] 

UNWEDDED DDDEENUW not wedded (to marry (to enter into marriage)) [adj] 
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F 

ENFEOFFS EEFFFNOS ENFEOFF, to invest with feudal estate [v] 

FACEOFFS ACEFFFOS FACEOFF, action that starts hockey game [n] 

FALLOFFS AFFFLLOS FALLOFF, decline in quantity or quality [n] 

FEOFFEES EEEFFFOS FEOFFEE, one to whom fief is granted [n] 
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FEOFFERS EEFFFORS FEOFFER, one that grants fief to another [n] 

FEOFFING EFFFGINO FEOFF, to grant fief to [v] 

FEOFFORS EFFFOORS FEOFFOR, feoffer (one that grants fief to another) [n] 

FLUFFERS EFFFLRSU FLUFFER, one that fluffs (to make fluffy) [n] 

FLUFFIER EFFFILRU FLUFFY, light and soft [adj] 

FLUFFILY FFFILLUY FLUFFY, light and soft [adv] 

FLUFFING FFFGILNU FLUFF, to make fluffy [v] 

FUCKOFFS CFFFKOSU FUCKOFF, offensive word [n] 

INFEOFFS EFFFINOS INFEOFF, to enfeoff (to invest with feudal estate) [v] 

KAFUFFLE AEFFFKLU disturbance or commotion [n -S] 

LIFTOFFS FFFILOST LIFTOFF, vertical takeoff of rocket [n] 

RIFFRAFF AFFFFIRR disreputable element of society [n -S] 

 

Three of the Same Letter- Consonants 8s 

G 

ABEGGING ABEGGGIN begging [adj] 

BAGGAGES AABEGGGS BAGGAGE, luggage (articles containing traveler's belongings) [n] 

BAGGINGS ABGGGINS BAGGING, material for making bags [n] 

BIGGINGS BGGGIINS BIGGING, biggin (house) [n] 

BLAGGING ABGGGILN informal talk in public [n -S] / BLAG, to rob with violence [v] 

BLOGGING BGGGILNO act or practice of recording personal comments on Web site [n -S] / BLOG, to record personal comments on Web site [v] 

BOGGLING BGGGILNO BOGGLE, to hesitate (to hold back in uncertainty) [v] 

BRAGGING ABGGGINR BRAG, to speak vainly of one's deeds [v] 

CHUGGING CGGGHINU CHUG, to move with dull explosive sound [v] 

CLAGGING ACGGGILN CLAG, to clog (to block up or obstruct) [v] 

CLOGGING CGGGILNO act of dancing while wearing shoes with thick wooden soles [n -S] / CLOG, to block up or obstruct [v] 

DAGGLING ADGGGILN DAGGLE, to drag in mud [v] 

DIGGINGS DGGGIINS excavation site [n -S] 

DRAGGING ADGGGINR DRAG, to pull along ground [v] 

DRUGGING DGGGINRU DRUG, to affect with drug (medicinal substance) [v] 

ENGAGING AEGGGINN ENGAGE, to employ (to hire (to engage services of for payment)) [v] 

FLAGGING AFGGGILN type of pavement (paved surface) [n -S] / FLAG, to mark with flag (piece of cloth used as symbol) [v] 

FLOGGING FGGGILNO whipping (material used to whip) [n -S] / FLOG, to beat with whip or rod [v] 

FOGGAGES AEFGGGOS FOGGAGE, second growth of grass [n] 

FOGGINGS FGGGINOS FOGGING, covering with fog [n] 

FRAGGING AFGGGINR act of one that frags [n -S] / FRAG, to injure with type of grenade [v] 

FRIGGING FGGGIINR FRIG, to cheat or trick [v] 

FROGGING FGGGINOR type of ornamental coat fastener [n -S] / FROG, to hunt frogs (web-footed, tailless amphibians) [v] 

FRUGGING FGGGINRU FRUG, to perform type of vigorous dance [v] 

GAGGLING AGGGGILN GAGGLE, to cackle (to make sound of hen) [v] 

GANGBANG AABGGGNN to participate in gang-related activities [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GANGLING AGGGILNN awkwardly tall and lanky [adj] / GANGLE, to move awkwardly [v] 

GARAGING AAGGGINR GARAGE, to put in garage (car shelter) [v] 

GARGLING AGGGILNR GARGLE, to rinse mouth or throat [v] 

GIGGLERS EGGGILRS GIGGLER, one that giggles (to laugh in silly manner) [n] 

GIGGLIER EGGGIILR GIGGLY, tending to giggle [adj] 

GIGGLING GGGGIILN GIGGLE, to laugh in silly manner [v] 
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GLUGGING GGGGILNU GLUG, to make gurgling sound [v] 

GOGGLERS EGGGLORS GOGGLER, one that goggles (to use Google search engine) [n] 

GOGGLIER EGGGILOR GOGGLY, wide-eyed [adj] 

GOGGLING GGGGILNO GOGGLE, to use Google search engine [v] 

GOOGLING GGGILNOO GOOGLE, to use Internet search engine [v] 

GROGGERY EGGGORRY barroom (room where liquor is sold) [n -RIES] 

GROGGIER EGGGIORR GROGGY, dazed [adj] 

GROGGILY GGGILORY GROGGY, dazed [adv] 

GRUDGING DGGGINRU GRUDGE, to be unwilling to give or admit [v] 

GUGGLING GGGGILNU GUGGLE, to gurgle (to flow with bubbling sounds) [v] 

GURGLING GGGILNRU GURGLE, to flow with bubbling sounds [v] 

HAGGLING AGGGHILN bargaining about price [n -S] / HAGGLE, to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying) [v] 

HIGGLING GGGHIILN HIGGLE, to haggle (to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying)) [v] 

JIGGLING GGGIIJLN JIGGLE, to shake lightly [v] 

JOGGINGS GGGIJNOS JOGGING, practice of running at slow, steady pace [n] 

JOGGLING GGGIJLNO JOGGLE, to shake slightly [v] 

JUGGLING GGGIJLNU jugglery (art of juggler) [n -S] / JUGGLE, to perform feats of manual dexterity [v] 

LAGGINGS AGGGILNS LAGGING, insulating material [n] 

LEGGINGS EGGGILNS LEGGING, covering for leg [n] 

LOGGINGS GGGILNOS LOGGING, business of cutting down trees for timber [n] 

LUGGAGES AEGGGLSU LUGGAGE, articles containing traveler's belongings [n] 

MUGGINGS GGGIMNSU MUGGING, street assault or beating [n] 

NAGGINGS AGGGINNS NAGGING, act of finding fault incessantly [n] 

NIGGLING GGGIILNN petty or meticulous work [n -S] / NIGGLE, to worry over petty details [v] 

NOGGINGS GGGINNOS NOGGING, type of masonry (structure built of stone or brick) [n] 

PLUGGING GGGILNPU PLUG, to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole) [v] 

PRIGGING GGGIINPR PRIG, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

PROGGING GGGINOPR PROG, to prowl about for food or plunder [v] 

PUGGINGS GGGINPSU PUGGING, act of preparing clay for making bricks or pottery [n] 

RAGGINGS AGGGINRS RAGGING, technique of decorating wall by applying paint with rag [n] 

RIGGINGS GGGIINRS RIGGING, system of lines, chains, and tackle used aboard ship [n] 

SHAGGING AGGGHINS SHAG, to make shaggy [v] 

SHOGGING GGGHINOS SHOG, to move along [v] 

SLAGGING AGGGILNS process of converting ore into slag [n -S] / SLAG, to convert into slag (fused residue of smelted ore) [v] 

SLOGGING GGGILNOS SLOG, to plod (to walk heavily) [v] 

SLUGGING GGGILNSU SLUG, to strike heavily [v] 

SNAGGING AGGGINNS SNAG, to catch on snag (jagged protuberance) [v] 

SNOGGING GGGINNOS SNOG, to kiss (to touch with lips as sign of affection) [v] 

SNUGGING GGGINNSU SNUG, to make snug [v] 

STAGGING AGGGINST STAG, to attend social function without female companion [v] 

SWAGGING AGGGINSW SWAG, to sway (to move slowly back and forth) [v] 

SWIGGING GGGIINSW SWIG, to drink deeply or rapidly [v] 

TOGGLING GGGILNOT TOGGLE, to fasten with type of pin or short rod [v] 

TRIGGING GGGIINRT TRIG, to make trig [v] 

TWIGGING GGGIINTW TWIG, to observe (to look attentively) [v] 

VLOGGING GGGILNOV VLOG, to blog video material [v] 

WAGGLING AGGGILNW WAGGLE, to wag (to move briskly up and down or to and fro) [v] 
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WIGGINGS GGGIINSW WIGGING, scolding (harsh reproof) [n] 

WIGGLING GGGIILNW WIGGLE, to move with short, quick movements from side to side [v] 

ZIGZAGGY AGGGIYZZ marked by sharp turns [adj] 

 

Three of the Same Letter- Consonants 8s 

H 

HALAKHAH AAAHHHKL halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n -S, -HOT, -HOTH] 

HASHEESH AEEHHHSS hashish (mild narcotic) [n -ES] 

HASHHEAD AADEHHHS hashish addict [n -S] 

HEIGHTHS EGHHHIST HEIGHTH, height (highest point) [n] 

HIGHBUSH BGHHHISU forming tall bush [adj] / one of various bushes bearing edible berries [n -ES] 

SHAHADAH AAADHHHS shahada (Muslim profession of faith) [n -S] 
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J 
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K 

KAKIVAKS AAIKKKSV KAKIVAK, fish spear used by Inuits [n] 

KICKBACK ABCCIKKK strong reaction [n -S] 

KRUMKAKE AEKKKMRU large thin cookie [n -S] 
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ALLELISM AEILLLMS state of possessing alleles [n -S] 

ALLELUIA AAEILLLU song of praise to God [n -S] 

ALLHEALS AAEHLLLS ALLHEAL, medicinal herb [n] 

ALLIABLE AABEILLL capable of being allied [adj] 

ALLODIAL AADILLLO ALLODIUM, land held in absolute ownership [adj] 

ALLUVIAL AAILLLUV soil composed of alluvium [n -S] 

BALLGIRL ABGILLLR girl who retrieves balls during games [n -S] 

BELLPULL BELLLLPU cord pulled to ring bell [n -S] 

BELLYFUL BEFLLLUY excessive amount [n -S] 

BILLABLE ABBEILLL BILL, to present statement of costs to [adj] 

BILLFOLD BDFILLLO wallet (flat folding case) [n -S] 

BLELLUMS BELLLMSU BLELLUM, babbler (one that babbles (to talk idly or excessively)) [n] 

BLOWBALL ABBLLLOW fluffy seed ball [n -S] 

BLUEBALL ABBELLLU medicinal herb [n -S] 

BLUEBELL BBEELLLU flowering plant [n -S] 

BLUEBILL BBEILLLU scaup duck [n -S] 

BLUEGILL BEGILLLU edible sunfish [n -S] 

CALLABLE AABCELLL CALL, to summon (to order to appear) [adj] 

CALLALOO AACLLLOO crabmeat soup [n -S] 

CALLALOU AACLLLOU callaloo (crabmeat soup) [n -S] 

CALLOWLY ACLLLOWY CALLOW, immature (not fully grown or developed) [adv] 

CELLULAR ACELLLRU cell phone [n -S] 

CELLULES CEELLLSU CELLULE, small cell [n] 
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CHILLILY CHIILLLY CHILLY, cool (moderately cold) [adv] 

CLINALLY ACILLLNY in clinal (pertaining to cline (series of changes within species)) manner [adv] 

CLITELLA ACEILLLT regions in body walls of certain annelids [n CLITELLA] 

CLODPOLL CDLLLOOP clodpate (stupid person) [n -S] 

CLONALLY ACLLLNOY CLON, group of asexually derived organisms [adv] 

FALLIBLE ABEFILLL capable of erring [adj] 

FALLIBLY ABFILLLY FALLIBLE, capable of erring [adv] 

FELLABLE ABEEFLLL capable of being felled [adj] 

FELLOWLY EFLLLOWY friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support) [adj] 

FILIALLY AFIILLLY FILIAL, pertaining to son or daughter [adv] 

FILLABLE ABEFILLL FILL, to put as much as can be held into [adj] 

FLABELLA AABEFLLL fan-shaped anatomical structures [n FLABELLA] 

FLAGELLA AAEFGLLL long, slender plant shoots [n FLAGELLA] 

FLORALLY AFLLLORY in manner like that of flower [adv] 

FLOTILLA AFILLLOT fleet of ships [n -S] 

FOLLICLE CEFILLLO small bodily cavity [n -S] 

FULFILLS FFILLLSU FULFILL, to bring about accomplishment of [v] 

GILDHALL ADGHILLL town hall [n -S] 

GLABELLA AABEGLLL smooth area between eyebrows [n -E] 

GLOBALLY ABGLLLOY GLOBAL, spherical (resembling sphere) [adv] 

GOALBALL AABGLLLO ball thrown at goal to score [n -S] 

GULLABLE ABEGLLLU gullible (easily deceived) [adj] 

GULLABLY ABGLLLUY GULLABLE, gullible (easily deceived) [adv] 

GULLIBLE BEGILLLU easily deceived [adj]  

GULLIBLY BGILLLUY GULLIBLE, easily deceived [adv] 

HALALLED AADEHLLL HALAL, to slaughter animal according to Muslim law [v] 

HALLUCAL AACHLLLU HALLUX, big toe [adj] 

HEELBALL ABEEHLLL composition used for polishing [n -S] 

HELLHOLE EEHHLLLO horrible place [n -S] 

HOLDALLS ADHLLLOS HOLDALL, carrying case [n] 

HOLLOWLY HLLLOOWY HOLLOW, not solid (having definite shape and volume) [adv] 

ILLEGALS AEGILLLS ILLEGAL, person who enters country without authorization [n] 

ILLUVIAL AIILLLUV ILLUVIUM, type of material accumulated in soil [adj] 

KILLABLE ABEIKLLL KILL, to cause to die [adj] 

LABELLED ABDEELLL LABEL, to describe or designate [v] 

LABELLER ABEELLLR labeler (one that labels (to describe or designate)) [n -S] 

LABELLUM ABELLLMU lower petal of orchid [n -LLA] 

LABIALLY AABILLLY by means of lips [adv] 

LADLEFUL ADEFLLLU as much as ladle will hold [n -S] 

LAICALLY AACILLLY LAIC, layman (member of laity) [adv] 

LAKEFILL AEFIKLLL area of land built by filling lake [n -S] 

LALLANDS AADLLLNS LALLAND, lowland (area of land lying lower than adjacent country) [n] 

LALLYGAG AAGGLLLY to dawdle (to waste time) [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

LAMBKILL ABIKLLLM evergreen shrub [n -S] 

LAMELLAE AAEELLLM LAMELLA, thin plate, scale, or membrane [n] 

LAMELLAR AAELLLMR LAMELLA, thin plate, scale, or membrane [adj] 

LAMELLAS AAELLLMS LAMELLA, thin plate, scale, or membrane [n] 
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LANDFALL AADFLLLN sighting or approach to land [n -S] 

LANDFILL ADFILLLN to build up area by burying refuse [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LAPELLED ADEELLLP LAPEL, extension of collar of garment [adj] 

LAPILLUS AILLLPSU small fragment of lava [n -LLI] 

LATILLAS AAILLLST LATILLA, peeled limb used in ceilings [n] 

LAWFULLY AFLLLUWY LAWFUL, allowed by law (body of rules governing affairs of community) [adv] 

LEAFROLL AEFLLLOR virus disease of potatoes [n -S] 

LETHALLY AEHLLLTY in deadly (fatal (causing or capable of causing death)) manner [adv] 

LEVELLED DEEELLLV LEVEL, to make even [v] 

LEVELLER EEELLLRV leveler (one that levels (to make even)) [n -S] 

LIBELLED BDEEILLL LIBEL, to make or publish defamatory statement about [v] 

LIBELLEE BEEEILLL libelee (defendant in type of lawsuit) [n -S] 

LIBELLER BEEILLLR libeler (one that libels (to make or publish defamatory statement about)) [n -S] 

LILLIPUT IILLLPTU very small person [n -S] 

LILYLIKE EIIKLLLY LILY, flowering plant [adj] 

LINALOLS AILLLNOS LINALOL, linalool (fragrant alcohol) [n] 

LINALOOL AILLLNOO fragrant alcohol [n -S] 

LINEALLY AEILLLNY LINEAL, being directly descended from ancestor [adv] 

LIVELILY EIILLLVY LIVELY, full of energy [adv] 

LIVEWELL EEILLLVW container of water in boat for keeping fish alive [n -S] 

LOBLOLLY BLLLLOOY pine tree [n -LLIES] 

LOGROLLS GLLLOORS LOGROLL, to obtain passage of by exchanging political favors [v] 

LOLLIPOP ILLLOOPP piece of candy on end of stick [n -S] 

LOLLOPED DELLLOOP LOLLOP, to loll (to lounge (to recline or lean in relaxed, lazy manner)) [v] 

LOLLYGAG AGGLLLOY to lallygag (to dawdle (to waste time)) [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

LOLLYPOP LLLOOPPY lollipop (piece of candy on end of stick) [n -S] 

LONELILY EILLLNOY LONELY, sad from lack of companionship [adv] 

LOVELILY EILLLOVY in lovely (beautiful) manner [adv] 

LOWBALLS ABLLLOSW LOWBALL, to give customer deceptively low price [v] 

MALLEOLI AEILLLMO bony protuberances of ankle [n MALLEOLI] 

MELLOWLY ELLLMOWY MELLOW, soft and full-flavored from ripeness [adv] 

MILLABLE ABEILLLM MILL, to grind by mechanical means [adj] 

MILLIGAL AGIILLLM unit of acceleration [n -S] 

MILLILUX IILLLMUX unit of illumination [n -UCES, -ES] 

MOLEHILL EHILLLMO small mound of earth [n -S] 

PALLIDLY ADILLLPY PALLID, pale (lacking intensity of color) [adv] 

PALMBALL AABLLLMP baseball pitched from palm and thumb [n -S] 

PARALLEL AAELLLPR to be similar or analogous to [v  -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

PELLETAL AEELLLPT resembling pellet [adj] 

PELLICLE CEEILLLP thin skin or film [n -S] 

PELLMELL EELLLLMP jumbled mass [n -S] 

PLAYBILL ABILLLPY program for theatrical performance [n -S] 

PLIMSOLL ILLLMOPS rubber-soled cloth shoe [n -S] 

PLURALLY ALLLPRUY in manner or form that expresses more than one [adv] 

POLLICAL ACILLLOP POLLEX, innermost digit of forelimb [adj] 

POOLHALL AHLLLOOP poolroom (establishment for playing of billiards) [n -S] 

PULPALLY ALLLPPUY PULPAL, pertaining to pulp [adv] 
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PULVILLI IILLLPUV pads between claws of insect's foot [n PULVILLI] 

ROLLABLE ABELLLOR ROLL, to move along by repeatedly turning over [adj] 

SALLOWLY ALLLOSWY SALLOW, of sickly yellowish color [adv] 

SALSILLA AAILLLSS tropical plant [n -S] 

SELLABLE ABEELLLS SELL, to give up to another for money or other valuable consideration [adj] 

SHILLALA AAHILLLS short, thick club [n -S] 

SKILFULL FIKLLLSU skillful (having skill (ability to do something well)) [adj] 

SKILLFUL FIKLLLSU having skill (ability to do something well) [adj] 

SULLENLY ELLLNSUY SULLEN, showing brooding ill humor or resentment [adv] 

SYLLABLE ABELLLSY to pronounce syllables (units of spoken language) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TELLABLE ABEELLLT TELL, to give detailed account of [adj] 

TELLTALE AEELLLTT tattler (one that tattles (to reveal activities of another)) [n -S] 

TILLABLE ABEILLLT TILL, to prepare land for crops by plowing [adj] 

WELLHOLE EEHLLLOW shaft of well [n -S] 

WILFULLY FILLLUWY WILFUL, willful (bent on having one's own way) [adv] 

WILLABLE ABEILLLW WILL, to decide upon [adj] 

WOOLFELL EFLLLOOW woolskin (sheepskin with wool still on it) [n -S] 

WOOLLILY ILLLOOWY WOOLLY, consisting of or resembling wool [adv] 

YELLOWLY ELLLOWYY YELLOW, of bright color like that of ripe lemons [adv] 
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AMMONIUM AIMMMNOU univalent chemical radical [n -S] 

MAMMATUS AAMMMSTU type of cloud [n -TI] 

MAMMERED ADEEMMMR MAMMER, to hesitate (to hold back in uncertainty) [v] 

MAMMILLA AAILLMMM nipple (protuberance on breast) [n -E] 

MAMMITIS AIIMMMST mastitis (inflammation of breast) [n -TIDES] 

MAMMOCKS ACKMMMOS MAMMOCK, to shred (to tear into small strips) [v] 

MAMMOTHS AHMMMOST MAMMOTH, extinct elephant [n] 

MAXIMUMS AIMMMSUX MAXIMUM, greatest possible amount, quantity, or degree [n] 

MELAMDIM ADEILMMM MELAMED, teacher in Jewish school [n] 

MINIMUMS IIMMMNSU MINIMUM, least possible amount, quantity, or degree [n] 

MOMENTUM EMMMNOTU force of movement [n -TA, -S] 

MUMMERED DEEMMMRU MUMMER, to participate in mumming (miming) [v] 

MUMMINGS GIMMMNSU MUMMING, performance of folk play by mummers [n] 

MUMMYING GIMMMNUY MUMMY, to mummify (to preserve by embalming) [v] 
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ANNEXING AEGINNNX ANNEX, to add or attach [v] 

ANNOUNCE ACENNNOU to make known publicly [v -D, -CING, -S] 

ANNOYING AGINNNOY ANNOY, to be troublesome to [v] 

ANTENNAE AAEENNNT ANTENNA, metallic device for sending or receiving radio waves [n] 

ANTENNAL AAELNNNT ANTENNA, metallic device for sending or receiving radio waves [adj] 

ANTENNAS AAENNNST ANTENNA, metallic device for sending or receiving radio waves [n] 

BANDANNA AAABDNNN large, colored handkerchief [n -S] 

BRANNING ABGINNNR BRAN, to soak in water mixed with bran (outer coat of cereals) [v] 
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CANNABIN AABCINNN resin extracted from cannabis [n -S] 

CANNELON ACELNNNO stuffed roll [n -S] 

CANNIKIN ACIIKNNN small can or cup [n -S] 

CANNINGS ACGINNNS CANNING, business of preserving food in airtight containers [n] 

CANNONED ACDENNNO CANNON, to fire cannon (heavy firearm) [v] 

CANNONRY ACNNNORY artillery (large caliber weapons) [n -RIES] 

CHINNING CGHIINNN CHIN, to hold with chin (lower part of face) [v] 

CINNAMON ACIMNNNO spice obtained from tree bark [n -S] 

CUNNINGS CGINNNSU CUNNING, skill in deception [n] 

ENGINING EGGIINNN ENGINE, to equip with machinery [v] 

ENNEAGON AEEGNNNO nonagon (nine-sided polygon) [n -S] 

FUNNYMAN AFMNNNUY comedian (humorous entertainer) [n -MEN] 

FUNNYMEN EFMNNNUY FUNNYMAN, comedian (humorous entertainer) [n] 

GINNINGS GGIINNNS GINNING, cotton as it comes from gin [n] 

GONFANON AFGNNNOO gonfalon (banner) [n -S] 

GRINNING GGIINNNR GRIN, to smile broadly [v] 

GUNNINGS GGINNNSU GUNNING, sport of hunting with gun [n] 

HENNAING AEGHINNN HENNA, to dye with reddish coloring [v] 

HINNYING GHIINNNY HINNY, to whinny (to neigh in low or gentle manner) [v] 

INCONNUS CINNNOSU INCONNU, large food fish [n] 

INNOCENT CEINNNOT free from guilt or sin [adj -ER, -EST] / innocent person [n -S] 

INNUENDO DEINNNOU to make derogatory implication [v -ED, -ING, -S, -ES] 

INTONING GIINNNOT INTONE, to speak in singing voice [v] 

INUNDANT ADINNNTU inundating [adj] 

INURNING GIINNNRU INURN, to put in urn [v] 

JANNYING AGIJNNNY action of one that jannies [n -S] / JANNY, to act as disguised merrymaker at Christmas [v] 

KENNINGS EGIKNNNS KENNING, metaphorical compound word or phrase [n] 

MANGANIN AAGIMNNN alloy of copper, manganese, and nickel [n -S] 

MANNIKIN AIIKMNNN manikin (anatomical model of human body) [n -S] 

MIGNONNE EGIMNNNO daintily small [adj] 

MUNNIONS IMNNNOSU MUNNION, muntin (dividing strip for window panes) [n] 

NANDINAS AADINNNS NANDINA, Asian shrub [n] 

NANKEENS AEEKNNNS NANKEEN, cotton fabric [n] 

NANNYING AGINNNNY NANNY, to be overprotective toward [v] 

NANNYISH AHINNNSY resembling children's nurse [adj] 

NINEPINS EIINNNPS NINEPIN, wooden pin used in bowling game [n] 

NINETEEN EEEINNNT number [n -S] 

NINNYISH HIINNNSY NINNY, fool [adj] 

NONAGONS AGNNNOOS NONAGON, nine-sided polygon [n] 

NONAVIAN AAINNNOV not related to birds [adj] 

NONBANKS ABKNNNOS NONBANK, business that is not bank [n] 

NONBEING BEGINNNO lack of being [n -S] 

NONBRAND ABDNNNOR lacking brand name [adj] 

NONCLING CGILNNNO not clinging (to adhere closely) [adj] 

NONCOUNT CNNNOOTU not capable of being counted [adj] 

NONDANCE ACDENNNO unrhythmic dance [n -S] 

NONENTRY ENNNORTY fact of not entering [n -RIES] 
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NONEVENT EENNNOTV expected event that does not occur [n -S] 

NONFINAL AFILNNNO not being last [adj] 

NONGREEN EEGNNNOR not green (of color of growing foliage) [adj] 

NONHUMAN AHMNNNOU one that is not human [n -S] 

NONINERT EINNNORT not inactive (not active) [adj] 

NONIONIC CIINNNOO not ionic (pertaining to or using ions) [adj] 

NONMONEY EMNNNOOY not involving money [adj] 

NONNASAL AALNNNOS not involving nose [adj] 

NONNAVAL AALNNNOV not naval (pertaining to ships) [adj] 

NONNOBLE BELNNNOO not noble (possessing qualities of excellence) [adj] 

NONNOVEL ELNNNOOV literary work that is not novel [n -S] 

NONOWNER ENNNOORW one who is not owner [n -S] 

NONPAGAN AAGNNNOP one who is not pagan [n -S] 

NONPOINT INNNOOPT not occurring at definite single site [adj] 

NONPRINT INNNOPRT not involving printed material [adj] 

NONSENSE EENNNOSS behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd [n -S] 

NONTONAL ALNNNOOT lacking tonality (system of tones) [adj] 

NONTONIC CINNNOOT not based on first tone of scale [adj] 

NONUNION INNNNOOU failure of broken bone to heal [n -S] 

NONURBAN ABNNNORU not urban (pertaining to city (large town)) [adj] 

NONUSING GINNNOSU not using (to put into service) [adj] 

NONWOVEN ENNNOOVW fabric not made by weaving [n -S] 

NOONINGS GINNNOOS NOONING, meal eaten at noon [n] 

NOUMENON EMNNNOOU object of intellectual intuition [n -ENA] 

NUANCING ACGINNNU NUANCE, to give subtle shade of meaning to [v] 

PANNIKIN AIIKNNNP small saucepan [n -S] 

PENNANTS AENNNPST PENNANT, long, narrow flag [n] 

PENNINES EEINNNPS PENNINE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

PENNONED DEENNNOP PENNON, pennant (long, narrow flag) [adj] 

PLANNING AGILNNNP establishment of goals or policies [n -S] / PLAN, to formulate plan (method for achieving end) [v] 

PUNNINGS GINNNPSU PUNNING, act of making pun [n] 

RUNNINGS GINNNRSU RUNNING, race [n] 

SANTONIN AINNNOST chemical compound [n -S] 

SCANNING ACGINNNS close examination [n -S] / SCAN, to examine closely [v] 

SHINNING GHIINNNS SHIN, to climb by gripping and pulling alternately with hands and legs [v] 

SHUNNING GHINNNSU SHUN, to avoid (to keep away from) [v] 

SKINNING GIIKNNNS SKIN, to strip or deprive of skin (membranous tissue covering body of animal) [v] 

SPANNING AGINNNPS SPAN, to extend over or across [v] 

SPINNING GIINNNPS act of one that spins [n -S] / SPIN, to draw out and twist into threads [v] 

STUNNING GINNNSTU STUN, to render senseless or incapable of action [v] 

SWANNING AGINNNSW SWAN, to swear (to utter solemn oath) [v] 

SYNANONS ANNNOSSY SYNANON, method of group therapy for drug addicts [n] 

TANNINGS AGINNNST TANNING, process of converting hides into leather [n] 

TENONING EGINNNOT TENON, to unite by means of tenon (projection on end of piece of wood) [v] 

TENPENNY EENNNPTY worth tenpence [adj] 

THINNING GHIINNNT act of thinning [n -S] / THIN, to make thin [v] 

TRUNNION INNNORTU pin or pivot on which something can be rotated [n -S] 
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TWINNING GIINNNTW bearing of two children at same birth [n -S] / TWIN, to bring together in close association [v] 

UNBANNED ABDENNNU not banned (to prohibit (to forbid by authority)) [adj] / UNBAN, to remove prohibition against [v] 

UNBENIGN BEGINNNU not benign (kind (having gentle, giving nature)) [adj] 

UNBONNET BENNNOTU to uncover head [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCANNED ACDENNNU not canned (to put in can (cylindrical container)) [adj] 

UNENDING DEGINNNU not ending (to terminate) [adj] 

UNKENNED DEEKNNNU not known or recognized [adj] 

UNKENNEL EEKLNNNU to release from kennel [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

UNKNOWNS KNNNOSUW UNKNOWN, one that is not known [n] 

UNMANNED ADEMNNNU UNMAN, to deprive of courage [v] 

UNPENNED DEENNNPU UNPEN, to release from confinement [v] 

UNPINNED DEINNNPU UNPIN, to remove pins from [v] 

UNTANNED ADENNNTU not tanned (to convert hide into leather by soaking in chemicals) [adj] 

UNTUNING GINNNTUU UNTUNE, to put out of tune [v] 

UNWANING AGINNNUW not waning (to decrease in size or extent) [adj] 

WANNIGAN AAGINNNW wanigan (supply chest used in logging camp) [n -S] 

WINNINGS GIINNNSW WINNING, money won in game or competition [n] 
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MUDPUPPY DMPPPUUY large salamander [n -PIES] 

PANPIPES AEINPPPS PANPIPE, musical instrument [n] 

PAPPADAM AAADMPPP papadum (thin, crisp bread of India) [n -S] 

PAPPADUM AADMPPPU papadum (thin, crisp bread of India) [n -S] 

PAPPIEST AEIPPPST PAPPY, resembling pap (soft food for infants) [adj] 

PAPPOOSE AEOOPPPS papoose (Native American baby) [n -S] 

PEDIPALP ADEILPPP appendage of arachnid [n -S] 

PEPPERED DEEEPPPR PEPPER, to season with pepper (pungent condiment) [v] 

PEPPERER EEEPPPRR one that peppers (to season with pepper (pungent condiment)) [n -S] 

PEPPIEST EEIPPPST PEPPY, full of energy [adj] 

PLOPPING GILNOPPP PLOP, to drop or fall heavily [v] 

POPPADOM ADMOOPPP papadum (thin, crisp bread of India) [n -S] 

POPPADUM ADMOPPPU papadum (thin, crisp bread of India) [n -S] 

POPPIEST EIOPPPST POPPY, having characteristics of pop music [adj] 

POPPLIER EILOPPPR POPPLY, choppy (full of short, rough waves) [adj] 

POPPLING GILNOPPP POPPLE, to move in bubbling or rippling manner [v] 

PREAPPLY AELPPPRY to apply beforehand [v -LIED, -ING, -LIES] 

PREPPIER EEIPPPRR PREPPY, associated with style and behavior of preparatory school students [adj] 

PREPPIES EEIPPPRS PREPPIE, one who preps [n] 

PREPPILY EILPPPRY PREPPY, associated with style and behavior of preparatory school students [adv] 

PREPPING EGINPPPR PREP, to attend preparatory school [v] 

PREPUPAE AEEPPPRU PREPUPA, stage preceding pupa [n] 

PREPUPAL AELPPPRU preceding pupal stage [adj] 

PREPUPAS AEPPPRSU PREPUPA, stage preceding pupa [n] 

PROPPING GINOPPPR PROP, to keep from falling [v] 

PUPPETRY EPPPRTUY art of making or manipulating puppets [n -RIES] 

PUPPYDOM DMOPPPUY world of puppies [n -S] 
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PUPPYISH HIPPPSUY PUPPY, young dog [adj] 
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ABHORRER ABEHORRR one that abhors (to loathe (to detest greatly)) [n -S] 

ARMORERS AEMORRRS ARMORER, one that makes or repairs armor [n] 

ARMOURER AEMORRRU armorer (one that makes or repairs armor) [n -S] 

ARRANGER AAEGNRRR one that arranges (to put in definite or proper order) [n -S] 

ARRAYERS AAERRRSY ARRAYER, one that arrays (to place in proper or desired order) [n] 

ARRESTER AEERRRST one that arrests (to seize and hold by legal authority) [n -S] 

ARRESTOR AEORRRST arrester (one that arrests (to seize and hold by legal authority)) [n -S] 

ARRIVERS AEIRRRSV ARRIVER, one that arrives (to reach destination) [n] 

BARBERRY ABBERRRY shrub (low, woody plant) [n -RIES] 

BARRATER AABERRRT barrator (one who commits barratry (fraud committed by master or crew of ship)) [n -S] 

BARRATOR AABORRRT one who commits barratry (fraud committed by master or crew of ship) [n -S] 

BARRATRY AABRRRTY fraud committed by master or crew of ship [n -RIES] 

BARRENER ABEENRRR BARREN, unproductive (not productive) [adj] 

BARRETOR ABEORRRT barrator (one who commits barratry (fraud committed by master or crew of ship)) [n -S] 

BARRETRY ABERRRTY barratry (fraud committed by master or crew of ship) [n -RIES] 

BARRIERS ABEIRRRS BARRIER, obstacle (something that obstructs (to get in way of)) [n] 

BARTERER ABEERRRT one that barters (to trade (to give in exchange for another commodity)) [n -S] 

BLURRIER BEILRRRU BLURRY, unclear (not clear (clean and pure)) [adj] 

BORDERER BDEEORRR one that borders (to put border (edge) on) [n -S] 

BORROWER BEOORRRW one that borrows (to take on loan) [n -S] 

BURROWER BEORRRUW one that burrows (to dig hole or tunnel in ground) [n -S] 

CAREERER ACEEERRR one that careers (to go at full speed) [n -S] 

CARRIERS ACEIRRRS CARRIER, one that carries (to convey from one place to another) [n] 

CHARRIER ACEHIRRR CHARRY, resembling charcoal [adj] 

CHERRIER CEEHIRRR CHERRY, of light red color [adj] 

CORRIDOR CDIOORRR narrow hallway [n -S] 

CURRIERS CEIRRRSU CURRIER, one that curries leather [n] 

CURRIERY CEIRRRUY shop of currier [n -RIES] 

DEFERRER DEEEFRRR one that defers (to postpone (to put off to future time)) [n -S] 

DEMURRER DEEMRRRU one that demurs (to object (to argue in opposition)) [n -S] 

DERRIERE DEEEIRRR buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump) [n -S] 

DETERRER DEEERRRT one that deters (to stop from proceeding) [n -S] 

DREARIER ADEEIRRR DREARY, dismal (cheerless and depressing) [adj] 

ERRANTRY AENRRRTY state of wandering [n -RIES] 

FARRIERS AEFIRRRS FARRIER, one that shoes horses [n] 

FARRIERY AEFIRRRY trade of farrier [n -RIES] 

FERRETER EEEFRRRT one that ferrets (to search out by careful investigation) [n -S] 

FORRADER ADEFORRR further ahead [adv] 

FURRIERS EFIRRRSU FURRIER, one that deals in furs [n] 

FURRIERY EFIRRRUY business of furrier [n -RIES] 
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FURRINER EFINRRRU foreigner [n -S] 

FURROWER EFORRRUW one that furrows (to make furrows (narrow depressions) in) [n -S] 

GARROTER AEGORRRT one that garrotes (to execute by strangling) [n -S] 

HARBORER ABEHORRR one that harbors (to shelter (to provide cover or protection for)) [n -S] 

HARRIERS AEHIRRRS HARRIER, hunting dog [n] 

HARROWER AEHORRRW one that harrows (to break up and level soil) [n -S] 

HORRIDER DEHIORRR HORRID, repulsive [adj] 

HURRIERS EHIRRRSU HURRIER, one that hurries (to move swiftly) [n] 

INFERRER EEFINRRR one that infers (to reach or derive by reasoning) [n -S] 

LARRUPER AELPRRRU one that larrups (to beat or thrash) [n -S] 

MARRIERS AEIMRRRS MARRIER, one that marries (to enter into marriage) [n] 

MIRRORED DEIMORRR MIRROR, to reflect image of [v] 

MURDERER DEEMRRRU one that murders (to kill unlawfully with premeditated malice) [n -S] 

MURMURER EMMRRRUU one that murmurs (to speak unclearly) [n -S] 

NARRATER AAENRRRT narrator (one that narrates (to tell story)) [n -S] 

NARRATOR AANORRRT one that narrates (to tell story) [n -S] 

NARROWER AENORRRW NARROW, of little width [adj] 

NURTURER ENRRRTUU one that nurtures (to nourish (to sustain with food)) [n -S] 

ORDERERS DEEORRRS ORDERER, one that orders (to give command or instruction to) [n] 

ORNERIER EEINORRR ORNERY, stubborn and mean-spirited [adj] 

ORRERIES EEIORRRS ORRERY, mechanical model of solar system [n] 

PARRIERS AEIPRRRS PARRIER, one that parries (to ward off blow) [n] 

PARROTER AEOPRRRT one that parrots (to repeat or imitate without thought or understanding) [n -S] 

PARTERRE AEEPRRRT section of theater [n -S] 

PERJURER EEJPRRRU one guilty of perjury [n -S] 

PREORDER DEEOPRRR to order beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREPARER AEEPPRRR one that prepares (to put in proper condition or readiness) [n -S] 

PROCURER CEOPRRRU one that procures (to obtain by effort) [n -S] 

PROPERER EEOPPRRR PROPER, suitable (appropriate) [adj] 

QUARRIER AEIQRRRU one that quarries (to dig stone from excavation) [n -S] 

RAREFIER AEEFIRRR one that rarefies (to make less dense) [n -S] 

RARERIPE AEEIPRRR fruit that ripens early [n -S] 

REARREST AEERRRST to arrest again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REARWARD AADERRRW rearmost division of army [n -S] 

RECORDER CDEEORRR one that records (to set down for preservation) [n -S] 

RECURRED CDEERRRU RECUR, to happen again [v] 

REDRAWER ADEERRRW one that redraws (to draw again) [n -S] 

REFERRAL AEEFLRRR one that is referred [n -S] 

REFERRED DEEEFRRR REFER, to direct to source for help or information [v] 

REFERRER EEEFRRRR one that refers (to direct to source for help or information) [n -S] 

REFORMER EEFMORRR one that reforms (to change to better state) [n -S] 

REMARKER AEEKMRRR one that remarks (to say or write briefly or casually) [n -S] 

RENDERER DEEENRRR one that renders (to cause to be or become) [n -S] 

REORDERS DEEORRRS REORDER, to order again [v] 

REPAIRER AEEIPRRR one that repairs (to restore to good condition) [n -S] 

REPORTER EEOPRRRT one that reports (to give account of) [n -S] 

REPROVER EEOPRRRV one that reproves (to rebuke (to criticize sharply)) [n -S] 
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REQUIRER EEIQRRRU one that requires (to have need of) [n -S] 

RERECORD CDEEORRR to record again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REREWARD ADEERRRW rearward (rearmost division of army) [n -S] 

REROLLER EELLORRR one that rerolls (to roll again) [n -S] 

RESERVER EEERRRSV one that reserves (to keep back for future use) [n -S] 

RESORTER EEORRRST one that resorts (to go frequently or habitually) [n -S] 

RESTORER EEORRRST one that restores (to bring back to former or original condition) [n -S] 

RETARDER ADEERRRT one that retards (to slow progress of) [n -S] 

RETIRERS EEIRRRST RETIRER, one that retires (to go away or withdraw) [n] 

RETORTER EEORRRTT one that retorts (to answer back sharply) [n -S] 

RETRACER ACEERRRT one that retraces (to go back over) [n -S] 

RETRORSE EEORRRST bent backward [adj] 

RETURNER EENRRRTU one that returns (to come or go back) [n -S] 

REVERERS EEERRRSV REVERER, one that reveres (to regard with great respect) [n] 

REVERSER EEERRRSV one that reverses (to turn or move in opposite direction) [n -S] 

REVERTER EEERRRTV one that reverts (to return to former state) [n -S] 

REWARDER ADEERRRW one that rewards (to give recompense to for worthy behavior) [n -S] 

REWRITER EEIRRRTW one that rewrites (to write again) [n -S] 

RICERCAR ACCEIRRR instrumental composition [n -S] 

ROTURIER EIORRRTU commoner (one of common people) [n -S] 

SCARRIER ACEIRRRS SCARRY, marked with scars [adj] 

SHNORRER EHNORRRS one who takes advantage of generosity of others [n -S] 

SORCERER CEEORRRS one who practices sorcery (alleged use of supernatural powers) [n -S] 

SORROWER EOORRRSW one that sorrows (to grieve (to feel grief)) [n -S] 

SPARRIER AEIPRRRS SPARRY, resembling spar (lustrous mineral) [adj] 

SPURRERS EPRRRSSU SPURRER, one that spurs (to urge on with spur (horseman's goad)) [n] 

SPURRIER EIPRRRSU one that makes spurs [n -S] 

STARRIER AEIRRRST STARRY, abounding with stars [adj] 

STIRRERS EIRRRSST STIRRER, one that stirs (to pass implement through in circular motions) [n] 

TARRIERS AEIRRRST TARRIER, one that tarries (to delay or be slow in acting or doing) [n] 

TERRARIA AAEIRRRT glass enclosures for plants or small animals [n TERRARIA] 

TERRIERS EEIRRRST TERRIER, small, active dog [n] 

TERROIRS EIORRRST TERROIR, combination of factors that gives wine grapes their distinctive character [n] 

TORRIDER DEIORRRT TORRID, extremely hot [adj] 

TORTURER EORRRTTU one that tortures (to subject to severe physical pain) [n -S] 

VERDERER DEEERRRV officer in charge of royal forests of England [n -S] 

VERDEROR DEEORRRV verderer (officer in charge of royal forests of England) [n -S] 

WARRENER AEENRRRW keeper of warren [n -S] 

WARRIORS AIORRRSW WARRIOR, one engaged or experienced in warfare [n] 

WORRIERS EIORRRSW WORRIER, one that worries (to feel anxious and uneasy about something) [n] 
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ABBESSES ABBEESSS ABBESS, female superior of convent of nuns [n] 

ABSCISES ABCEISSS ABSCISE, to cut off [v] 

ABSCISSA AABCISSS particular geometric coordinate [n -E, -S] 

ACCESSES ACCEESSS ACCESS, to get at [v] 
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ADMASSES AADEMSSS ADMASS, mass-media advertising [n] 

ALYSSUMS ALMSSSUY ALYSSUM, flowering plant [n] 

AMASSERS AAEMRSSS AMASSER, one that amasses (to gather (to bring together into one place or group)) [n] 

ASBESTOS ABEOSSST mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -ES] 

ASBESTUS ABESSSTU asbestos (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n -ES] 

ASHINESS AEHINSSS condition of being ashy [n -ES] 

ASPERSES AEEPRSSS ASPERSE, to spread false charges against [v] 

ASSAGAIS AAAGISSS ASSAGAI, to pierce with light spear [v] 

ASSASSIN AAINSSSS murderer (one that murders (to kill unlawfully with premeditated malice)) [n -S] 

ASSAULTS AALSSSTU ASSAULT, to attack (to set upon violently) [v] 

ASSAYERS AAERSSSY ASSAYER, one that assays (to attempt (to make effort to do or accomplish)) [n] 

ASSEGAIS AAEGISSS ASSEGAI, to assagai (to pierce with light spear) [v] 

ASSESSED ADEESSSS ASSESS, to estimate value of for taxation [v] 

ASSESSES AEESSSSS ASSESS, to estimate value of for taxation [v] 

ASSESSOR AEORSSSS one that assesses (to estimate value of for taxation) [n -S] 

ASSHOLES AEHLOSSS ASSHOLE, offensive word [n] 

ASSISTED ADEISSST ASSIST, to give aid or support to [v] 

ASSISTER AEIRSSST one that assists (to give aid or support to) [n -S] 

ASSISTOR AIORSSST assister (one that assists (to give aid or support to)) [n -S] 

ASSUAGES AAEGSSSU ASSUAGE, to make less severe [v] 

ASSUMERS AEMRSSSU ASSUMER, one that assumes (to take on) [n] 

ASSUREDS ADERSSSU ASSURED, insured person [n] 

ASSURERS AERRSSSU ASSURER, one that assures (to insure (to guarantee against loss)) [n] 

ASSURORS AORRSSSU ASSUROR, assurer (one that assures (to insure)) [n] 

ASSWAGES AAEGSSSW ASSWAGE, to assuage (to make less severe) [v] 

ASTASIAS AAAISSST ASTASIA, inability to stand resulting from muscular incoordination [n] 

AVGASSES AAEGSSSV AVGAS, gasoline for airplanes [n] 

BABASSUS AABBSSSU BABASSU, palm tree [n] 

BADASSES AABDESSS BADASS, offensive word [n] 

BAGASSES AABEGSSS BAGASS, bagasse (crushed sugarcane) [n] / BAGASSE [n] 

BASELESS ABEELSSS having no foundation [adj] 

BASENESS ABEENSS state of being base (morally low) [n -ES] 

BASSETTS ABESSSTT BASSETT, hound [n] 

BASSISTS ABISSSST BASSIST, person who plays double bass [n] 

BASSNESS ABENSSSS lowness in pitch [n -ES] 

BASSOONS ABNOOSSS BASSOON, low-pitched instrument [n] 

BEKISSES BEEIKSSS BEKISS, to cover with kisses [v] 

BIASNESS ABEINSSS state of being slanted [n -ES] 

BLESSERS BEELRSSS BLESSER, one that blesses (to sanctify (to make holy)) [n] 

BLOSSOMS BLMOOSSS BLOSSOM, to bloom (to bear flowers) [v] 

BOSSDOMS BDMOOSSS BOSSDOM, domain of political boss [n] 

BOSSIEST BEIOSSST BOSSY, domineering [adj] 

BOSSISMS BIMOSSSS BOSSISM, control by political bosses [n] 

BRASSIES ABEIRSSS BRASSIE, golf club [n] 

BRASSISH ABHIRSSS resembling brass [adj] 

BUSHLESS BEHLSSSU having no bushes [adj] 

BUSINESS BEINSSSU occupation, profession, or trade [n -ES] 
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BUSSINGS BGINSSSU BUSSING, busing (act of transporting by bus) [n] 

BUSYNESS BENSSSUY state of being busy (occupied) [n -ES] 

BYPASSES ABEPSSSY BYPASS, to avoid by going around [v] 

BYSSUSES BESSSSUY BYSSUS, fine linen [n] 

CAISSONS ACINOSSS CAISSON, watertight chamber [n] 

CAMASSES AACEMSSS CAMASS, perennial herb [n] 

CARESSES ACEERSSS CARESS, to touch lovingly [v] 

CASEASES AACEESSS CASEASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

CASEOSES ACEEOSSS CASEOSE, proteose (water-soluble protein) [n] 

CASHLESS ACEHLSSS having no cash [adj] 

CASSABAS AAABCSSS CASSABA, casaba (variety of melon) [n] 

CASSATAS AAACSSST CASSATA, Italian ice cream [n] 

CASSAVAS AAACSSSV CASSAVA, tropical plant [n] 

CASSENAS AACENSSS CASSENA, cassina (evergreen tree) [n] 

CASSENES ACEENSSS CASSENE, cassina (evergreen tree) [n] 

CASSINAS AACINSSS CASSINA, evergreen tree [n] 

CASSINES ACEINSSS CASSINE, cassina (evergreen tree) [n] 

CASSINOS ACINOSSS CASSINO, card game [n] 

CASSISES ACEISSSS CASSIS, European bush [n] 

CASSOCKS ACCKOSSS CASSOCK, long garment worn by clergymen [n] 

CASUISTS ACISSSTU CASUIST, one who resolves ethical problems [n] 

CENSUSES CEENSSSU CENSUS, to take official count of [v] 

CESSIONS CEINOSSS CESSION, act of ceding (to yield (to give up)) [n] 

CESSPITS CEIPSSST CESSPIT, cesspool (covered well or pit for sewage) [n] 

CESTUSES CEESSSTU CESTUS, belt or girdle [n] 

CHAUSSES ACEHSSSU medieval armor [n CHAUSSES] 

CISSOIDS CDIIOSSS CISSOID, type of geometric curve [n] 

CISTUSES CEISSSTU CISTUS, flowering shrub [n] 

CLASSERS ACELRSSS CLASSER, one that classes (to classify (to arrange according to characteristics)) [n] 

CLASSICS ACCILSSS CLASSIC, work of enduring excellence [n] 

CLASSISM ACILMSSS discrimination based on social class [n -S] 

CLASSIST ACILSSST advocate of classism [n -S] 

CLASSONS ACLNOSSS CLASSON, subatomic particle [n] 

COASSIST ACIOSSST to assist jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COLOSSUS CLOOSSSU gigantic statue [n -SSI, -ES] 

CONSISTS CINOSSST CONSIST, to be made up or composed [v] 

COSINESS CEINOSSS coziness (state of being cozy (snug and comfortable)) [n -ES] 

COSMISMS CIMMOSSS COSMISM, philosophical theory [n] 

COSMISTS CIMOSSST COSMIST, supporter of cosmism [n] 

COSMOSES CEMOOSSS COSMOS, universe regarded as orderly system [n] 

COSSACKS ACCKOSSS COSSACK, Russian cavalryman [n] 

COSTLESS CELOSSST free of charge [adj] 

CRASSEST ACERSSST CRASS, grossly vulgar or stupid [adj] 

CRESSETS CEERSSST CRESSET, metal cup for burning oil [n] 

CROSSERS CEORRSSS CROSSER, one that crosses (to intersect) [n] 

CROSSEST CEORSSST CROSS, ill-tempered [adj] 

CUSCUSES CCESSSUU CUSCUS, arboreal mammal [n] 
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DEGASSES ADEEGSSS DEGAS, to remove gas from [v] 

DESPISES DEEIPSSS DESPISE, to loathe (to detest greatly) [v] 

DESSERTS DEERSSST DESSERT, something served as last course of meal [n] 

DESTRESS DEERSSST to remove stress from [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DISCASES ACDEISSS DISCASE, to remove case of [v] 

DISCLESS CDEILSSS diskless (having no disk (round, flat storage device for computer)) [adj] 

DISCUSES CDEISSSU DISCUS, disk hurled in athletic competition [n] 

DISEASES ADEEISSS DISEASE, to make unhealthy [v] 

DISEUSES DEEISSSU DISEUSE, female entertainer [n] 

DISGUSTS DGISSSTU DISGUST, to cause nausea or loathing in [v] 

DISKLESS DEIKLSSS having no disk (round, flat storage device for computer) [adj] 

DISMASTS ADIMSSST DISMAST, to remove mast of [v] 

DISPOSES DEIOPSSS DISPOSE, to put in place [v] 

DISSAVES ADEISSSV DISSAVE, to use savings for current expenses [v] 

DISSEATS ADEISSST DISSEAT, to unseat (to remove from seat) [v] 

DISSECTS CDEISSST DISSECT, to cut apart for scientific examination [v] 

DISSEISE DEEIISSS to deprive (to take something away from) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DISSENTS DEINSSST DISSENT, to disagree (to differ in opinion) [v] 

DISSERTS DEIRSSST DISSERT, to discuss in learned or formal manner [v] 

DISTRESS DEIRSSST to cause anxiety or suffering to [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DOSSIERS DEIORSSS DOSSIER, file of papers on single subject [n] 

DRESSERS DEERRSSS DRESSER, one that dresses (to put clothes on) [n] 

DURESSES DEERSSSU DURESS, compulsion by threat [n] 

DUSTLESS DELSSSTU being without dust [adj] 

EASINESS AEEINSSS state of being easy (not difficult) [n -ES] 

ECESISES CEEEISSS ECESIS, establishment of plant or animal in new environment [n] 

EGRESSES EEEGRSSS EGRESS, to go out [v] 

EMBOSSES BEEMOSSS EMBOSS, to decorate with raised designs [v] 

EMESISES EEEIMSSS EMESIS, act of vomiting (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [n] 

ENOSISES EEINOSSS ENOSIS, union (number of persons, parties, or political entities united for common purpose) [n] 

ESPOUSES EEOPSSSU ESPOUSE, to marry (to enter into marriage) [v] 

ESPRESSO EEOPRSSS strong coffee [n -S] 

ESSAYERS AEERSSSY ESSAYER, one that essays (to try (to attempt)) [n] 

ESSAYIST AEISSSTY writer of essays (prose compositions) [n -S] 

ESSENCES CEEENSSS ESSENCE, fundamental nature or quality [n] 

ESTHESES EEEHSSST ESTHESIS, esthesia (ability to receive sensation) [n] 

ESTHESIS EEHISSST esthesia (ability to receive sensation) [n -SES, -ES] 

ESTRUSES EERSSSTU ESTRUS, period of heat in female mammals [n] 

EUSTRESS EERSSSTU beneficial stress [n -ES] 

EXCESSES CEEESSSX EXCESS, to eliminate position of [v] 

FASCISMS ACFIMSSS FASCISM, oppressive political system [n] 

FASCISTS ACFISSST FASCIST, advocate of fascism [n] 

FASTNESS AEFNSSST quality of being fast (moving or able to move quickly) [n -ES] 

FESSWISE EEFISSSW horizontally (in horizontal manner) [adv] 

FINESSES EEFINSSS FINESSE, to bring about by adroit maneuvering [v] 

FISHLESS EFHILSSS having no fish [adj] 

FISSIONS FIINOSSS FISSION, to split into parts [v] 
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FISSURES EFIRSSSU FISSURE, to split (to separate lengthwise) [v] 

FLOSSERS EFLORSSS FLOSSER, one that flosses (to clean between teeth with thread) [n] 

FLOSSIES EFILOSSS FLOSSIE, floozy (prostitute) [n] 

FOCUSSES CEFOSSSU FOCUS, to bring to focus [v] 

FOSSICKS CFIKOSSS FOSSICK, to search for gold [v] 

FRISSONS FINORSSS FRISSON, shudder [n] 

FUSELESS EEFLSSSU lacking fuse [adj] 

FUSSIEST EFISSSTU FUSSY, overly concerned with small details [adj] 

FUSSPOTS FOPSSSTU FUSSPOT, fusser (one that fusses (to be overly concerned with small details)) [n] 

GASSIEST AEGISSST GASSY, containing gas [adj] 

GASSINGS AGGINSSS GASSING, poisoning by noxious gas [n] 

GASTNESS AEGNSSST fright [n -ES] 

GLASSIES AEGILSSS GLASSIE, type of playing marble [n] 

GLOSSERS EGLORSSS GLOSSER, one that glosses (to make lustrous) [n] 

GLOSSIES EGILOSSS GLOSSY, type of photograph [n] 

GNEISSES EEGINSSS GNEISS, type of rock [n] 

GOSSOONS GNOOOSSS GOSSOON, boy (male child) [n] 

GROSSERS EGORRSSS GROSSER, product yielding large volume of business [n] 

GROSSEST EGORSSST GROSS, flagrant (extremely conspicuous) [adj] 

GUESSERS EEGRSSSU GUESSER, one that guesses (to form opinion from little or no evidence) [n] 

GUSTLESS EGLSSSTU having no gusts [adj] 

HARASSES AAEHRSSS HARASS, to bother persistently [v] 

HARISSAS AAHIRSSS HARISSA, spicy North African sauce [n] 

HASSIUMS AHIMSSSU HASSIUM, radioactive element [n] 

HASSOCKS ACHKOSSS HASSOCK, footstool [n] 

HESSIANS AEHINSSS HESSIAN, coarse cloth [n] 

HESSITES EEHISSST HESSITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

HISSIEST EHIISSST HISSY, characterized by hissing sound [adj] 

HISSINGS GHIINSSS HISSING, object of scorn [n] 

HOCUSSES CEHOSSSU HOCUS, to deceive or cheat [v] 

IDLESSES DEEILSSS IDLESSE, idleness (state of being idle (inactive (not active))) [n] 

IMPASSES AEIMPSSS IMPASSE, road or passage having no exit [n] 

ISLELESS EEILLSSS lacking isle [adj] 

ISOGLOSS GILOOSSS line on map between linguistically varied areas [n -ES] 

ISOSPINS IINOPSSS ISOSPIN, type of quantum number [n] 

ISOSTASY AIOSSSTY state of balance in earth's crust [n -SIES] 

JUSSIVES EIJSSSUV JUSSIVE, word used to express command [n] 

JUSTNESS EJNSSSTU quality of being just (acting in conformity with what is morally good) [n -ES] 

KAROSSES AEKORSSS KAROSS, African garment [n] 

KAVASSES AAEKSSSV KAVASS, Turkish policeman [n] 

KISSIEST EIIKSSST KISSY, inclined to kiss [adj] 

KNESSETS EEKNSSST KNESSET, Israeli parliament [n] 

KUMISSES EIKMSSSU KUMISS, koumiss (beverage made from camel's milk) [n] 

LASHLESS AEHLLSSS lacking lash (whip) [adj] 

LASSOERS AELORSSS LASSOER, one that lassos (to catch with lasso (long rope with running noose)) [n] 

LENSLESS EELLNSSS LENS, to make film of [adj] 

LISTLESS EILLSSST languid (lacking in vigor or vitality) [adj] 
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LOSSLESS ELLOSSSS done or being without loss [adj] 

LOSTNESS ELNOSSST state of being lost (not to be found or recovered) [n -ES] 

LUSHNESS EHLNSSSU state of being lush (abounding in vegetation) [n -ES] 

MASSAGES AAEGMSSS MASSAGE, to manipulate parts of body for remedial or hygienic purposes [v] 

MASSEURS AEMRSSSU MASSEUR, man who massages [n] 

MASSEUSE AEEMSSSU woman who massages [n -S] 

MASSIEST AEIMSSST MASSY, massive (of considerable size) [adj] 

MASSLESS AELMSSSS having no mass [adj] 

MASTLESS AELMSSST having no mast [adj] 

MEGASSES AEEGMSSS MEGASS, bagasse (crushed sugarcane) [n] / MEGASSE [n] 

MESSAGES AEEGMSSS MESSAGE, to send as message (oral, written, or signaled communication) [v] 

MESSIAHS AEHIMSSS MESSIAH, expected liberator [n] 

MESSIEST EEIMSSST MESSY, dirty or untidy [adj] 

MESTESOS EEMOSSST MESTESO, mestizo (person of mixed ancestry) [n] 

METISSES EEIMSSST METISSE, female metis [n] 

MIOSISES EIIMOSSS MIOSIS, excessive contraction of pupil of eye [n] 

MISASSAY AAIMSSSY to attempt unsuccessfully [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISCASTS ACIMSSST MISCAST, to cast in unsuitable role [v] 

MISCLASS ACILMSSS to put in wrong class [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

MISEASES AEEIMSSS MISEASE, discomfort [n] 

MISGUESS EGIMSSSU to guess wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

MISSEATS AEIMSSST MISSEAT, to seat wrongly [v] 

MISSENDS DEIMNSSS MISSEND, to send (to cause to go) incorrectly [v] 

MISSENSE EEIMNSSS form of genetic mutation [n -S] 

MISSILES EIILMSSS MISSILE, object or weapon that is thrown or projected [n] 

MISSIONS IIMNOSSS MISSION, to send to perform specific task [v] 

MISSISES EIIMSSSS MISSIS, wife (woman married to man) [n] 

MISSIVES EIIMSSSV MISSIVE, written communication [n] 

MISSORTS IMORSSST MISSORT, to sort badly or improperly [v] 

MISSOUTS IMOSSSTU MISSOUT, losing throw of dice [n] 

MISSTEPS EIMPSSST MISSTEP, to step wrongly [v] 

MISSTOPS IMOPSSST MISSTOP, to stop wrongly [v] 

MISSUITS IIMSSSTU MISSUIT, to suit badly [v] 

MISSUSES EIMSSSSU MISSUS, missis (wife (woman married to man)) [n] 

MISTRESS EIMRSSST woman in position of authority [n -ES] 

MISUSERS EIMRSSSU MISUSER, one that misuses (to use (to put into service) incorrectly) [n] 

MOLASSES AELMOSSS thick syrup [n -ES] 

MORASSES AEMORSSS MORASS, marsh (tract of low, wet land) [n] 

MOSSIEST EIMOSSST MOSSY, covered with moss [adj] 

MOSTESTS EMOSSSTT MOSTEST, most (greatest amount) [n] 

MUSSIEST EIMSSSTU MUSSY, messy (dirty or untidy) [adj] 

MYOSISES EIMOSSSY MYOSIS, miosis (excessive contraction of pupil of eye) [n] 

NEWSLESS EELNSSSW having no news [adj] 

NOESISES EEINOSSS NOESIS, process of reason [n] 

NOSELESS EELNOSSS having no nose [adj] 

NOSINESS EINNOSSS quality of being nosy (unduly curious) [n -ES] 

OBSESSED BDEEOSSS OBSESS, to dominate thoughts of [v] 
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OBSESSES BEEOSSSS OBSESS, to dominate thoughts of [v] 

OBSESSOR BEOORSSS something that obsesses (to dominate thoughts of) [n -S] 

ODYSSEYS DEOSSSYY ODYSSEY, long, wandering journey [n] 

OGRESSES EEGORSSS OGRESS, female ogre [n] 

OPOSSUMS MOOPSSSU OPOSSUM, arboreal mammal [n] 

OQUASSAS AAOQSSSU OQUASSA, small lake trout [n] 

OSSETRAS AEORSSST OSSETRA, osetra (golden or brownish caviar) [n] 

OSSICLES CEILOSSS OSSICLE, small bone [n] 

OSSIFIES EFIIOSSS OSSIFY, to convert into bone [v] 

OSTEOSES EEOOSSST OSTEOSIS, formation of bone [n] 

OSTEOSIS EIOOSSST formation of bone [n -SES, -ES] 

PASSADES AADEPSSS PASSADE, turn of horse backward or forward on same ground [n] 

PASSADOS AADOPSSS PASSADO, forward thrust in fencing [n] 

PASSAGES AAEGPSSS PASSAGE, to make voyage [v] 

PASSINGS AGINPSSS PASSING, death (end of life) [n] 

PASSIONS AINOPSSS PASSION, intense emotion [n] 

PASSIVES AEIPSSSV PASSIVE, verb form [n] 

PASSKEYS AEKPSSSY PASSKEY, key that opens several different locks [n] 

PASSLESS AELPSSSS incapable of being traveled over or through [adj] 

PASSUSES AEPSSSSU PASSUS, section of story or poem [n] 

PASTISES AEIPSSST PASTIS, French liqueur [n] 

PASTLESS AELPSSST having no past [adj] 

PASTNESS AENPSSST state of being past or gone by [n -ES] 

PAVISSES AEIPSSSV PAVISSE, pavis (large medieval shield) [n] 

PELISSES EEILPSSS PELISSE, long outer garment [n] 

PERSISTS EIPRSSST PERSIST, to continue resolutely in some activity [v] 

PISSANTS AINPSSST PISSANT, offensive word [n] 

PISSIEST EIIPSSST PISSY, offensive word [adj] 

PISSOIRS IIOPRSSS PISSOIR, public urinal [n] 

PLESSORS ELOPRSSS PLESSOR, plexor (small, hammer-like medical instrument) [n] 

POSHNESS EHNOPSSS quality of being posh (stylish or elegant) [n -ES] 

POUSSIES EIOPSSSU POUSSIE, pussy (cat) [n] 

PRESSERS EEPRRSSS PRESSER, one that presses (to act upon with steady force) [n] 

PRESSORS EOPRRSSS PRESSOR, substance that raises blood pressure [n] 

PRISSIES EIIPRSSS PRISSY, one who is prissy [n] 

PROSSIES EIOPRSSS PROSSIE, prostitute [n] 

PSILOSES EILOPSSS PSILOSIS, tropical disease [n] 

PSILOSIS IILOPSSS tropical disease [n -SES] 

PUSSIEST EIPSSSTU PUSSY, full of pus [adj] 

PUSSLEYS ELPSSSUY PUSSLEY, purslane (common garden herb) [n] 

PUSSLIES EILPSSSU PUSSLY, pussley (purslane (common garden herb)) [n] 

QUASSIAS AAIQSSSU QUASSIA, tropical tree [n] 

QUASSINS AINQSSSU QUASSIN, medicinal compound obtained from wood of quassia [n] 

RASHNESS AEHNRSSS state of being rash (acting without due caution or forethought) [n -ES] 

RASSLERS AELRRSSS RASSLER, wrestler (one that wrestles (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest)) [n] 

REASSESS AEERSSSS to assess again [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

RECESSES CEEERSSS RECESS, to place in receding space or hollow [v] 
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REISSUES EEIRSSSU REISSUE, to issue again [v] 

REPASSES AEEPRSSS REPASS, to pass again [v] 

RESTLESS EELRSSST unable or disinclined to remain at rest [adj] 

RESTRESS EERRSSST to stress again [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

RHESUSES EEHRSSSU RHESUS, Asian monkey [n] 

RISKLESS EIKLRSSS free of risk [adj] 

RISSOLES EILORSSS RISSOLE, small roll filled with meat or fish [n] 

ROSINESS EINORSSS state of being rosy (rose-colored) [n -ES] 

RUBASSES ABERSSSU RUBASSE, variety of quartz [n] 

RUSSULAS ALRSSSUU RUSSULA, woodland fungus [n] 

RUSTLESS ELRSSSTU free from rust [adj] 

SACRISTS ACIRSSST SACRIST, person in charge of sacristy [n] 

SAFENESS AEEFNSSS quality of being safe (free from danger) [n -ES] 

SAGENESS AEEGNSSS wisdom (power of true and right discernment) [n -ES] 

SAILLESS AEILLSSS lacking sail [adj] 

SALTLESS AELLSSST having no salt [adj] 

SALTNESS AELNSSST state of being salty (tasting of or containing salt) [n -ES] 

SAMENESS AEEMNSSS lack of change or variety [n -ES] 

SAMISENS AEIMNSSS SAMISEN, Japanese stringed instrument [n] 

SAMSARAS AAAMRSSS SAMSARA, cycle of birth, death, and rebirth in Buddhism [n] 

SANDLESS ADELNSSS lacking sand [adj] 

SANENESS AEENNSSS sanity (state of being sane (mentally sound)) [n -ES] 

SANYASIS AAINSSSY SANYASI, sannyasi (Hindu monk) [n] 

SAPSAGOS AAGOPSSS SAPSAGO, hard green cheese [n] 

SARCASMS AACMRSSS SARCASM, sharply mocking or contemptuous remark [n] 

SARGASSA AAAGRSSS SARGASSO, brownish seaweed [n] 

SARGASSO AAGORSSS brownish seaweed [n -SSA, -ES, -S] 

SARSNETS AENRSSST SARSNET, sarcenet (silk fabric) [n] 

SASHIMIS AHIIMSSS SASHIMI, Japanese dish of sliced raw fish [n] 

SASHLESS AEHLSSSS lacking sash (long band worn around waist) [adj] 

SASSIEST AEISSSST SASSY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] 

SASSWOOD ADOOSSSW African tree [n -S] 

SATSANGS AAGNSSST SATSANG, sacred gathering in Hinduism [n] 

SATSUMAS AAMSSSTU SATSUMA, variety of orange [n] 

SAUSAGES AAEGSSSU SAUSAGE, finely chopped and seasoned meat stuffed into casing [n] 

SAWDUSTS ADSSSTUW SAWDUST, small particles of wood produced in sawing [n] 

SAWGRASS AAGRSSSW sedge with spiny-edged leaves [n -ES] 

SCARLESS ACELRSSS having no scars [adj] 

SCHUSSED CDEHSSSU SCHUSS, to make fast, straight run in skiing [v] 

SCHUSSER CEHRSSSU one that schusses (to make fast, straight run in skiing) [n -S] 

SCHUSSES CEHSSSSU SCHUSS, to make fast, straight run in skiing [v] 

SCISSILE CEIILSSS capable of being cut or split easily [adj] 

SCISSION CIINOSSS act of cutting or splitting [n -S] 

SCISSORS CIORSSSS SCISSOR, to cut with two-bladed cutting implement [v] 

SCISSURE CEIRSSSU lengthwise cut [n -S] 

SCUMLESS CELMSSSU having no scum [adj] 

SEAGRASS AAEGRSSS grasslike plant living in or close to sea [n -ES] 
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SEAMLESS AEELMSSS having no seam [adj] 

SEASIDES ADEEISSS SEASIDE, seashore (land bordering on sea) [n] 

SEATLESS AEELSSST having no seat [adj] 

SEEDLESS DEEELSSS having no seeds [adj] 

SEISINGS EGIINSSS SEISING, seizing (act of one that seizes) [n] 

SEISMISM EIIMMSSS natural activity involved in earthquakes [n -S] 

SEISURES EEIRSSSU SEISURE, seizure (act of seizing (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly)) [n] 

SELFLESS EEFLLSSS unselfish (not selfish (concerned chiefly or only with oneself)) [adj] 

SELFNESS EEFLNSSS selfhood (state of being individual person) [n -ES] 

SEMIOSES EEIMOSSS SEMIOSIS, process in which something functions as sign to organism [n] 

SEMIOSIS EIIMOSSS process in which something functions as sign to organism [n -SES] 

SENESCES CEEENSSS SENESCE, to grow old [v] 

SENSATES AEENSSST SENSATE, to sense (to perceive by senses (any of certain agencies through which individual receives impressions of external world)) [v] 

SENSUOUS ENOSSSUU pertaining to or derived from senses [adj] 

SESSIONS EINOSSSS SESSION, meeting of legislative or judicial body for transaction of business [n] 

SESSPOOL ELOOPSSS cesspool (covered well or pit for sewage) [n -S] 

SESTINAS AEINSSST SESTINA, type of verse form [n] 

SESTINES EEINSSST SESTINE, sestina (type of verse form) [n] 

SEXINESS EEINSSSX quality or state of being sexy [n -ES] 

SHAMUSES AEHMSSSU SHAMUS, private detective [n] 

SHASLIKS AHIKLSSS SHASLIK, shashlik (kabob (cubes of meat cooked on skewer)) [n] 

SHIATSUS AHISSSTU SHIATSU, massage using finger pressure [n] 

SHIPLESS EHILPSSS lacking ship [adj] 

SHITLESS EHILSSST offensive word [adj] 

SHOELESS EEHLOSSS having no shoe [adj] 

SHOOSHES EHHOOSSS SHOOSH, to move with rushing sound [v] 

SHOPLESS EHLOPSSS having no stores [adj] 

SHUSHERS EHHRSSSU SHUSHER, one that shushes (to silence (to make silent)) [n] 

SHYSTERS EHRSSSTY SHYSTER, unscrupulous lawyer or politician [n] 

SIAMESES AEEIMSSS SIAMESE, water pipe with connection for two hoses [n] 

SIBSHIPS BHIIPSSS SIBSHIP, group of children having same parents [n] 

SICKNESS CEIKNSSS state of being sick (affected with disease or ill health) [n -ES] 

SIDELESS DEEILSSS having no sides [adj] 

SIGHLESS EGHILSSS uttering no sigh [adj] 

SILESIAS AEIILSSS SILESIA, cotton fabric [n] 

SISSIEST EIISSSST SISSY, sissyish (resembling sissy) [adj] 

SISSYISH HIISSSSY resembling sissy (effeminate man or boy) [adj] 

SISTRUMS IMRSSSTU SISTRUM, ancient Egyptian percussion instrument [n] 

SIZINESS EIINSSSZ quality or state of being sizy [n -ES] 

SKEWNESS EEKNSSSW lack of symmetry [n -ES] 

SKILLESS EIKLLSSS having no skill [adj] 

SKINLESS EIKLNSSS having no skin [adj] 

SKYSAILS AIKLSSSY SKYSAIL, type of sail [n] 

SKYSURFS FKRSSSUY SKYSURF, to perform maneuvers during free fall while riding on skyboard [v] 

SLASHERS AEHLRSSS SLASHER, one that slashes (to cut with violent sweeping strokes) [n] 

SLIMNESS EILMNSSS state of being slim (slender (thin (having relatively little density or thickness))) [n -ES] 

SLIPLESS EILLPSSS free from errors [adj] 
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SLITLESS EILLSSST having no slits [adj] 

SLOWNESS ELNOSSSW state of being slow (moving with little speed) [n -ES] 

SLUMISMS ILMMSSSU SLUMISM, prevalence of slums [n] 

SLUSHIES EHILSSSU SLUSHY, confection consisting of flavored slushy ice [n] 

SMARTASS AAMRSSST smarty (obnoxiously conceited person) [n -ES] 

SMASHERS AEHMRSSS SMASHER, one that smashes (to shatter violently) [n] 

SMASHUPS AHMPSSSU SMASHUP, collision of motor vehicles [n] 

SMOGLESS EGLMOSSS SMOG, atmospheric mixture of smoke and fog [adj] 

SMOOSHES EHMOOSSS SMOOSH, to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass) [v] 

SMUGNESS EGMNSSSU quality or state of being smug [n -ES] 

SNAPLESS AELNPSSS lacking snap (type of fastening device) [adj] 

SNEESHES EEEHNSSS SNEESH, snuff [n] 

SNOWLESS ELNOSSSW having no snow [adj] 

SNUBNESS BENNSSSU bluntness (quality of being blunt (not sharp or pointed)) [n -ES] 

SNUGNESS EGNNSSSU quality or state of being snug [n -ES] 

SOAPLESS AELOPSSS having no soap [adj] 

SOAPSUDS ADOPSSSU suds (soapy water) [n -S] 

SOCKLESS CEKLOSSS having no socks [adj] 

SODALESS ADELOSSS SODA, type of chemical compound [adj] 

SOFTNESS EFNOSSST quality or state of being soft [n -ES] 

SOILLESS EILLOSSS carried on without soil (finely divided rock mixed with organic matter) [adj] 

SOLELESS EELLOSSS having no sole [adj] 

SOLENESS EELNOSSS state of being only one [n -ES] 

SOLEUSES EELOSSSU SOLEUS, muscle in calf of leg [n] 

SOLOISTS ILOOSSST SOLOIST, one that performs solo [n] 

SONGLESS EGLNOSSS incapable of singing [adj] 

SONSHIPS HINOPSSS SONSHIP, state of being son (male child) [n] 

SONSIEST EINOSSST SONSIE, sonsy (comely (pleasing to look at)) [adj] / SONSY [adj] 

SOPHISMS HIMOPSSS SOPHISM, plausible but fallacious argument [n] 

SOPHISTS HIOPSSST SOPHIST, one that uses sophisms [n] 

SORBOSES BEOORSSS SORBOSE, type of sugar [n] 

SORENESS EENORSSS quality or state of being sore [n -ES] 

SOUBISES BEIOSSSU SOUBISE, sauce of onions and butter [n] 

SOULLESS ELLOSSSU SOUL, spiritual aspect of human beings [adj] 

SOUPLESS ELOPSSSU having no soup (liquid food often having solid ingredients) [adj] 

SOURNESS ENORSSSU quality or state of being sour [n -ES] 

SOURPUSS OPRSSSUU grouchy person [n -ES] 

SOURSOPS OOPRSSSU SOURSOP, tropical tree [n] 

SOUSLIKS IKLOSSSU SOUSLIK, suslik (Eurasian rodent) [n] 

SPANLESS AELNPSSS having no extent [adj] 

SPARSEST AEPRSSST SPARSE, thinly distributed [adj] 

SPASTICS ACIPSSST SPASTIC, one suffering from paralysis with muscle spasms [n] 

SPEISSES EEIPSSSS SPEISS, metallic mixture obtained in smelting certain ores [n] 

SPINLESS EILNPSSS having no rotation [adj] 

SPLASHES AEHLPSSS SPLASH, to scatter liquid about [v] 

SPLOSHES EHLOPSSS SPLOSH, to splash (to scatter liquid about) [v] 

SPONSONS NNOOPSSS SPONSON, projection from side of ship [n] 
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SPONSORS NOOPRSSS SPONSOR, to make oneself responsible for [v] 

SPOTLESS ELOPSSST perfectly clean [adj] 

SPOUSALS ALOPSSSU SPOUSAL, marriage (legal union of two persons of opposite or same sex) [n] 

SPRYNESS ENPRSSSY quality or state of being spry [n -ES] 

SPURLESS ELPRSSSU lacking spur [adj] 

SPYGLASS AGLPSSSY small telescope [n -ES] 

SQUASHES AEHQSSSU SQUASH, to press into pulp or flat mass [v] 

SQUISHES EHIQSSSU SQUISH, to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass) [v] 

SQUUSHES EHQSSSUU SQUUSH, to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass) [v] 

STARLESS AELRSSST having no stars [adj] 

STATISMS AIMSSSTT STATISM, theory of government [n] 

STATISTS AISSSTTT STATIST, adherent of statism (theory of government) [n] 

STATUSES AESSSTTU STATUS, relative position [n] 

STEMLESS EELMSSST having no stem [adj] 

STEMSONS EMNOSSST STEMSON, supporting timber of ship [n] 

STENOSES EENOSSST STENOSIS, narrowing of bodily passage [n] 

STENOSIS EINOSSST narrowing of bodily passage [n -SES] 

STEPLESS EELPSSST lacking steps (structures for passing from one level to next) [adj] 

STEPSONS ENOPSSST STEPSON, son of one's spouse by former marriage [n] 

STETSONS ENOSSSTT STETSON, trademark [n] 

STRASSES AERSSSST STRASS, brilliant glass used in making imitation gems [n] 

STRESSED DEERSSST STRESS, to place emphasis on [v] 

STRESSES EERSSSST STRESS, to place emphasis on [v] 

STRESSOR EORRSSST type of stimulus (something that causes response) [n -S] 

STYLISES EILSSSTY STYLISE, to stylize (to make conventional) [v] 

STYLISTS ILSSSTTY STYLIST, one who is master of literary or rhetorical style [n] 

STYLUSES ELSSSTUY STYLUS, pointed instrument for writing, marking, or engraving [n] 

SUASIONS AINOSSSU SUASION, persuasion [n] 

SUBBASES ABBESSSU SUBBASE, lowest part of base [n] 

SUBCLASS ABCLSSSU to place in subdivision of class [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SUBFUSCS BCFSSSUU SUBFUSC, dark dull clothing [n] 

SUBSALES ABELSSSU SUBSALE, resale of purchased goods [n] 

SUBSECTS BCESSSTU SUBSECT, sect directly derived from another [n] 

SUBSENSE BEENSSSU subdivision of sense [n -S] 

SUBSERES BEERSSSU SUBSERE, type of ecological succession [n] 

SUBSIDES BDEISSSU SUBSIDE, to sink to lower or normal level [v] 

SUBSISTS BISSSSTU SUBSIST, to continue to exist [v] 

SUBSITES BEISSSTU SUBSITE, subdivision of site [n] 

SUBSOILS BILOSSSU SUBSOIL, to plow so as to turn up subsoil (layer of earth beneath surface soil) [v] 

SUBSUMES BEMSSSUU SUBSUME, to include within larger group [v] 

SUBTASKS ABKSSSTU SUBTASK, subordinate task [n] 

SUBTESTS BESSSTTU SUBTEST, subdivision of test [n] 

SUCHNESS CEHNSSSU essential or characteristic quality [n -ES] 

SUCKLESS CEKLSSSU having no juice [adj] 

SUCRASES ACERSSSU SUCRASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

SUCROSES CEORSSSU SUCROSE, type of sugar [n] 

SUDSIEST DEISSSTU SUDSY, foamy (covered with foam) [adj] 
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SUDSLESS DELSSSSU having no suds [adj] 

SUFFUSES EFFSSSUU SUFFUSE, to spread through or over [v] 

SUGGESTS EGGSSSTU SUGGEST, to bring or put forward for consideration [v] 

SUMOISTS IMOSSSTU SUMOIST, sumo wrestler [n] 

SUNDRESS DENRSSSU dress with abbreviated bodice [n -ES] 

SUNGLASS AGLNSSSU lens for concentrating sun's rays in order to produce heat [n -ES] 

SUNRISES EINRSSSU SUNRISE, ascent of sun above horizon in morning [n] 

SUNSPOTS NOPSSSTU SUNSPOT, dark spot on surface of sun [n] 

SUNSTARS ANRSSSTU SUNSTAR, type of starfish (star-shaped marine animal) [n] 

SUNSUITS INSSSTUU SUNSUIT, type of playsuit (sports outfit for women and children) [n] 

SUPPOSES EOPPSSSU SUPPOSE, to assume to be true [v] 

SUPPRESS EPPRSSSU to put end to forcibly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SURBASES ABERSSSU SURBASE, molding or border above base of structure [n] 

SURENESS EENRSSSU state of being sure (free from doubt) [n -ES] 

SURMISES EIMRSSSU SURMISE, to infer with little evidence [v] 

SUSPECTS CEPSSSTU SUSPECT, to think guilty on slight evidence [v] 

SUSPENDS DENPSSSU SUSPEND, to cause to stop for period [v] 

SUSPENSE EENPSSSU state of mental uncertainty or excitement [n -S] 

SUSPIRES EIPRSSSU SUSPIRE, to sigh (to let out sigh (deep, audible breath)) [v] 

SUSTAINS AINSSSTU SUSTAIN, to maintain by providing with food and drink [v] 

SUSURRUS RRSSSUUU soft rustling sound [n -ES] 

SWASHERS AEHRSSSW SWASHER, one that swashes (to swagger (to walk with pompous air)) [n] 

SWISHERS EHIRSSSW SWISHER, one that swishes (to move with prolonged hissing sound) [n] 

SWISHEST EHISSSTW SWISH, fashionable [adj] 

SWOOSHES EHOOSSSW SWOOSH, to move with rustling sound [v] 

SYNAPSES AENPSSSY SYNAPSIS, point at which nervous impulse passes from one neuron to another [n] / SYNAPSE, to come together in synapsis [v] 

SYNAPSIS AINPSSSY point at which nervous impulse passes from one neuron to another [n -SES] 

SYNDESES DEENSSSY SYNDESIS, synapsis (point at which nervous impulse passes from one neuron to another) [n] 

SYNDESIS DEINSSSY synapsis (point at which nervous impulse passes from one neuron to another) [n -SES, -ES] 

SYNGASES AEGNSSSY SYNGAS, mixture of carbon monoxide and hydrogen used in chemical synthesis [n] 

SYNOPSES ENOPSSSY SYNOPSIS, summary (short restatement) [n] 

SYNOPSIS INOPSSSY summary (short restatement) [n -SES]  

SYSTOLES ELOSSSTY SYSTOLE, normal rhythmic contraction of heart [n] 

TOSSPOTS OOPSSSTT TOSSPOT, drunkard (one who is habitually drunk) [n] 

TRESPASS AEPRSSST to enter upon land of another unlawfully [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

TRESSELS EELRSSST TRESSEL, trestle (framework for supporting bridge) [n] 

TRUSSERS ERRSSSTU TRUSSER, one that trusses (to secure tightly) [n] 

TSARISMS AIMRSSST TSARISM, czarism (autocratic government) [n] 

TSARISTS AIRSSSTT TSARIST, czarist (supporter of czarism) [n] 

TSATSKES AEKSSSTT TSATSKE, chachka (chatchka (knickknack)) [n] 

TSORRISS IORRSSST tsuris (series of misfortunes) [n TSORRISS] 

TSURISES EIRSSSTU TSURIS, series of misfortunes [n] 

TUSKLESS EKLSSSTU having no tusk [adj] 

TUSSISES EISSSSTU TUSSIS, cough [n] 

TUSSOCKS CKOSSSTU TUSSOCK, clump of grass [n] 

TUSSORES EORSSSTU TUSSORE, tussah (Asian silkworm) [n] 

TUSSUCKS CKSSSTUU TUSSUCK, tussock (clump of grass) [n] 
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UNSTRESS ENRSSSTU syllable having relatively weak stress [n -ES] 

UPTOSSES EOPSSSTU UPTOSS, to toss upward [v] 

VASTNESS AENSSSTV quality or state of being vast [n -ES] 

VESTLESS EELSSSTV being without vest [adj] 

VINASSES AEINSSSV VINASSE, residue left after distillation of liquor [n] 

VISCOSES CEIOSSSV VISCOSE, viscous solution [n] 

VITESSES EEISSSTV VITESSE, speed [n] 

WASSAILS AAILSSSW WASSAIL, to drink to health of [v] 

WESSANDS ADENSSSW WESSAND, weasand (throat) [n] 

WHOSISES EHIOSSSW WHOSIS, whoosis (object or person whose name is not known) [n] 

WISENESS EEINSSSW wisdom (power of true and right discernment) [n -ES] 

WISHLESS EHILSSSW not wishful (desirous (desiring)) [adj] 

WRASSLES AELRSSSW WRASSLE, to wrastle (to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest)) [v] 

WUSSIEST EISSSTUW WUSSY, wimpy (weak, ineffectual) [adj] 

ZESTLESS EELSSSTZ lacking zest [adj] 

 

Three of the Same Letter- Consonants 8s 

T 

ANTISTAT AAINSTTT agent for preventing buildup of static electricity [n -S] 

ATTAINTS AAINSTTT ATTAINT, to disgrace (to bring shame or discredit upon) [v] 

ATTEMPTS AEMPSTTT ATTEMPT, to make effort to do or accomplish [v] 

ATTESTED ADEESTTT ATTEST, to affirm to be true or genuine [v] 

ATTESTER AEERSTTT one that attests (to affirm to be true or genuine) [n -S] 

ATTESTOR AEORSTTT attester (one that attests (to affirm to be true or genuine)) [n -S] 

ATTICIST ACIISTTT one who uses atticisms (concise and elegant expression) [n -S] 

ATTITUDE ADEITTTU state of mind with regard to some matter [n -S] 

ATTRACTS AACRSTTT ATTRACT, to cause to approach or adhere [v] 

ATTRITED ADEIRTTT ATTRITE, to attrit (to lose by attrition) [v] 

ATTRITES AEIRSTTT ATTRITE, to attrit (to lose by attrition) [v] 

ATWITTER AEIRTTTW twittering [adj] 

BATTIEST ABEISTTT BATTY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

BETATTER ABEERTTT to tatter (to become torn and worn) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BITTIEST BEIISTTT BITTY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

CATTIEST ACEISTTT CATTY, catlike; spiteful [adj] 

COATTEST ACEOSTTT to attest jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CUTLETTE CEELTTTU breaded patty of chopped meat [n -S] 

DOTTIEST DEIOSTTT DOTTY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

DUETTIST DEISTTTU participant in duet [n -S] 

FATTIEST AEFISTTT FATTY, greasy; oily [adj] 

FLATTEST AEFLSTTT FLAT, having smooth or even surface [adj] 

FRITTATA AAFIRTTT unfolded omelet with chopped vegetables or meat [n -S] 

GUTTATED ADEGTTTU guttate (resembling drop) [adj] 

GUTTIEST EGISTTTU GUTTY, marked by courage [adj] 

JETTIEST EEIJSTTT JETTY, having color jet black [adj] 

KITTLEST EIKLSTTT KITTLE, ticklish (sensitive to tickling) [adj] 

LITTLEST EILLSTTT LITTLE, small (of limited size or quantity) [adj] 

NATTIEST AEINSTTT NATTY, neatly dressed [adj] 
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NETTIEST EEINSTTT NETTY, resembling net [adj] 

NITTIEST EIINSTTT NITTY, full of nits [adj] 

NUTTIEST EINSTTTU NUTTY, silly; crazy [adj] 

OCTETTES CEEOSTTT OCTETTE, octet (group of eight) [n] 

OUTSTART AORSTTTU to get ahead of at start [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSTATE AEOSTTTU to surpass in stating [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OUTSTUNT NOSTTTUU to surpass in stunting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTTROTS OORSTTTU OUTTROT, to surpass in trotting [v] 

PETTIEST EEIPSTTT PETTY, insignificant [adj] 

PHATTEST AEHPSTTT PHAT, excellent [adj] 

POSTTEST EOPSSTTT test given after instructional program [n -S] 

POTTIEST EIOPSTTT POTTY, of little importance [adj] 

RATATATS AAARSTTT RATATAT, quick, sharp rapping sound [n] 

RATTIEST AEIRSTTT RATTY, infested with rats [adj] 

RUTTIEST EIRSTTTU RUTTY, marked by ruts [adj] 

SEPTETTE EEEPSTTT septet (group of seven) [n -S] 

SEXTETTE EEESTTTX sextet (group of six) [n -S] 

STAGETTE AEEGSTTT all-female party for woman about to be married [n -S] 

STATELET AEELSTTT small state (political community) [n -S] 

STATISTS AISSSTTT STATIST, adherent of statism (theory of government) [n] 

STATUTES AESSTTTU STATUTE, law enacted by legislative branch of government [n] 

STEATITE AEEISTTT variety of talc [n -S] 

STETTING EGINSTTT STET, to cancel previously made printing correction [v] 

STILETTO EILOSTTT to stab with stiletto (short dagger) [v -ED, -ING, -S, -ES] 

STOTTING GINOSTTT STOT, to bound with stiff-legged gait [v] / STOTT [v] 

STOUTEST EOSSTTTU STOUT, fat (having abundance of flesh) [adj] 

STRETTAS AERSSTTT STRETTA, stretto (concluding musical passage played at faster tempo) [n] 

STRETTOS EORSSTTT STRETTO, concluding musical passage played at faster tempo [n] 

STRUTTED DERSTTTU STRUT, to walk with pompous air [v] 

STRUTTER ERRSTTTU one that struts (to walk with pompous air) [n -S] 

STUTTERS ERSSTTTU STUTTER, to speak with spasmodic repetition [v] 

TALLITOT AILLOTTT TALLIT, tallith (Jewish prayer shawl) [n] 

TANTRIST AINRSTTT adherent of tantrism (school of Buddhism incorporating Hindu and pagan elements) [n -S] 

TARTIEST AEIRSTTT TARTY, suggestive of prostitute [adj] 

TARTLETS AELRSTTT TARTLET, small pie [n] 

TARTRATE AAERRTTT chemical salt [n -S] 

TASTIEST AEISSTTT TASTY, pleasant to taste [adj] 

TATHATAS AAAHSTTT TATHATA, ultimate nature of all things in Buddhism [n] 

TATTERED ADEERTTT TATTER, to become torn and worn [v] 

TATTIEST AEISTTTT TATTY, shabby (ragged (tattered)) [adj] 

TATTINGS AGINSTTT TATTING, delicate handmade lace [n] 

TATTLERS AELRSTTT TATTLER, one that tattles (to reveal activities of another) [n] 

TATTLING AGILNTTT TATTLE, to reveal activities of another [v] 

TATTOOED ADEOOTTT TATTOO, to mark skin with indelible pigments [v] 

TATTOOER AEOORTTT one that tattoos (to mark skin with indelible pigments) [n -S] 

TECTITES CEEISTTT TECTITE, tektite (glassy body believed to be of meteoritic origin) [n] 

TEETOTAL AEELOTTT to abstain completely from alcoholic beverages [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 
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TEETOTUM EEMOTTTU spinning toy [n -S] 

TEKTITES EEIKSTTT TEKTITE, glassy body believed to be of meteoritic origin [n] 

TEKTITIC CEIIKTTT TEKTITE, glassy body believed to be of meteoritic origin [adj] 

TELETEXT EEELTTTX communications system in which printed matter is telecast to subscribers [n -S] 

TENTIEST EEINSTTT TENTIE, tenty (watchful (closely observant or alert)) [adj] / TENTY [adj] 

TERAWATT AAERTTTW one trillion watts [n -S] 

TERZETTI EEIRTTTZ TERZETTO, vocal or instrumental trio [n] 

TERZETTO EEORTTTZ vocal or instrumental trio [n -TTI, -S] 

TESTATES AEESSTTT TESTATE, testator (one that makes will) [n] 

TESTATOR AEORSTTT one that makes will [n -S] 

TESTIEST EEISSTTT TESTY, irritable [adj] 

TETOTUMS EMOSTTTU TETOTUM, teetotum (spinning toy) [n] 

THROTTLE EHLORTTT to strangle (to choke to death) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TIGHTEST EGHISTTT TIGHT, firmly or closely fixed in place [adj] 

TITANATE AAEINTTT chemical salt [n -S] 

TITANITE AEIINTTT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

TITIVATE AEIITTTV to dress smartly [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TITLISTS IILSSTTT TITLIST, sports champion [n] 

TITRANTS AINRSTTT TITRANT, reagent used in titration [n] 

TITRATED ADEIRTTT TITRATE, to determine strength of solution by adding reagent until desired reaction occurs [v] 

TITRATES AEIRSTTT TITRATE, to determine strength of solution by adding reagent until desired reaction occurs [v] 

TITRATOR AIORRTTT one that titrates (to determine strength of solution by adding reagent until desired reaction occurs) [n -S] 

TITTERED DEEIRTTT TITTER, to utter restrained, nervous laugh [v] 

TITTERER EEIRRTTT one that titters (to utter restrained, nervous laugh) [n -S] 

TITTUPED DEIPTTTU TITTUP, to move in lively manner [v] 

TITTUPPY IPPTTTUY shaky; unsteady [adj] 

TITUBANT ABINTTTU marked by wavering [adj] 

TOFUTTIS FIOSTTTU TOFUTTI, trademark [n] 

TOILETTE EEILOTTT act of dressing and grooming oneself [n -S] 

TONETTES EENOSTTT TONETTE, simple flute [n] 

TOTALIST AILOSTTT one who tends to regard things as unified whole [n -S] 

TOTALITY AILOTTTY quality or state of being complete [n -TIES] 

TOTEMIST EIMOSTTT specialist in totemism [n -S] 

TOTEMITE EEIMOTTT totemist (specialist in totemism) [n -S] 

TOTTERED DEEORTTT TOTTER, to walk unsteadily [v] 

TOTTERER EEORRTTT one that totters (to walk unsteadily) [n -S] 

TRACTATE AACERTTT treatise (formal and systematic written account of subject) [n -S] 

TRISTATE AEIRSTTT pertaining to area made up of three adjoining states [adj] 

TROTTERS EORRSTTT TROTTER, horse that trots [n] 

TROTTING GINORTTT harness racing [n -S] / TROT, to go at gait between walk and run [v] 

TUFTIEST EFISTTTU TUFTY, abounding in tufts [adj] 

TWATTLED ADELTTTW TWATTLE, to twaddle (to talk foolishly) [v] 

TWATTLES AELSTTTW TWATTLE, to twaddle (to talk foolishly) [v] 

TWITTERS EIRSTTTW TWITTER, to utter succession of chirping sounds [v] 

TWITTERY EIRTTTWY nervously agitated [adj] 

TWITTING GIINTTTW TWIT, to ridicule (to make fun of) [v] 

TWITTISH HIISTTTW silly, foolish [adj] 



Three’s a Crowd 
Rack crowded with THREE OF THE SAME LETTER? There’s a crowd of bingos with 3 of the same (+ blanks, if needed). 

compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
  

TZITZITH HIITTTZZ zizith (tassels on four corners of Jewish prayer shawl) [n TZITZITH] 

WHITTRET EHIRTTTW weasel [n -S] 

WITTIEST EIISTTTW WITTY, humorously clever [adj] 

 

Three of the Same Letter- Consonants 8s 

V 

 

Three of the Same Letter- Consonants 8s 

W 

BOWWOWED BDEOOWWW BOWWOW, to bark like dog [v] 

POWWOWED DEOOPWWW POWWOW, to hold conference [v] 

WILLIWAW AIILLWWW violent gust of cold wind [n -S] 

WILLYWAW AILLWWWY williwaw (violent gust of cold wind) [n -S] 

 

Three of the Same Letter- Consonants 8s 

X 

 

Three of the Same Letter- Consonants 8s 

Y 

HYPOGYNY GHNOPYYY condition of having flowers with organs situated below ovary [n -NIES] 

HYPONYMY HMNOPYYY state of being hyponym (word that denotes subcategory) [n -MIES] 

POLYGYNY GLNOPYYY condition of having more than one wife at same time [n -NIES] 

SYNONYMY MNNOSYYY equivalence of meaning [n -MIES] 

 

Three of the Same Letter- Consonants 8s 

Z 

BEZAZZES ABEESZZZ BEZAZZ, pizazz (quality of being exciting or attractive) [n] 

PAZAZZES AAEPSZZZ PAZAZZ, pizazz (quality of being exciting or attractive) [n] 

PIZAZZES AEIPSZZZ PIZAZZ, quality of being exciting or attractive [n] 

PIZZAZES AEIPSZZZ PIZZAZ, pizazz (quality of being exciting or attractive) [n] 

ZIZZLING GIILNZZZ ZIZZLE, to sizzle (to burn or fry with hissing sound) [v] 

ZYZZYVAS ASVYYZZZ ZYZZYVA, tropical weevil [n] 


	Three of the Same Letter- Consonants 8s
	B
	BABBITRY ABBBIRTY conventional middle-class attitudes and behavior stressing respectability and material success [n -RIES]
	BABBITTS ABBBISTT BABBITT, to line with babbitt (alloy of tin, copper, and antimony) [v]
	BABBLERS ABBBELRS BABBLER, one that babbles (to talk idly or excessively) [n]
	BABBLING ABBBGILN idle talk [n -S] / BABBLE, to talk idly or excessively [v]
	BEDABBLE ABBBDEEL to soil (to make dirty) [v -D, -LING, -S]
	BIBBINGS BBBGIINS BIBBING, act of tippling (to drink alcoholic beverages) [n]
	BIBIMBAP ABBBIIMP Korean rice dish [n -S]
	BLABBERS ABBBELRS BLABBER, to blab (to talk idly) [v]
	BLABBIER ABBBEILR BLABBY, talkative [adj]
	BLABBING ABBBGILN BLAB, to talk idly [v]
	BLEBBING BBBEGILN forming of blister [n -S]
	BLOBBIER BBBEILOR BLOBBY, splotchy (splotched) [adj]
	BLOBBING BBBGILNO BLOB, to splotch (to mark with large, irregular spots) [v]
	BLUBBERS BBBELRSU BLUBBER, to weep noisily [v]
	BLUBBERY BBBELRUY fat; swollen [adj]
	BLUBBING BBBGILNU BLUB, to blubber (to weep noisily) [v]
	BOBBINET BBBEINOT machine-made net [n -S]
	BOBBLIER BBBEILOR BOBBLY, resembling small ball of wool [adj]
	BOBBLING BBBGILNO BOBBLE, to fumble (to handle clumsily) [v]
	BOBBYSOX BBBOOSXY girls' socks that reach above ankle [n BOBBYSOX]
	BOMBABLE ABBBELMO BOMB, to attack with bombs (explosive projectiles) [adj]
	BRABBLED ABBBDELR BRABBLE, to quarrel noisily [v]
	BRABBLER ABBBELRR one that brabbles (to quarrel noisily) [n -S]
	BRABBLES ABBBELRS BRABBLE, to quarrel noisily [v]
	BRIBABLE ABBBEILR BRIBE, to practice bribery [adj]
	BUBBLERS BBBELRSU BUBBLER, drinking fountain [n]
	BUBBLIER BBBEILRU BUBBLY, full of bubbles [adj]
	BUBBLIES BBBEILSU BUBBLY, champagne [n]
	BUBBLING BBBGILNU BUBBLE, to form bubbles (bodies of gas contained within liquid) [v]
	BUSHBABY ABBBHSUY small tree-dwelling primate [n -BIES]
	COBWEBBY BBBCEOWY covered with cobwebs [adj -BBIER, -BBIEST]
	RUBBABOO ABBBOORU rubaboo (type of soup) [n -S]
	RUBBYDUB BBBDRUUY rubby (alcoholic given to drinking rubbing alcohol) [n -S]
	SUBABBOT ABBBOSTU subordinate abbot [n -S]
	TUBBABLE ABBBELTU suitable for washing in tub [adj]
	UNBOBBED BBBDENOU not bobbed (to move up and down) [adj]
	Three of the Same Letter- Consonants 8s
	C
	ACCURACY AACCCRUY quality of being accurate (free from error) [n -CIES]
	BICYCLIC BCCCIILY having two cycles [adj]
	BOCACCIO ABCCCIOO rockfish (fish living around rocks) [n -S]
	CACHACAS AAACCCHS CACHACA, Brazilian liquor [n]
	CACHEXIC ACCCEHIX CACHEXIA, general ill health [adj]
	CACHUCHA AACCCHHU Spanish dance [n -S]
	CALCIFIC ACCCFIIL containing salts of calcium [adj]
	CALCITIC ACCCIILT CALCITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [adj]
	CAPRICCI ACCCIIPR caprices (whim (impulsive idea)) [n CAPRICCI]
	CHICCORY CCCHIORY chicory (perennial herb) [n -RIES]
	COCCIDIA ACCCDIIO parasitic protozoans [n COCCIDIA]
	COCCOIDS CCCDIOOS COCCOID, spherical cell or body [n]
	COCCYGES CCCEGOSY COCCYX, bone of spine [n]
	COCCYXES CCCEOSXY COCCYX, bone of spine [n]
	COCKCROW CCCKOORW daybreak (first appearance of light in morning) [n -S]
	COLDCOCK CCCDKLOO to knock unconscious [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	CONCOCTS CCCNOOST CONCOCT, to prepare by combining ingredients [v]
	CYCLECAR ACCCELRY type of motor vehicle [n -S]
	CYCLICAL ACCCILLY stock whose earnings fluctuate widely with variations in economy [n -S]
	CYCLICLY CCCILLYY CYCLIC, moving in complete circles [adv]
	CYCLONIC CCCILNOY CYCLONE, rotating system of winds [adj]
	DICYCLIC CCCDIILY having two maxima of population each year [adj]
	ECLECTIC CCCEEILT one who draws his beliefs from various sources [n -S]
	ENCYCLIC CCCEILNY letter addressed by pope to bishops of world [n -S]
	FOCACCIA AACCCFIO flat Italian bread [n -S]
	PECCANCY ACCCENPY state of being peccant (sinful (marked by sin)) [n -CIES]
	SACCADIC AACCCDIS SACCADE, rapid, jerky movement of eye [adj]
	SCIROCCO CCCIOORS sirocco (hot, dry wind) [n -S]
	SUCCINCT CCCINSTU clearly expressed in few words [adj -ER, -EST]
	SUCCINIC CCCIINSU pertaining to amber (fossil resin) [adj]
	Three of the Same Letter- Consonants 8s
	D
	ADDENDUM ADDDEMNU something added or to be added [n -DA, -S]
	ADDICTED ACDDDEIT ADDICT, to devote or surrender to something habitually or compulsively [v]
	ADDUCTED ACDDDETU ADDUCT, to draw toward main axis [v]
	ADJUDGED ADDDEGJU ADJUDGE, to determine judicially [v]
	CADDISED ACDDDEIS CADDIS, coarse woolen fabric [adj]
	DADDLING ADDDGILN DADDLE, to diddle (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v]
	DANDERED ADDDEENR DANDER, to stroll (to walk in leisurely manner) [v]
	DEADENED ADDDEEEN DEADEN, to diminish sensitivity or vigor of [v]
	DEADHEAD AADDDEEH to travel without freight [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DEADWOOD ADDDEOOW reinforcement in ship's keel [n -S]
	DEBRIDED BDDDEEIR DEBRIDE, to remove dead tissue surgically [v]
	DEDENDUM DDDEEMNU root of gear tooth [n -DA, -S]
	DEDUCTED CDDDEETU DEDUCT, to subtract (to take away) [v]
	DEFENDED DDDEEEFN DEFEND, to protect (to keep from harm, attack, or injury) [v]
	DEFUNDED DDDEEFNU DEFUND, to withdraw funding from [v]
	DEGRADED ADDDEEGR DEGRADE, to debase (to lower in character, quality, or value) [v]
	DELEADED ADDDEEEL DELEAD, to remove lead from [v]
	DEMANDED ADDDEEMN DEMAND, to ask for with authority [v]
	DENDROID DDDEINOR fossil marine invertebrate [n -S]
	DEODANDS ADDDENOS DEODAND, property forfeited to crown under former English law [n]
	DEPENDED DDDEEENP DEPEND, to rely (to place trust or confidence) [v]
	DESANDED ADDDEENS DESAND, to remove sand from [v]
	DESEEDED DDDEEEES DESEED, to remove seeds from [v]
	DETRUDED DDDEERTU DETRUDE, to thrust out [v]
	DIADEMED ADDDEEIM DIADEM, to adorn with crown [v]
	DIDDLERS DDDEILRS DIDDLER, one that diddles (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [n]
	DIDDLEYS DDDEILSY DIDDLEY, diddly (least amount) [n]
	DIDDLIES DDDEIILS DIDDLY, least amount [n]
	DIDDLING DDDGIILN DIDDLE, to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v]
	DIVIDEND DDDEIINV quantity to be divided [n -S]
	DODDERED DDDDEEOR DODDER, to totter (to walk unsteadily) [v]
	DODDERER DDDEEORR one that dodders (to totter (to walk unsteadily)) [n -S]
	DROWNDED DDDENORW DROWND, to drown (to suffocate in water) [v]
	DWINDLED DDDEILNW DWINDLE, to decrease steadily [v]
	EMBEDDED BDDDEEEM EMBED, to fix firmly into surrounding mass [v]
	FODDERED DDDEEFOR FODDER, to feed with coarse food [v]
	GRANDDAD AADDDGNR grandfather [n -S]
	GRIDDLED DDDEGILR GRIDDLE, to cook on flat pan [v]
	IMBEDDED BDDDEEIM IMBED, to embed (to fix firmly into surrounding mass) [v]
	JUDDERED DDDEEJRU JUDDER, to vibrate (to move back and forth rapidly) [v]
	LADDERED ADDDEELR LADDER, to cause run in stocking [v]
	MADDENED ADDDEEMN MADDEN, to make or become mad [v]
	MISADDED ADDDEIMS MISADD, to add (to combine or join so as to bring about increase) incorrectly [v]
	OUTADDED ADDDEOTU OUTADD, to surpass in adding [v]
	REDDENED DDDEEENR REDDEN, to make or become red [v]
	RESODDED DDDEEORS RESOD, to sod again [v]
	REWEDDED DDDEEERW REWED, to wed again [v]
	SADDENED ADDDEENS SADDEN, to make sad [v]
	SHREDDED DDDEEHRS SHRED, to tear into small strips [v]
	SODDENED DDDEENOS SODDEN, to make soggy [v]
	SQUADDED ADDDEQSU SQUAD, to form into squads (small organized groups) [v]
	SQUIDDED DDDEIQSU SQUID, to fish for squid (ten-armed marine mollusks) [v]
	SWADDLED ADDDELSW SWADDLE, to wrap in bandages [v]
	TEDDERED DDDEEERT TEDDER, to ted (hay) with machine [v]
	TREDDLED DDDEELRT TREDDLE, to treadle (to work foot lever) [v]
	TWADDLED ADDDELTW TWADDLE, to talk foolishly [v]
	TWIDDLED DDDEILTW TWIDDLE, to play idly with something [v]
	UNDERDID DDDEINRU UNDERDO, to do insufficiently [v]
	UNPADDED ADDDENPU not padded (to line or stuff with soft material) [adj]
	UNWEDDED DDDEENUW not wedded (to marry (to enter into marriage)) [adj]
	Three of the Same Letter- Consonants 8s
	F
	ENFEOFFS EEFFFNOS ENFEOFF, to invest with feudal estate [v]
	FACEOFFS ACEFFFOS FACEOFF, action that starts hockey game [n]
	FALLOFFS AFFFLLOS FALLOFF, decline in quantity or quality [n]
	FEOFFEES EEEFFFOS FEOFFEE, one to whom fief is granted [n]
	FEOFFERS EEFFFORS FEOFFER, one that grants fief to another [n]
	FEOFFING EFFFGINO FEOFF, to grant fief to [v]
	FEOFFORS EFFFOORS FEOFFOR, feoffer (one that grants fief to another) [n]
	FLUFFERS EFFFLRSU FLUFFER, one that fluffs (to make fluffy) [n]
	FLUFFIER EFFFILRU FLUFFY, light and soft [adj]
	FLUFFILY FFFILLUY FLUFFY, light and soft [adv]
	FLUFFING FFFGILNU FLUFF, to make fluffy [v]
	FUCKOFFS CFFFKOSU FUCKOFF, offensive word [n]
	INFEOFFS EFFFINOS INFEOFF, to enfeoff (to invest with feudal estate) [v]
	KAFUFFLE AEFFFKLU disturbance or commotion [n -S]
	LIFTOFFS FFFILOST LIFTOFF, vertical takeoff of rocket [n]
	RIFFRAFF AFFFFIRR disreputable element of society [n -S]
	Three of the Same Letter- Consonants 8s
	G
	ABEGGING ABEGGGIN begging [adj]
	BAGGAGES AABEGGGS BAGGAGE, luggage (articles containing traveler's belongings) [n]
	BAGGINGS ABGGGINS BAGGING, material for making bags [n]
	BIGGINGS BGGGIINS BIGGING, biggin (house) [n]
	BLAGGING ABGGGILN informal talk in public [n -S] / BLAG, to rob with violence [v]
	BLOGGING BGGGILNO act or practice of recording personal comments on Web site [n -S] / BLOG, to record personal comments on Web site [v]
	BOGGLING BGGGILNO BOGGLE, to hesitate (to hold back in uncertainty) [v]
	BRAGGING ABGGGINR BRAG, to speak vainly of one's deeds [v]
	CHUGGING CGGGHINU CHUG, to move with dull explosive sound [v]
	CLAGGING ACGGGILN CLAG, to clog (to block up or obstruct) [v]
	CLOGGING CGGGILNO act of dancing while wearing shoes with thick wooden soles [n -S] / CLOG, to block up or obstruct [v]
	DAGGLING ADGGGILN DAGGLE, to drag in mud [v]
	DIGGINGS DGGGIINS excavation site [n -S]
	DRAGGING ADGGGINR DRAG, to pull along ground [v]
	DRUGGING DGGGINRU DRUG, to affect with drug (medicinal substance) [v]
	ENGAGING AEGGGINN ENGAGE, to employ (to hire (to engage services of for payment)) [v]
	FLAGGING AFGGGILN type of pavement (paved surface) [n -S] / FLAG, to mark with flag (piece of cloth used as symbol) [v]
	FLOGGING FGGGILNO whipping (material used to whip) [n -S] / FLOG, to beat with whip or rod [v]
	FOGGAGES AEFGGGOS FOGGAGE, second growth of grass [n]
	FOGGINGS FGGGINOS FOGGING, covering with fog [n]
	FRAGGING AFGGGINR act of one that frags [n -S] / FRAG, to injure with type of grenade [v]
	FRIGGING FGGGIINR FRIG, to cheat or trick [v]
	FROGGING FGGGINOR type of ornamental coat fastener [n -S] / FROG, to hunt frogs (web-footed, tailless amphibians) [v]
	FRUGGING FGGGINRU FRUG, to perform type of vigorous dance [v]
	GAGGLING AGGGGILN GAGGLE, to cackle (to make sound of hen) [v]
	GANGBANG AABGGGNN to participate in gang-related activities [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	GANGLING AGGGILNN awkwardly tall and lanky [adj] / GANGLE, to move awkwardly [v]
	GARAGING AAGGGINR GARAGE, to put in garage (car shelter) [v]
	GARGLING AGGGILNR GARGLE, to rinse mouth or throat [v]
	GIGGLERS EGGGILRS GIGGLER, one that giggles (to laugh in silly manner) [n]
	GIGGLIER EGGGIILR GIGGLY, tending to giggle [adj]
	GIGGLING GGGGIILN GIGGLE, to laugh in silly manner [v]
	GLUGGING GGGGILNU GLUG, to make gurgling sound [v]
	GOGGLERS EGGGLORS GOGGLER, one that goggles (to use Google search engine) [n]
	GOGGLIER EGGGILOR GOGGLY, wide-eyed [adj]
	GOGGLING GGGGILNO GOGGLE, to use Google search engine [v]
	GOOGLING GGGILNOO GOOGLE, to use Internet search engine [v]
	GROGGERY EGGGORRY barroom (room where liquor is sold) [n -RIES]
	GROGGIER EGGGIORR GROGGY, dazed [adj]
	GROGGILY GGGILORY GROGGY, dazed [adv]
	GRUDGING DGGGINRU GRUDGE, to be unwilling to give or admit [v]
	GUGGLING GGGGILNU GUGGLE, to gurgle (to flow with bubbling sounds) [v]
	GURGLING GGGILNRU GURGLE, to flow with bubbling sounds [v]
	HAGGLING AGGGHILN bargaining about price [n -S] / HAGGLE, to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying) [v]
	HIGGLING GGGHIILN HIGGLE, to haggle (to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying)) [v]
	JIGGLING GGGIIJLN JIGGLE, to shake lightly [v]
	JOGGINGS GGGIJNOS JOGGING, practice of running at slow, steady pace [n]
	JOGGLING GGGIJLNO JOGGLE, to shake slightly [v]
	JUGGLING GGGIJLNU jugglery (art of juggler) [n -S] / JUGGLE, to perform feats of manual dexterity [v]
	LAGGINGS AGGGILNS LAGGING, insulating material [n]
	LEGGINGS EGGGILNS LEGGING, covering for leg [n]
	LOGGINGS GGGILNOS LOGGING, business of cutting down trees for timber [n]
	LUGGAGES AEGGGLSU LUGGAGE, articles containing traveler's belongings [n]
	MUGGINGS GGGIMNSU MUGGING, street assault or beating [n]
	NAGGINGS AGGGINNS NAGGING, act of finding fault incessantly [n]
	NIGGLING GGGIILNN petty or meticulous work [n -S] / NIGGLE, to worry over petty details [v]
	NOGGINGS GGGINNOS NOGGING, type of masonry (structure built of stone or brick) [n]
	PLUGGING GGGILNPU PLUG, to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole) [v]
	PRIGGING GGGIINPR PRIG, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v]
	PROGGING GGGINOPR PROG, to prowl about for food or plunder [v]
	PUGGINGS GGGINPSU PUGGING, act of preparing clay for making bricks or pottery [n]
	RAGGINGS AGGGINRS RAGGING, technique of decorating wall by applying paint with rag [n]
	RIGGINGS GGGIINRS RIGGING, system of lines, chains, and tackle used aboard ship [n]
	SHAGGING AGGGHINS SHAG, to make shaggy [v]
	SHOGGING GGGHINOS SHOG, to move along [v]
	SLAGGING AGGGILNS process of converting ore into slag [n -S] / SLAG, to convert into slag (fused residue of smelted ore) [v]
	SLOGGING GGGILNOS SLOG, to plod (to walk heavily) [v]
	SLUGGING GGGILNSU SLUG, to strike heavily [v]
	SNAGGING AGGGINNS SNAG, to catch on snag (jagged protuberance) [v]
	SNOGGING GGGINNOS SNOG, to kiss (to touch with lips as sign of affection) [v]
	SNUGGING GGGINNSU SNUG, to make snug [v]
	STAGGING AGGGINST STAG, to attend social function without female companion [v]
	SWAGGING AGGGINSW SWAG, to sway (to move slowly back and forth) [v]
	SWIGGING GGGIINSW SWIG, to drink deeply or rapidly [v]
	TOGGLING GGGILNOT TOGGLE, to fasten with type of pin or short rod [v]
	TRIGGING GGGIINRT TRIG, to make trig [v]
	TWIGGING GGGIINTW TWIG, to observe (to look attentively) [v]
	VLOGGING GGGILNOV VLOG, to blog video material [v]
	WAGGLING AGGGILNW WAGGLE, to wag (to move briskly up and down or to and fro) [v]
	WIGGINGS GGGIINSW WIGGING, scolding (harsh reproof) [n]
	WIGGLING GGGIILNW WIGGLE, to move with short, quick movements from side to side [v]
	ZIGZAGGY AGGGIYZZ marked by sharp turns [adj]
	Three of the Same Letter- Consonants 8s
	H
	HALAKHAH AAAHHHKL halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n -S, -HOT, -HOTH]
	HASHEESH AEEHHHSS hashish (mild narcotic) [n -ES]
	HASHHEAD AADEHHHS hashish addict [n -S]
	HEIGHTHS EGHHHIST HEIGHTH, height (highest point) [n]
	HIGHBUSH BGHHHISU forming tall bush [adj] / one of various bushes bearing edible berries [n -ES]
	SHAHADAH AAADHHHS shahada (Muslim profession of faith) [n -S]
	Three of the Same Letter- Consonants 8s
	J
	Three of the Same Letter- Consonants 8s
	K
	KAKIVAKS AAIKKKSV KAKIVAK, fish spear used by Inuits [n]
	KICKBACK ABCCIKKK strong reaction [n -S]
	KRUMKAKE AEKKKMRU large thin cookie [n -S]
	Three of the Same Letter- Consonants 8s
	L
	ALLELISM AEILLLMS state of possessing alleles [n -S]
	ALLELUIA AAEILLLU song of praise to God [n -S]
	ALLHEALS AAEHLLLS ALLHEAL, medicinal herb [n]
	ALLIABLE AABEILLL capable of being allied [adj]
	ALLODIAL AADILLLO ALLODIUM, land held in absolute ownership [adj]
	ALLUVIAL AAILLLUV soil composed of alluvium [n -S]
	BALLGIRL ABGILLLR girl who retrieves balls during games [n -S]
	BELLPULL BELLLLPU cord pulled to ring bell [n -S]
	BELLYFUL BEFLLLUY excessive amount [n -S]
	BILLABLE ABBEILLL BILL, to present statement of costs to [adj]
	BILLFOLD BDFILLLO wallet (flat folding case) [n -S]
	BLELLUMS BELLLMSU BLELLUM, babbler (one that babbles (to talk idly or excessively)) [n]
	BLOWBALL ABBLLLOW fluffy seed ball [n -S]
	BLUEBALL ABBELLLU medicinal herb [n -S]
	BLUEBELL BBEELLLU flowering plant [n -S]
	BLUEBILL BBEILLLU scaup duck [n -S]
	BLUEGILL BEGILLLU edible sunfish [n -S]
	CALLABLE AABCELLL CALL, to summon (to order to appear) [adj]
	CALLALOO AACLLLOO crabmeat soup [n -S]
	CALLALOU AACLLLOU callaloo (crabmeat soup) [n -S]
	CALLOWLY ACLLLOWY CALLOW, immature (not fully grown or developed) [adv]
	CELLULAR ACELLLRU cell phone [n -S]
	CELLULES CEELLLSU CELLULE, small cell [n]
	CHILLILY CHIILLLY CHILLY, cool (moderately cold) [adv]
	CLINALLY ACILLLNY in clinal (pertaining to cline (series of changes within species)) manner [adv]
	CLITELLA ACEILLLT regions in body walls of certain annelids [n CLITELLA]
	CLODPOLL CDLLLOOP clodpate (stupid person) [n -S]
	CLONALLY ACLLLNOY CLON, group of asexually derived organisms [adv]
	FALLIBLE ABEFILLL capable of erring [adj]
	FALLIBLY ABFILLLY FALLIBLE, capable of erring [adv]
	FELLABLE ABEEFLLL capable of being felled [adj]
	FELLOWLY EFLLLOWY friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support) [adj]
	FILIALLY AFIILLLY FILIAL, pertaining to son or daughter [adv]
	FILLABLE ABEFILLL FILL, to put as much as can be held into [adj]
	FLABELLA AABEFLLL fan-shaped anatomical structures [n FLABELLA]
	FLAGELLA AAEFGLLL long, slender plant shoots [n FLAGELLA]
	FLORALLY AFLLLORY in manner like that of flower [adv]
	FLOTILLA AFILLLOT fleet of ships [n -S]
	FOLLICLE CEFILLLO small bodily cavity [n -S]
	FULFILLS FFILLLSU FULFILL, to bring about accomplishment of [v]
	GILDHALL ADGHILLL town hall [n -S]
	GLABELLA AABEGLLL smooth area between eyebrows [n -E]
	GLOBALLY ABGLLLOY GLOBAL, spherical (resembling sphere) [adv]
	GOALBALL AABGLLLO ball thrown at goal to score [n -S]
	GULLABLE ABEGLLLU gullible (easily deceived) [adj]
	GULLABLY ABGLLLUY GULLABLE, gullible (easily deceived) [adv]
	GULLIBLE BEGILLLU easily deceived [adj]
	GULLIBLY BGILLLUY GULLIBLE, easily deceived [adv]
	HALALLED AADEHLLL HALAL, to slaughter animal according to Muslim law [v]
	HALLUCAL AACHLLLU HALLUX, big toe [adj]
	HEELBALL ABEEHLLL composition used for polishing [n -S]
	HELLHOLE EEHHLLLO horrible place [n -S]
	HOLDALLS ADHLLLOS HOLDALL, carrying case [n]
	HOLLOWLY HLLLOOWY HOLLOW, not solid (having definite shape and volume) [adv]
	ILLEGALS AEGILLLS ILLEGAL, person who enters country without authorization [n]
	ILLUVIAL AIILLLUV ILLUVIUM, type of material accumulated in soil [adj]
	KILLABLE ABEIKLLL KILL, to cause to die [adj]
	LABELLED ABDEELLL LABEL, to describe or designate [v]
	LABELLER ABEELLLR labeler (one that labels (to describe or designate)) [n -S]
	LABELLUM ABELLLMU lower petal of orchid [n -LLA]
	LABIALLY AABILLLY by means of lips [adv]
	LADLEFUL ADEFLLLU as much as ladle will hold [n -S]
	LAICALLY AACILLLY LAIC, layman (member of laity) [adv]
	LAKEFILL AEFIKLLL area of land built by filling lake [n -S]
	LALLANDS AADLLLNS LALLAND, lowland (area of land lying lower than adjacent country) [n]
	LALLYGAG AAGGLLLY to dawdle (to waste time) [v -GGED, -GGING, -S]
	LAMBKILL ABIKLLLM evergreen shrub [n -S]
	LAMELLAE AAEELLLM LAMELLA, thin plate, scale, or membrane [n]
	LAMELLAR AAELLLMR LAMELLA, thin plate, scale, or membrane [adj]
	LAMELLAS AAELLLMS LAMELLA, thin plate, scale, or membrane [n]
	LANDFALL AADFLLLN sighting or approach to land [n -S]
	LANDFILL ADFILLLN to build up area by burying refuse [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	LAPELLED ADEELLLP LAPEL, extension of collar of garment [adj]
	LAPILLUS AILLLPSU small fragment of lava [n -LLI]
	LATILLAS AAILLLST LATILLA, peeled limb used in ceilings [n]
	LAWFULLY AFLLLUWY LAWFUL, allowed by law (body of rules governing affairs of community) [adv]
	LEAFROLL AEFLLLOR virus disease of potatoes [n -S]
	LETHALLY AEHLLLTY in deadly (fatal (causing or capable of causing death)) manner [adv]
	LEVELLED DEEELLLV LEVEL, to make even [v]
	LEVELLER EEELLLRV leveler (one that levels (to make even)) [n -S]
	LIBELLED BDEEILLL LIBEL, to make or publish defamatory statement about [v]
	LIBELLEE BEEEILLL libelee (defendant in type of lawsuit) [n -S]
	LIBELLER BEEILLLR libeler (one that libels (to make or publish defamatory statement about)) [n -S]
	LILLIPUT IILLLPTU very small person [n -S]
	LILYLIKE EIIKLLLY LILY, flowering plant [adj]
	LINALOLS AILLLNOS LINALOL, linalool (fragrant alcohol) [n]
	LINALOOL AILLLNOO fragrant alcohol [n -S]
	LINEALLY AEILLLNY LINEAL, being directly descended from ancestor [adv]
	LIVELILY EIILLLVY LIVELY, full of energy [adv]
	LIVEWELL EEILLLVW container of water in boat for keeping fish alive [n -S]
	LOBLOLLY BLLLLOOY pine tree [n -LLIES]
	LOGROLLS GLLLOORS LOGROLL, to obtain passage of by exchanging political favors [v]
	LOLLIPOP ILLLOOPP piece of candy on end of stick [n -S]
	LOLLOPED DELLLOOP LOLLOP, to loll (to lounge (to recline or lean in relaxed, lazy manner)) [v]
	LOLLYGAG AGGLLLOY to lallygag (to dawdle (to waste time)) [v -GGED, -GGING, -S]
	LOLLYPOP LLLOOPPY lollipop (piece of candy on end of stick) [n -S]
	LONELILY EILLLNOY LONELY, sad from lack of companionship [adv]
	LOVELILY EILLLOVY in lovely (beautiful) manner [adv]
	LOWBALLS ABLLLOSW LOWBALL, to give customer deceptively low price [v]
	MALLEOLI AEILLLMO bony protuberances of ankle [n MALLEOLI]
	MELLOWLY ELLLMOWY MELLOW, soft and full-flavored from ripeness [adv]
	MILLABLE ABEILLLM MILL, to grind by mechanical means [adj]
	MILLIGAL AGIILLLM unit of acceleration [n -S]
	MILLILUX IILLLMUX unit of illumination [n -UCES, -ES]
	MOLEHILL EHILLLMO small mound of earth [n -S]
	PALLIDLY ADILLLPY PALLID, pale (lacking intensity of color) [adv]
	PALMBALL AABLLLMP baseball pitched from palm and thumb [n -S]
	PARALLEL AAELLLPR to be similar or analogous to [v  -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S]
	PELLETAL AEELLLPT resembling pellet [adj]
	PELLICLE CEEILLLP thin skin or film [n -S]
	PELLMELL EELLLLMP jumbled mass [n -S]
	PLAYBILL ABILLLPY program for theatrical performance [n -S]
	PLIMSOLL ILLLMOPS rubber-soled cloth shoe [n -S]
	PLURALLY ALLLPRUY in manner or form that expresses more than one [adv]
	POLLICAL ACILLLOP POLLEX, innermost digit of forelimb [adj]
	POOLHALL AHLLLOOP poolroom (establishment for playing of billiards) [n -S]
	PULPALLY ALLLPPUY PULPAL, pertaining to pulp [adv]
	PULVILLI IILLLPUV pads between claws of insect's foot [n PULVILLI]
	ROLLABLE ABELLLOR ROLL, to move along by repeatedly turning over [adj]
	SALLOWLY ALLLOSWY SALLOW, of sickly yellowish color [adv]
	SALSILLA AAILLLSS tropical plant [n -S]
	SELLABLE ABEELLLS SELL, to give up to another for money or other valuable consideration [adj]
	SHILLALA AAHILLLS short, thick club [n -S]
	SKILFULL FIKLLLSU skillful (having skill (ability to do something well)) [adj]
	SKILLFUL FIKLLLSU having skill (ability to do something well) [adj]
	SULLENLY ELLLNSUY SULLEN, showing brooding ill humor or resentment [adv]
	SYLLABLE ABELLLSY to pronounce syllables (units of spoken language) [v -D, -LING, -S]
	TELLABLE ABEELLLT TELL, to give detailed account of [adj]
	TELLTALE AEELLLTT tattler (one that tattles (to reveal activities of another)) [n -S]
	TILLABLE ABEILLLT TILL, to prepare land for crops by plowing [adj]
	WELLHOLE EEHLLLOW shaft of well [n -S]
	WILFULLY FILLLUWY WILFUL, willful (bent on having one's own way) [adv]
	WILLABLE ABEILLLW WILL, to decide upon [adj]
	WOOLFELL EFLLLOOW woolskin (sheepskin with wool still on it) [n -S]
	WOOLLILY ILLLOOWY WOOLLY, consisting of or resembling wool [adv]
	YELLOWLY ELLLOWYY YELLOW, of bright color like that of ripe lemons [adv]
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	M
	AMMONIUM AIMMMNOU univalent chemical radical [n -S]
	MAMMATUS AAMMMSTU type of cloud [n -TI]
	MAMMERED ADEEMMMR MAMMER, to hesitate (to hold back in uncertainty) [v]
	MAMMILLA AAILLMMM nipple (protuberance on breast) [n -E]
	MAMMITIS AIIMMMST mastitis (inflammation of breast) [n -TIDES]
	MAMMOCKS ACKMMMOS MAMMOCK, to shred (to tear into small strips) [v]
	MAMMOTHS AHMMMOST MAMMOTH, extinct elephant [n]
	MAXIMUMS AIMMMSUX MAXIMUM, greatest possible amount, quantity, or degree [n]
	MELAMDIM ADEILMMM MELAMED, teacher in Jewish school [n]
	MINIMUMS IIMMMNSU MINIMUM, least possible amount, quantity, or degree [n]
	MOMENTUM EMMMNOTU force of movement [n -TA, -S]
	MUMMERED DEEMMMRU MUMMER, to participate in mumming (miming) [v]
	MUMMINGS GIMMMNSU MUMMING, performance of folk play by mummers [n]
	MUMMYING GIMMMNUY MUMMY, to mummify (to preserve by embalming) [v]
	Three of the Same Letter- Consonants 8s
	N
	ANNEXING AEGINNNX ANNEX, to add or attach [v]
	ANNOUNCE ACENNNOU to make known publicly [v -D, -CING, -S]
	ANNOYING AGINNNOY ANNOY, to be troublesome to [v]
	ANTENNAE AAEENNNT ANTENNA, metallic device for sending or receiving radio waves [n]
	ANTENNAL AAELNNNT ANTENNA, metallic device for sending or receiving radio waves [adj]
	ANTENNAS AAENNNST ANTENNA, metallic device for sending or receiving radio waves [n]
	BANDANNA AAABDNNN large, colored handkerchief [n -S]
	BRANNING ABGINNNR BRAN, to soak in water mixed with bran (outer coat of cereals) [v]
	CANNABIN AABCINNN resin extracted from cannabis [n -S]
	CANNELON ACELNNNO stuffed roll [n -S]
	CANNIKIN ACIIKNNN small can or cup [n -S]
	CANNINGS ACGINNNS CANNING, business of preserving food in airtight containers [n]
	CANNONED ACDENNNO CANNON, to fire cannon (heavy firearm) [v]
	CANNONRY ACNNNORY artillery (large caliber weapons) [n -RIES]
	CHINNING CGHIINNN CHIN, to hold with chin (lower part of face) [v]
	CINNAMON ACIMNNNO spice obtained from tree bark [n -S]
	CUNNINGS CGINNNSU CUNNING, skill in deception [n]
	ENGINING EGGIINNN ENGINE, to equip with machinery [v]
	ENNEAGON AEEGNNNO nonagon (nine-sided polygon) [n -S]
	FUNNYMAN AFMNNNUY comedian (humorous entertainer) [n -MEN]
	FUNNYMEN EFMNNNUY FUNNYMAN, comedian (humorous entertainer) [n]
	GINNINGS GGIINNNS GINNING, cotton as it comes from gin [n]
	GONFANON AFGNNNOO gonfalon (banner) [n -S]
	GRINNING GGIINNNR GRIN, to smile broadly [v]
	GUNNINGS GGINNNSU GUNNING, sport of hunting with gun [n]
	HENNAING AEGHINNN HENNA, to dye with reddish coloring [v]
	HINNYING GHIINNNY HINNY, to whinny (to neigh in low or gentle manner) [v]
	INCONNUS CINNNOSU INCONNU, large food fish [n]
	INNOCENT CEINNNOT free from guilt or sin [adj -ER, -EST] / innocent person [n -S]
	INNUENDO DEINNNOU to make derogatory implication [v -ED, -ING, -S, -ES]
	INTONING GIINNNOT INTONE, to speak in singing voice [v]
	INUNDANT ADINNNTU inundating [adj]
	INURNING GIINNNRU INURN, to put in urn [v]
	JANNYING AGIJNNNY action of one that jannies [n -S] / JANNY, to act as disguised merrymaker at Christmas [v]
	KENNINGS EGIKNNNS KENNING, metaphorical compound word or phrase [n]
	MANGANIN AAGIMNNN alloy of copper, manganese, and nickel [n -S]
	MANNIKIN AIIKMNNN manikin (anatomical model of human body) [n -S]
	MIGNONNE EGIMNNNO daintily small [adj]
	MUNNIONS IMNNNOSU MUNNION, muntin (dividing strip for window panes) [n]
	NANDINAS AADINNNS NANDINA, Asian shrub [n]
	NANKEENS AEEKNNNS NANKEEN, cotton fabric [n]
	NANNYING AGINNNNY NANNY, to be overprotective toward [v]
	NANNYISH AHINNNSY resembling children's nurse [adj]
	NINEPINS EIINNNPS NINEPIN, wooden pin used in bowling game [n]
	NINETEEN EEEINNNT number [n -S]
	NINNYISH HIINNNSY NINNY, fool [adj]
	NONAGONS AGNNNOOS NONAGON, nine-sided polygon [n]
	NONAVIAN AAINNNOV not related to birds [adj]
	NONBANKS ABKNNNOS NONBANK, business that is not bank [n]
	NONBEING BEGINNNO lack of being [n -S]
	NONBRAND ABDNNNOR lacking brand name [adj]
	NONCLING CGILNNNO not clinging (to adhere closely) [adj]
	NONCOUNT CNNNOOTU not capable of being counted [adj]
	NONDANCE ACDENNNO unrhythmic dance [n -S]
	NONENTRY ENNNORTY fact of not entering [n -RIES]
	NONEVENT EENNNOTV expected event that does not occur [n -S]
	NONFINAL AFILNNNO not being last [adj]
	NONGREEN EEGNNNOR not green (of color of growing foliage) [adj]
	NONHUMAN AHMNNNOU one that is not human [n -S]
	NONINERT EINNNORT not inactive (not active) [adj]
	NONIONIC CIINNNOO not ionic (pertaining to or using ions) [adj]
	NONMONEY EMNNNOOY not involving money [adj]
	NONNASAL AALNNNOS not involving nose [adj]
	NONNAVAL AALNNNOV not naval (pertaining to ships) [adj]
	NONNOBLE BELNNNOO not noble (possessing qualities of excellence) [adj]
	NONNOVEL ELNNNOOV literary work that is not novel [n -S]
	NONOWNER ENNNOORW one who is not owner [n -S]
	NONPAGAN AAGNNNOP one who is not pagan [n -S]
	NONPOINT INNNOOPT not occurring at definite single site [adj]
	NONPRINT INNNOPRT not involving printed material [adj]
	NONSENSE EENNNOSS behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd [n -S]
	NONTONAL ALNNNOOT lacking tonality (system of tones) [adj]
	NONTONIC CINNNOOT not based on first tone of scale [adj]
	NONUNION INNNNOOU failure of broken bone to heal [n -S]
	NONURBAN ABNNNORU not urban (pertaining to city (large town)) [adj]
	NONUSING GINNNOSU not using (to put into service) [adj]
	NONWOVEN ENNNOOVW fabric not made by weaving [n -S]
	NOONINGS GINNNOOS NOONING, meal eaten at noon [n]
	NOUMENON EMNNNOOU object of intellectual intuition [n -ENA]
	NUANCING ACGINNNU NUANCE, to give subtle shade of meaning to [v]
	PANNIKIN AIIKNNNP small saucepan [n -S]
	PENNANTS AENNNPST PENNANT, long, narrow flag [n]
	PENNINES EEINNNPS PENNINE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n]
	PENNONED DEENNNOP PENNON, pennant (long, narrow flag) [adj]
	PLANNING AGILNNNP establishment of goals or policies [n -S] / PLAN, to formulate plan (method for achieving end) [v]
	PUNNINGS GINNNPSU PUNNING, act of making pun [n]
	RUNNINGS GINNNRSU RUNNING, race [n]
	SANTONIN AINNNOST chemical compound [n -S]
	SCANNING ACGINNNS close examination [n -S] / SCAN, to examine closely [v]
	SHINNING GHIINNNS SHIN, to climb by gripping and pulling alternately with hands and legs [v]
	SHUNNING GHINNNSU SHUN, to avoid (to keep away from) [v]
	SKINNING GIIKNNNS SKIN, to strip or deprive of skin (membranous tissue covering body of animal) [v]
	SPANNING AGINNNPS SPAN, to extend over or across [v]
	SPINNING GIINNNPS act of one that spins [n -S] / SPIN, to draw out and twist into threads [v]
	STUNNING GINNNSTU STUN, to render senseless or incapable of action [v]
	SWANNING AGINNNSW SWAN, to swear (to utter solemn oath) [v]
	SYNANONS ANNNOSSY SYNANON, method of group therapy for drug addicts [n]
	TANNINGS AGINNNST TANNING, process of converting hides into leather [n]
	TENONING EGINNNOT TENON, to unite by means of tenon (projection on end of piece of wood) [v]
	TENPENNY EENNNPTY worth tenpence [adj]
	THINNING GHIINNNT act of thinning [n -S] / THIN, to make thin [v]
	TRUNNION INNNORTU pin or pivot on which something can be rotated [n -S]
	TWINNING GIINNNTW bearing of two children at same birth [n -S] / TWIN, to bring together in close association [v]
	UNBANNED ABDENNNU not banned (to prohibit (to forbid by authority)) [adj] / UNBAN, to remove prohibition against [v]
	UNBENIGN BEGINNNU not benign (kind (having gentle, giving nature)) [adj]
	UNBONNET BENNNOTU to uncover head [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	UNCANNED ACDENNNU not canned (to put in can (cylindrical container)) [adj]
	UNENDING DEGINNNU not ending (to terminate) [adj]
	UNKENNED DEEKNNNU not known or recognized [adj]
	UNKENNEL EEKLNNNU to release from kennel [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S]
	UNKNOWNS KNNNOSUW UNKNOWN, one that is not known [n]
	UNMANNED ADEMNNNU UNMAN, to deprive of courage [v]
	UNPENNED DEENNNPU UNPEN, to release from confinement [v]
	UNPINNED DEINNNPU UNPIN, to remove pins from [v]
	UNTANNED ADENNNTU not tanned (to convert hide into leather by soaking in chemicals) [adj]
	UNTUNING GINNNTUU UNTUNE, to put out of tune [v]
	UNWANING AGINNNUW not waning (to decrease in size or extent) [adj]
	WANNIGAN AAGINNNW wanigan (supply chest used in logging camp) [n -S]
	WINNINGS GIINNNSW WINNING, money won in game or competition [n]
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	MUDPUPPY DMPPPUUY large salamander [n -PIES]
	PANPIPES AEINPPPS PANPIPE, musical instrument [n]
	PAPPADAM AAADMPPP papadum (thin, crisp bread of India) [n -S]
	PAPPADUM AADMPPPU papadum (thin, crisp bread of India) [n -S]
	PAPPIEST AEIPPPST PAPPY, resembling pap (soft food for infants) [adj]
	PAPPOOSE AEOOPPPS papoose (Native American baby) [n -S]
	PEDIPALP ADEILPPP appendage of arachnid [n -S]
	PEPPERED DEEEPPPR PEPPER, to season with pepper (pungent condiment) [v]
	PEPPERER EEEPPPRR one that peppers (to season with pepper (pungent condiment)) [n -S]
	PEPPIEST EEIPPPST PEPPY, full of energy [adj]
	PLOPPING GILNOPPP PLOP, to drop or fall heavily [v]
	POPPADOM ADMOOPPP papadum (thin, crisp bread of India) [n -S]
	POPPADUM ADMOPPPU papadum (thin, crisp bread of India) [n -S]
	POPPIEST EIOPPPST POPPY, having characteristics of pop music [adj]
	POPPLIER EILOPPPR POPPLY, choppy (full of short, rough waves) [adj]
	POPPLING GILNOPPP POPPLE, to move in bubbling or rippling manner [v]
	PREAPPLY AELPPPRY to apply beforehand [v -LIED, -ING, -LIES]
	PREPPIER EEIPPPRR PREPPY, associated with style and behavior of preparatory school students [adj]
	PREPPIES EEIPPPRS PREPPIE, one who preps [n]
	PREPPILY EILPPPRY PREPPY, associated with style and behavior of preparatory school students [adv]
	PREPPING EGINPPPR PREP, to attend preparatory school [v]
	PREPUPAE AEEPPPRU PREPUPA, stage preceding pupa [n]
	PREPUPAL AELPPPRU preceding pupal stage [adj]
	PREPUPAS AEPPPRSU PREPUPA, stage preceding pupa [n]
	PROPPING GINOPPPR PROP, to keep from falling [v]
	PUPPETRY EPPPRTUY art of making or manipulating puppets [n -RIES]
	PUPPYDOM DMOPPPUY world of puppies [n -S]
	PUPPYISH HIPPPSUY PUPPY, young dog [adj]
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	R
	ABHORRER ABEHORRR one that abhors (to loathe (to detest greatly)) [n -S]
	ARMORERS AEMORRRS ARMORER, one that makes or repairs armor [n]
	ARMOURER AEMORRRU armorer (one that makes or repairs armor) [n -S]
	ARRANGER AAEGNRRR one that arranges (to put in definite or proper order) [n -S]
	ARRAYERS AAERRRSY ARRAYER, one that arrays (to place in proper or desired order) [n]
	ARRESTER AEERRRST one that arrests (to seize and hold by legal authority) [n -S]
	ARRESTOR AEORRRST arrester (one that arrests (to seize and hold by legal authority)) [n -S]
	ARRIVERS AEIRRRSV ARRIVER, one that arrives (to reach destination) [n]
	BARBERRY ABBERRRY shrub (low, woody plant) [n -RIES]
	BARRATER AABERRRT barrator (one who commits barratry (fraud committed by master or crew of ship)) [n -S]
	BARRATOR AABORRRT one who commits barratry (fraud committed by master or crew of ship) [n -S]
	BARRATRY AABRRRTY fraud committed by master or crew of ship [n -RIES]
	BARRENER ABEENRRR BARREN, unproductive (not productive) [adj]
	BARRETOR ABEORRRT barrator (one who commits barratry (fraud committed by master or crew of ship)) [n -S]
	BARRETRY ABERRRTY barratry (fraud committed by master or crew of ship) [n -RIES]
	BARRIERS ABEIRRRS BARRIER, obstacle (something that obstructs (to get in way of)) [n]
	BARTERER ABEERRRT one that barters (to trade (to give in exchange for another commodity)) [n -S]
	BLURRIER BEILRRRU BLURRY, unclear (not clear (clean and pure)) [adj]
	BORDERER BDEEORRR one that borders (to put border (edge) on) [n -S]
	BORROWER BEOORRRW one that borrows (to take on loan) [n -S]
	BURROWER BEORRRUW one that burrows (to dig hole or tunnel in ground) [n -S]
	CAREERER ACEEERRR one that careers (to go at full speed) [n -S]
	CARRIERS ACEIRRRS CARRIER, one that carries (to convey from one place to another) [n]
	CHARRIER ACEHIRRR CHARRY, resembling charcoal [adj]
	CHERRIER CEEHIRRR CHERRY, of light red color [adj]
	CORRIDOR CDIOORRR narrow hallway [n -S]
	CURRIERS CEIRRRSU CURRIER, one that curries leather [n]
	CURRIERY CEIRRRUY shop of currier [n -RIES]
	DEFERRER DEEEFRRR one that defers (to postpone (to put off to future time)) [n -S]
	DEMURRER DEEMRRRU one that demurs (to object (to argue in opposition)) [n -S]
	DERRIERE DEEEIRRR buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump) [n -S]
	DETERRER DEEERRRT one that deters (to stop from proceeding) [n -S]
	DREARIER ADEEIRRR DREARY, dismal (cheerless and depressing) [adj]
	ERRANTRY AENRRRTY state of wandering [n -RIES]
	FARRIERS AEFIRRRS FARRIER, one that shoes horses [n]
	FARRIERY AEFIRRRY trade of farrier [n -RIES]
	FERRETER EEEFRRRT one that ferrets (to search out by careful investigation) [n -S]
	FORRADER ADEFORRR further ahead [adv]
	FURRIERS EFIRRRSU FURRIER, one that deals in furs [n]
	FURRIERY EFIRRRUY business of furrier [n -RIES]
	FURRINER EFINRRRU foreigner [n -S]
	FURROWER EFORRRUW one that furrows (to make furrows (narrow depressions) in) [n -S]
	GARROTER AEGORRRT one that garrotes (to execute by strangling) [n -S]
	HARBORER ABEHORRR one that harbors (to shelter (to provide cover or protection for)) [n -S]
	HARRIERS AEHIRRRS HARRIER, hunting dog [n]
	HARROWER AEHORRRW one that harrows (to break up and level soil) [n -S]
	HORRIDER DEHIORRR HORRID, repulsive [adj]
	HURRIERS EHIRRRSU HURRIER, one that hurries (to move swiftly) [n]
	INFERRER EEFINRRR one that infers (to reach or derive by reasoning) [n -S]
	LARRUPER AELPRRRU one that larrups (to beat or thrash) [n -S]
	MARRIERS AEIMRRRS MARRIER, one that marries (to enter into marriage) [n]
	MIRRORED DEIMORRR MIRROR, to reflect image of [v]
	MURDERER DEEMRRRU one that murders (to kill unlawfully with premeditated malice) [n -S]
	MURMURER EMMRRRUU one that murmurs (to speak unclearly) [n -S]
	NARRATER AAENRRRT narrator (one that narrates (to tell story)) [n -S]
	NARRATOR AANORRRT one that narrates (to tell story) [n -S]
	NARROWER AENORRRW NARROW, of little width [adj]
	NURTURER ENRRRTUU one that nurtures (to nourish (to sustain with food)) [n -S]
	ORDERERS DEEORRRS ORDERER, one that orders (to give command or instruction to) [n]
	ORNERIER EEINORRR ORNERY, stubborn and mean-spirited [adj]
	ORRERIES EEIORRRS ORRERY, mechanical model of solar system [n]
	PARRIERS AEIPRRRS PARRIER, one that parries (to ward off blow) [n]
	PARROTER AEOPRRRT one that parrots (to repeat or imitate without thought or understanding) [n -S]
	PARTERRE AEEPRRRT section of theater [n -S]
	PERJURER EEJPRRRU one guilty of perjury [n -S]
	PREORDER DEEOPRRR to order beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	PREPARER AEEPPRRR one that prepares (to put in proper condition or readiness) [n -S]
	PROCURER CEOPRRRU one that procures (to obtain by effort) [n -S]
	PROPERER EEOPPRRR PROPER, suitable (appropriate) [adj]
	QUARRIER AEIQRRRU one that quarries (to dig stone from excavation) [n -S]
	RAREFIER AEEFIRRR one that rarefies (to make less dense) [n -S]
	RARERIPE AEEIPRRR fruit that ripens early [n -S]
	REARREST AEERRRST to arrest again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REARWARD AADERRRW rearmost division of army [n -S]
	RECORDER CDEEORRR one that records (to set down for preservation) [n -S]
	RECURRED CDEERRRU RECUR, to happen again [v]
	REDRAWER ADEERRRW one that redraws (to draw again) [n -S]
	REFERRAL AEEFLRRR one that is referred [n -S]
	REFERRED DEEEFRRR REFER, to direct to source for help or information [v]
	REFERRER EEEFRRRR one that refers (to direct to source for help or information) [n -S]
	REFORMER EEFMORRR one that reforms (to change to better state) [n -S]
	REMARKER AEEKMRRR one that remarks (to say or write briefly or casually) [n -S]
	RENDERER DEEENRRR one that renders (to cause to be or become) [n -S]
	REORDERS DEEORRRS REORDER, to order again [v]
	REPAIRER AEEIPRRR one that repairs (to restore to good condition) [n -S]
	REPORTER EEOPRRRT one that reports (to give account of) [n -S]
	REPROVER EEOPRRRV one that reproves (to rebuke (to criticize sharply)) [n -S]
	REQUIRER EEIQRRRU one that requires (to have need of) [n -S]
	RERECORD CDEEORRR to record again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REREWARD ADEERRRW rearward (rearmost division of army) [n -S]
	REROLLER EELLORRR one that rerolls (to roll again) [n -S]
	RESERVER EEERRRSV one that reserves (to keep back for future use) [n -S]
	RESORTER EEORRRST one that resorts (to go frequently or habitually) [n -S]
	RESTORER EEORRRST one that restores (to bring back to former or original condition) [n -S]
	RETARDER ADEERRRT one that retards (to slow progress of) [n -S]
	RETIRERS EEIRRRST RETIRER, one that retires (to go away or withdraw) [n]
	RETORTER EEORRRTT one that retorts (to answer back sharply) [n -S]
	RETRACER ACEERRRT one that retraces (to go back over) [n -S]
	RETRORSE EEORRRST bent backward [adj]
	RETURNER EENRRRTU one that returns (to come or go back) [n -S]
	REVERERS EEERRRSV REVERER, one that reveres (to regard with great respect) [n]
	REVERSER EEERRRSV one that reverses (to turn or move in opposite direction) [n -S]
	REVERTER EEERRRTV one that reverts (to return to former state) [n -S]
	REWARDER ADEERRRW one that rewards (to give recompense to for worthy behavior) [n -S]
	REWRITER EEIRRRTW one that rewrites (to write again) [n -S]
	RICERCAR ACCEIRRR instrumental composition [n -S]
	ROTURIER EIORRRTU commoner (one of common people) [n -S]
	SCARRIER ACEIRRRS SCARRY, marked with scars [adj]
	SHNORRER EHNORRRS one who takes advantage of generosity of others [n -S]
	SORCERER CEEORRRS one who practices sorcery (alleged use of supernatural powers) [n -S]
	SORROWER EOORRRSW one that sorrows (to grieve (to feel grief)) [n -S]
	SPARRIER AEIPRRRS SPARRY, resembling spar (lustrous mineral) [adj]
	SPURRERS EPRRRSSU SPURRER, one that spurs (to urge on with spur (horseman's goad)) [n]
	SPURRIER EIPRRRSU one that makes spurs [n -S]
	STARRIER AEIRRRST STARRY, abounding with stars [adj]
	STIRRERS EIRRRSST STIRRER, one that stirs (to pass implement through in circular motions) [n]
	TARRIERS AEIRRRST TARRIER, one that tarries (to delay or be slow in acting or doing) [n]
	TERRARIA AAEIRRRT glass enclosures for plants or small animals [n TERRARIA]
	TERRIERS EEIRRRST TERRIER, small, active dog [n]
	TERROIRS EIORRRST TERROIR, combination of factors that gives wine grapes their distinctive character [n]
	TORRIDER DEIORRRT TORRID, extremely hot [adj]
	TORTURER EORRRTTU one that tortures (to subject to severe physical pain) [n -S]
	VERDERER DEEERRRV officer in charge of royal forests of England [n -S]
	VERDEROR DEEORRRV verderer (officer in charge of royal forests of England) [n -S]
	WARRENER AEENRRRW keeper of warren [n -S]
	WARRIORS AIORRRSW WARRIOR, one engaged or experienced in warfare [n]
	WORRIERS EIORRRSW WORRIER, one that worries (to feel anxious and uneasy about something) [n]
	Three of the Same Letter- Consonants 8s
	S
	ABBESSES ABBEESSS ABBESS, female superior of convent of nuns [n]
	ABSCISES ABCEISSS ABSCISE, to cut off [v]
	ABSCISSA AABCISSS particular geometric coordinate [n -E, -S]
	ACCESSES ACCEESSS ACCESS, to get at [v]
	ADMASSES AADEMSSS ADMASS, mass-media advertising [n]
	ALYSSUMS ALMSSSUY ALYSSUM, flowering plant [n]
	AMASSERS AAEMRSSS AMASSER, one that amasses (to gather (to bring together into one place or group)) [n]
	ASBESTOS ABEOSSST mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -ES]
	ASBESTUS ABESSSTU asbestos (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n -ES]
	ASHINESS AEHINSSS condition of being ashy [n -ES]
	ASPERSES AEEPRSSS ASPERSE, to spread false charges against [v]
	ASSAGAIS AAAGISSS ASSAGAI, to pierce with light spear [v]
	ASSASSIN AAINSSSS murderer (one that murders (to kill unlawfully with premeditated malice)) [n -S]
	ASSAULTS AALSSSTU ASSAULT, to attack (to set upon violently) [v]
	ASSAYERS AAERSSSY ASSAYER, one that assays (to attempt (to make effort to do or accomplish)) [n]
	ASSEGAIS AAEGISSS ASSEGAI, to assagai (to pierce with light spear) [v]
	ASSESSED ADEESSSS ASSESS, to estimate value of for taxation [v]
	ASSESSES AEESSSSS ASSESS, to estimate value of for taxation [v]
	ASSESSOR AEORSSSS one that assesses (to estimate value of for taxation) [n -S]
	ASSHOLES AEHLOSSS ASSHOLE, offensive word [n]
	ASSISTED ADEISSST ASSIST, to give aid or support to [v]
	ASSISTER AEIRSSST one that assists (to give aid or support to) [n -S]
	ASSISTOR AIORSSST assister (one that assists (to give aid or support to)) [n -S]
	ASSUAGES AAEGSSSU ASSUAGE, to make less severe [v]
	ASSUMERS AEMRSSSU ASSUMER, one that assumes (to take on) [n]
	ASSUREDS ADERSSSU ASSURED, insured person [n]
	ASSURERS AERRSSSU ASSURER, one that assures (to insure (to guarantee against loss)) [n]
	ASSURORS AORRSSSU ASSUROR, assurer (one that assures (to insure)) [n]
	ASSWAGES AAEGSSSW ASSWAGE, to assuage (to make less severe) [v]
	ASTASIAS AAAISSST ASTASIA, inability to stand resulting from muscular incoordination [n]
	AVGASSES AAEGSSSV AVGAS, gasoline for airplanes [n]
	BABASSUS AABBSSSU BABASSU, palm tree [n]
	BADASSES AABDESSS BADASS, offensive word [n]
	BAGASSES AABEGSSS BAGASS, bagasse (crushed sugarcane) [n] / BAGASSE [n]
	BASELESS ABEELSSS having no foundation [adj]
	BASENESS ABEENSS state of being base (morally low) [n -ES]
	BASSETTS ABESSSTT BASSETT, hound [n]
	BASSISTS ABISSSST BASSIST, person who plays double bass [n]
	BASSNESS ABENSSSS lowness in pitch [n -ES]
	BASSOONS ABNOOSSS BASSOON, low-pitched instrument [n]
	BEKISSES BEEIKSSS BEKISS, to cover with kisses [v]
	BIASNESS ABEINSSS state of being slanted [n -ES]
	BLESSERS BEELRSSS BLESSER, one that blesses (to sanctify (to make holy)) [n]
	BLOSSOMS BLMOOSSS BLOSSOM, to bloom (to bear flowers) [v]
	BOSSDOMS BDMOOSSS BOSSDOM, domain of political boss [n]
	BOSSIEST BEIOSSST BOSSY, domineering [adj]
	BOSSISMS BIMOSSSS BOSSISM, control by political bosses [n]
	BRASSIES ABEIRSSS BRASSIE, golf club [n]
	BRASSISH ABHIRSSS resembling brass [adj]
	BUSHLESS BEHLSSSU having no bushes [adj]
	BUSINESS BEINSSSU occupation, profession, or trade [n -ES]
	BUSSINGS BGINSSSU BUSSING, busing (act of transporting by bus) [n]
	BUSYNESS BENSSSUY state of being busy (occupied) [n -ES]
	BYPASSES ABEPSSSY BYPASS, to avoid by going around [v]
	BYSSUSES BESSSSUY BYSSUS, fine linen [n]
	CAISSONS ACINOSSS CAISSON, watertight chamber [n]
	CAMASSES AACEMSSS CAMASS, perennial herb [n]
	CARESSES ACEERSSS CARESS, to touch lovingly [v]
	CASEASES AACEESSS CASEASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n]
	CASEOSES ACEEOSSS CASEOSE, proteose (water-soluble protein) [n]
	CASHLESS ACEHLSSS having no cash [adj]
	CASSABAS AAABCSSS CASSABA, casaba (variety of melon) [n]
	CASSATAS AAACSSST CASSATA, Italian ice cream [n]
	CASSAVAS AAACSSSV CASSAVA, tropical plant [n]
	CASSENAS AACENSSS CASSENA, cassina (evergreen tree) [n]
	CASSENES ACEENSSS CASSENE, cassina (evergreen tree) [n]
	CASSINAS AACINSSS CASSINA, evergreen tree [n]
	CASSINES ACEINSSS CASSINE, cassina (evergreen tree) [n]
	CASSINOS ACINOSSS CASSINO, card game [n]
	CASSISES ACEISSSS CASSIS, European bush [n]
	CASSOCKS ACCKOSSS CASSOCK, long garment worn by clergymen [n]
	CASUISTS ACISSSTU CASUIST, one who resolves ethical problems [n]
	CENSUSES CEENSSSU CENSUS, to take official count of [v]
	CESSIONS CEINOSSS CESSION, act of ceding (to yield (to give up)) [n]
	CESSPITS CEIPSSST CESSPIT, cesspool (covered well or pit for sewage) [n]
	CESTUSES CEESSSTU CESTUS, belt or girdle [n]
	CHAUSSES ACEHSSSU medieval armor [n CHAUSSES]
	CISSOIDS CDIIOSSS CISSOID, type of geometric curve [n]
	CISTUSES CEISSSTU CISTUS, flowering shrub [n]
	CLASSERS ACELRSSS CLASSER, one that classes (to classify (to arrange according to characteristics)) [n]
	CLASSICS ACCILSSS CLASSIC, work of enduring excellence [n]
	CLASSISM ACILMSSS discrimination based on social class [n -S]
	CLASSIST ACILSSST advocate of classism [n -S]
	CLASSONS ACLNOSSS CLASSON, subatomic particle [n]
	COASSIST ACIOSSST to assist jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	COLOSSUS CLOOSSSU gigantic statue [n -SSI, -ES]
	CONSISTS CINOSSST CONSIST, to be made up or composed [v]
	COSINESS CEINOSSS coziness (state of being cozy (snug and comfortable)) [n -ES]
	COSMISMS CIMMOSSS COSMISM, philosophical theory [n]
	COSMISTS CIMOSSST COSMIST, supporter of cosmism [n]
	COSMOSES CEMOOSSS COSMOS, universe regarded as orderly system [n]
	COSSACKS ACCKOSSS COSSACK, Russian cavalryman [n]
	COSTLESS CELOSSST free of charge [adj]
	CRASSEST ACERSSST CRASS, grossly vulgar or stupid [adj]
	CRESSETS CEERSSST CRESSET, metal cup for burning oil [n]
	CROSSERS CEORRSSS CROSSER, one that crosses (to intersect) [n]
	CROSSEST CEORSSST CROSS, ill-tempered [adj]
	CUSCUSES CCESSSUU CUSCUS, arboreal mammal [n]
	DEGASSES ADEEGSSS DEGAS, to remove gas from [v]
	DESPISES DEEIPSSS DESPISE, to loathe (to detest greatly) [v]
	DESSERTS DEERSSST DESSERT, something served as last course of meal [n]
	DESTRESS DEERSSST to remove stress from [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	DISCASES ACDEISSS DISCASE, to remove case of [v]
	DISCLESS CDEILSSS diskless (having no disk (round, flat storage device for computer)) [adj]
	DISCUSES CDEISSSU DISCUS, disk hurled in athletic competition [n]
	DISEASES ADEEISSS DISEASE, to make unhealthy [v]
	DISEUSES DEEISSSU DISEUSE, female entertainer [n]
	DISGUSTS DGISSSTU DISGUST, to cause nausea or loathing in [v]
	DISKLESS DEIKLSSS having no disk (round, flat storage device for computer) [adj]
	DISMASTS ADIMSSST DISMAST, to remove mast of [v]
	DISPOSES DEIOPSSS DISPOSE, to put in place [v]
	DISSAVES ADEISSSV DISSAVE, to use savings for current expenses [v]
	DISSEATS ADEISSST DISSEAT, to unseat (to remove from seat) [v]
	DISSECTS CDEISSST DISSECT, to cut apart for scientific examination [v]
	DISSEISE DEEIISSS to deprive (to take something away from) [v -D, -SING, -S]
	DISSENTS DEINSSST DISSENT, to disagree (to differ in opinion) [v]
	DISSERTS DEIRSSST DISSERT, to discuss in learned or formal manner [v]
	DISTRESS DEIRSSST to cause anxiety or suffering to [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	DOSSIERS DEIORSSS DOSSIER, file of papers on single subject [n]
	DRESSERS DEERRSSS DRESSER, one that dresses (to put clothes on) [n]
	DURESSES DEERSSSU DURESS, compulsion by threat [n]
	DUSTLESS DELSSSTU being without dust [adj]
	EASINESS AEEINSSS state of being easy (not difficult) [n -ES]
	ECESISES CEEEISSS ECESIS, establishment of plant or animal in new environment [n]
	EGRESSES EEEGRSSS EGRESS, to go out [v]
	EMBOSSES BEEMOSSS EMBOSS, to decorate with raised designs [v]
	EMESISES EEEIMSSS EMESIS, act of vomiting (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [n]
	ENOSISES EEINOSSS ENOSIS, union (number of persons, parties, or political entities united for common purpose) [n]
	ESPOUSES EEOPSSSU ESPOUSE, to marry (to enter into marriage) [v]
	ESPRESSO EEOPRSSS strong coffee [n -S]
	ESSAYERS AEERSSSY ESSAYER, one that essays (to try (to attempt)) [n]
	ESSAYIST AEISSSTY writer of essays (prose compositions) [n -S]
	ESSENCES CEEENSSS ESSENCE, fundamental nature or quality [n]
	ESTHESES EEEHSSST ESTHESIS, esthesia (ability to receive sensation) [n]
	ESTHESIS EEHISSST esthesia (ability to receive sensation) [n -SES, -ES]
	ESTRUSES EERSSSTU ESTRUS, period of heat in female mammals [n]
	EUSTRESS EERSSSTU beneficial stress [n -ES]
	EXCESSES CEEESSSX EXCESS, to eliminate position of [v]
	FASCISMS ACFIMSSS FASCISM, oppressive political system [n]
	FASCISTS ACFISSST FASCIST, advocate of fascism [n]
	FASTNESS AEFNSSST quality of being fast (moving or able to move quickly) [n -ES]
	FESSWISE EEFISSSW horizontally (in horizontal manner) [adv]
	FINESSES EEFINSSS FINESSE, to bring about by adroit maneuvering [v]
	FISHLESS EFHILSSS having no fish [adj]
	FISSIONS FIINOSSS FISSION, to split into parts [v]
	FISSURES EFIRSSSU FISSURE, to split (to separate lengthwise) [v]
	FLOSSERS EFLORSSS FLOSSER, one that flosses (to clean between teeth with thread) [n]
	FLOSSIES EFILOSSS FLOSSIE, floozy (prostitute) [n]
	FOCUSSES CEFOSSSU FOCUS, to bring to focus [v]
	FOSSICKS CFIKOSSS FOSSICK, to search for gold [v]
	FRISSONS FINORSSS FRISSON, shudder [n]
	FUSELESS EEFLSSSU lacking fuse [adj]
	FUSSIEST EFISSSTU FUSSY, overly concerned with small details [adj]
	FUSSPOTS FOPSSSTU FUSSPOT, fusser (one that fusses (to be overly concerned with small details)) [n]
	GASSIEST AEGISSST GASSY, containing gas [adj]
	GASSINGS AGGINSSS GASSING, poisoning by noxious gas [n]
	GASTNESS AEGNSSST fright [n -ES]
	GLASSIES AEGILSSS GLASSIE, type of playing marble [n]
	GLOSSERS EGLORSSS GLOSSER, one that glosses (to make lustrous) [n]
	GLOSSIES EGILOSSS GLOSSY, type of photograph [n]
	GNEISSES EEGINSSS GNEISS, type of rock [n]
	GOSSOONS GNOOOSSS GOSSOON, boy (male child) [n]
	GROSSERS EGORRSSS GROSSER, product yielding large volume of business [n]
	GROSSEST EGORSSST GROSS, flagrant (extremely conspicuous) [adj]
	GUESSERS EEGRSSSU GUESSER, one that guesses (to form opinion from little or no evidence) [n]
	GUSTLESS EGLSSSTU having no gusts [adj]
	HARASSES AAEHRSSS HARASS, to bother persistently [v]
	HARISSAS AAHIRSSS HARISSA, spicy North African sauce [n]
	HASSIUMS AHIMSSSU HASSIUM, radioactive element [n]
	HASSOCKS ACHKOSSS HASSOCK, footstool [n]
	HESSIANS AEHINSSS HESSIAN, coarse cloth [n]
	HESSITES EEHISSST HESSITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n]
	HISSIEST EHIISSST HISSY, characterized by hissing sound [adj]
	HISSINGS GHIINSSS HISSING, object of scorn [n]
	HOCUSSES CEHOSSSU HOCUS, to deceive or cheat [v]
	IDLESSES DEEILSSS IDLESSE, idleness (state of being idle (inactive (not active))) [n]
	IMPASSES AEIMPSSS IMPASSE, road or passage having no exit [n]
	ISLELESS EEILLSSS lacking isle [adj]
	ISOGLOSS GILOOSSS line on map between linguistically varied areas [n -ES]
	ISOSPINS IINOPSSS ISOSPIN, type of quantum number [n]
	ISOSTASY AIOSSSTY state of balance in earth's crust [n -SIES]
	JUSSIVES EIJSSSUV JUSSIVE, word used to express command [n]
	JUSTNESS EJNSSSTU quality of being just (acting in conformity with what is morally good) [n -ES]
	KAROSSES AEKORSSS KAROSS, African garment [n]
	KAVASSES AAEKSSSV KAVASS, Turkish policeman [n]
	KISSIEST EIIKSSST KISSY, inclined to kiss [adj]
	KNESSETS EEKNSSST KNESSET, Israeli parliament [n]
	KUMISSES EIKMSSSU KUMISS, koumiss (beverage made from camel's milk) [n]
	LASHLESS AEHLLSSS lacking lash (whip) [adj]
	LASSOERS AELORSSS LASSOER, one that lassos (to catch with lasso (long rope with running noose)) [n]
	LENSLESS EELLNSSS LENS, to make film of [adj]
	LISTLESS EILLSSST languid (lacking in vigor or vitality) [adj]
	LOSSLESS ELLOSSSS done or being without loss [adj]
	LOSTNESS ELNOSSST state of being lost (not to be found or recovered) [n -ES]
	LUSHNESS EHLNSSSU state of being lush (abounding in vegetation) [n -ES]
	MASSAGES AAEGMSSS MASSAGE, to manipulate parts of body for remedial or hygienic purposes [v]
	MASSEURS AEMRSSSU MASSEUR, man who massages [n]
	MASSEUSE AEEMSSSU woman who massages [n -S]
	MASSIEST AEIMSSST MASSY, massive (of considerable size) [adj]
	MASSLESS AELMSSSS having no mass [adj]
	MASTLESS AELMSSST having no mast [adj]
	MEGASSES AEEGMSSS MEGASS, bagasse (crushed sugarcane) [n] / MEGASSE [n]
	MESSAGES AEEGMSSS MESSAGE, to send as message (oral, written, or signaled communication) [v]
	MESSIAHS AEHIMSSS MESSIAH, expected liberator [n]
	MESSIEST EEIMSSST MESSY, dirty or untidy [adj]
	MESTESOS EEMOSSST MESTESO, mestizo (person of mixed ancestry) [n]
	METISSES EEIMSSST METISSE, female metis [n]
	MIOSISES EIIMOSSS MIOSIS, excessive contraction of pupil of eye [n]
	MISASSAY AAIMSSSY to attempt unsuccessfully [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	MISCASTS ACIMSSST MISCAST, to cast in unsuitable role [v]
	MISCLASS ACILMSSS to put in wrong class [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	MISEASES AEEIMSSS MISEASE, discomfort [n]
	MISGUESS EGIMSSSU to guess wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	MISSEATS AEIMSSST MISSEAT, to seat wrongly [v]
	MISSENDS DEIMNSSS MISSEND, to send (to cause to go) incorrectly [v]
	MISSENSE EEIMNSSS form of genetic mutation [n -S]
	MISSILES EIILMSSS MISSILE, object or weapon that is thrown or projected [n]
	MISSIONS IIMNOSSS MISSION, to send to perform specific task [v]
	MISSISES EIIMSSSS MISSIS, wife (woman married to man) [n]
	MISSIVES EIIMSSSV MISSIVE, written communication [n]
	MISSORTS IMORSSST MISSORT, to sort badly or improperly [v]
	MISSOUTS IMOSSSTU MISSOUT, losing throw of dice [n]
	MISSTEPS EIMPSSST MISSTEP, to step wrongly [v]
	MISSTOPS IMOPSSST MISSTOP, to stop wrongly [v]
	MISSUITS IIMSSSTU MISSUIT, to suit badly [v]
	MISSUSES EIMSSSSU MISSUS, missis (wife (woman married to man)) [n]
	MISTRESS EIMRSSST woman in position of authority [n -ES]
	MISUSERS EIMRSSSU MISUSER, one that misuses (to use (to put into service) incorrectly) [n]
	MOLASSES AELMOSSS thick syrup [n -ES]
	MORASSES AEMORSSS MORASS, marsh (tract of low, wet land) [n]
	MOSSIEST EIMOSSST MOSSY, covered with moss [adj]
	MOSTESTS EMOSSSTT MOSTEST, most (greatest amount) [n]
	MUSSIEST EIMSSSTU MUSSY, messy (dirty or untidy) [adj]
	MYOSISES EIMOSSSY MYOSIS, miosis (excessive contraction of pupil of eye) [n]
	NEWSLESS EELNSSSW having no news [adj]
	NOESISES EEINOSSS NOESIS, process of reason [n]
	NOSELESS EELNOSSS having no nose [adj]
	NOSINESS EINNOSSS quality of being nosy (unduly curious) [n -ES]
	OBSESSED BDEEOSSS OBSESS, to dominate thoughts of [v]
	OBSESSES BEEOSSSS OBSESS, to dominate thoughts of [v]
	OBSESSOR BEOORSSS something that obsesses (to dominate thoughts of) [n -S]
	ODYSSEYS DEOSSSYY ODYSSEY, long, wandering journey [n]
	OGRESSES EEGORSSS OGRESS, female ogre [n]
	OPOSSUMS MOOPSSSU OPOSSUM, arboreal mammal [n]
	OQUASSAS AAOQSSSU OQUASSA, small lake trout [n]
	OSSETRAS AEORSSST OSSETRA, osetra (golden or brownish caviar) [n]
	OSSICLES CEILOSSS OSSICLE, small bone [n]
	OSSIFIES EFIIOSSS OSSIFY, to convert into bone [v]
	OSTEOSES EEOOSSST OSTEOSIS, formation of bone [n]
	OSTEOSIS EIOOSSST formation of bone [n -SES, -ES]
	PASSADES AADEPSSS PASSADE, turn of horse backward or forward on same ground [n]
	PASSADOS AADOPSSS PASSADO, forward thrust in fencing [n]
	PASSAGES AAEGPSSS PASSAGE, to make voyage [v]
	PASSINGS AGINPSSS PASSING, death (end of life) [n]
	PASSIONS AINOPSSS PASSION, intense emotion [n]
	PASSIVES AEIPSSSV PASSIVE, verb form [n]
	PASSKEYS AEKPSSSY PASSKEY, key that opens several different locks [n]
	PASSLESS AELPSSSS incapable of being traveled over or through [adj]
	PASSUSES AEPSSSSU PASSUS, section of story or poem [n]
	PASTISES AEIPSSST PASTIS, French liqueur [n]
	PASTLESS AELPSSST having no past [adj]
	PASTNESS AENPSSST state of being past or gone by [n -ES]
	PAVISSES AEIPSSSV PAVISSE, pavis (large medieval shield) [n]
	PELISSES EEILPSSS PELISSE, long outer garment [n]
	PERSISTS EIPRSSST PERSIST, to continue resolutely in some activity [v]
	PISSANTS AINPSSST PISSANT, offensive word [n]
	PISSIEST EIIPSSST PISSY, offensive word [adj]
	PISSOIRS IIOPRSSS PISSOIR, public urinal [n]
	PLESSORS ELOPRSSS PLESSOR, plexor (small, hammer-like medical instrument) [n]
	POSHNESS EHNOPSSS quality of being posh (stylish or elegant) [n -ES]
	POUSSIES EIOPSSSU POUSSIE, pussy (cat) [n]
	PRESSERS EEPRRSSS PRESSER, one that presses (to act upon with steady force) [n]
	PRESSORS EOPRRSSS PRESSOR, substance that raises blood pressure [n]
	PRISSIES EIIPRSSS PRISSY, one who is prissy [n]
	PROSSIES EIOPRSSS PROSSIE, prostitute [n]
	PSILOSES EILOPSSS PSILOSIS, tropical disease [n]
	PSILOSIS IILOPSSS tropical disease [n -SES]
	PUSSIEST EIPSSSTU PUSSY, full of pus [adj]
	PUSSLEYS ELPSSSUY PUSSLEY, purslane (common garden herb) [n]
	PUSSLIES EILPSSSU PUSSLY, pussley (purslane (common garden herb)) [n]
	QUASSIAS AAIQSSSU QUASSIA, tropical tree [n]
	QUASSINS AINQSSSU QUASSIN, medicinal compound obtained from wood of quassia [n]
	RASHNESS AEHNRSSS state of being rash (acting without due caution or forethought) [n -ES]
	RASSLERS AELRRSSS RASSLER, wrestler (one that wrestles (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest)) [n]
	REASSESS AEERSSSS to assess again [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	RECESSES CEEERSSS RECESS, to place in receding space or hollow [v]
	REISSUES EEIRSSSU REISSUE, to issue again [v]
	REPASSES AEEPRSSS REPASS, to pass again [v]
	RESTLESS EELRSSST unable or disinclined to remain at rest [adj]
	RESTRESS EERRSSST to stress again [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	RHESUSES EEHRSSSU RHESUS, Asian monkey [n]
	RISKLESS EIKLRSSS free of risk [adj]
	RISSOLES EILORSSS RISSOLE, small roll filled with meat or fish [n]
	ROSINESS EINORSSS state of being rosy (rose-colored) [n -ES]
	RUBASSES ABERSSSU RUBASSE, variety of quartz [n]
	RUSSULAS ALRSSSUU RUSSULA, woodland fungus [n]
	RUSTLESS ELRSSSTU free from rust [adj]
	SACRISTS ACIRSSST SACRIST, person in charge of sacristy [n]
	SAFENESS AEEFNSSS quality of being safe (free from danger) [n -ES]
	SAGENESS AEEGNSSS wisdom (power of true and right discernment) [n -ES]
	SAILLESS AEILLSSS lacking sail [adj]
	SALTLESS AELLSSST having no salt [adj]
	SALTNESS AELNSSST state of being salty (tasting of or containing salt) [n -ES]
	SAMENESS AEEMNSSS lack of change or variety [n -ES]
	SAMISENS AEIMNSSS SAMISEN, Japanese stringed instrument [n]
	SAMSARAS AAAMRSSS SAMSARA, cycle of birth, death, and rebirth in Buddhism [n]
	SANDLESS ADELNSSS lacking sand [adj]
	SANENESS AEENNSSS sanity (state of being sane (mentally sound)) [n -ES]
	SANYASIS AAINSSSY SANYASI, sannyasi (Hindu monk) [n]
	SAPSAGOS AAGOPSSS SAPSAGO, hard green cheese [n]
	SARCASMS AACMRSSS SARCASM, sharply mocking or contemptuous remark [n]
	SARGASSA AAAGRSSS SARGASSO, brownish seaweed [n]
	SARGASSO AAGORSSS brownish seaweed [n -SSA, -ES, -S]
	SARSNETS AENRSSST SARSNET, sarcenet (silk fabric) [n]
	SASHIMIS AHIIMSSS SASHIMI, Japanese dish of sliced raw fish [n]
	SASHLESS AEHLSSSS lacking sash (long band worn around waist) [adj]
	SASSIEST AEISSSST SASSY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj]
	SASSWOOD ADOOSSSW African tree [n -S]
	SATSANGS AAGNSSST SATSANG, sacred gathering in Hinduism [n]
	SATSUMAS AAMSSSTU SATSUMA, variety of orange [n]
	SAUSAGES AAEGSSSU SAUSAGE, finely chopped and seasoned meat stuffed into casing [n]
	SAWDUSTS ADSSSTUW SAWDUST, small particles of wood produced in sawing [n]
	SAWGRASS AAGRSSSW sedge with spiny-edged leaves [n -ES]
	SCARLESS ACELRSSS having no scars [adj]
	SCHUSSED CDEHSSSU SCHUSS, to make fast, straight run in skiing [v]
	SCHUSSER CEHRSSSU one that schusses (to make fast, straight run in skiing) [n -S]
	SCHUSSES CEHSSSSU SCHUSS, to make fast, straight run in skiing [v]
	SCISSILE CEIILSSS capable of being cut or split easily [adj]
	SCISSION CIINOSSS act of cutting or splitting [n -S]
	SCISSORS CIORSSSS SCISSOR, to cut with two-bladed cutting implement [v]
	SCISSURE CEIRSSSU lengthwise cut [n -S]
	SCUMLESS CELMSSSU having no scum [adj]
	SEAGRASS AAEGRSSS grasslike plant living in or close to sea [n -ES]
	SEAMLESS AEELMSSS having no seam [adj]
	SEASIDES ADEEISSS SEASIDE, seashore (land bordering on sea) [n]
	SEATLESS AEELSSST having no seat [adj]
	SEEDLESS DEEELSSS having no seeds [adj]
	SEISINGS EGIINSSS SEISING, seizing (act of one that seizes) [n]
	SEISMISM EIIMMSSS natural activity involved in earthquakes [n -S]
	SEISURES EEIRSSSU SEISURE, seizure (act of seizing (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly)) [n]
	SELFLESS EEFLLSSS unselfish (not selfish (concerned chiefly or only with oneself)) [adj]
	SELFNESS EEFLNSSS selfhood (state of being individual person) [n -ES]
	SEMIOSES EEIMOSSS SEMIOSIS, process in which something functions as sign to organism [n]
	SEMIOSIS EIIMOSSS process in which something functions as sign to organism [n -SES]
	SENESCES CEEENSSS SENESCE, to grow old [v]
	SENSATES AEENSSST SENSATE, to sense (to perceive by senses (any of certain agencies through which individual receives impressions of external world)) [v]
	SENSUOUS ENOSSSUU pertaining to or derived from senses [adj]
	SESSIONS EINOSSSS SESSION, meeting of legislative or judicial body for transaction of business [n]
	SESSPOOL ELOOPSSS cesspool (covered well or pit for sewage) [n -S]
	SESTINAS AEINSSST SESTINA, type of verse form [n]
	SESTINES EEINSSST SESTINE, sestina (type of verse form) [n]
	SEXINESS EEINSSSX quality or state of being sexy [n -ES]
	SHAMUSES AEHMSSSU SHAMUS, private detective [n]
	SHASLIKS AHIKLSSS SHASLIK, shashlik (kabob (cubes of meat cooked on skewer)) [n]
	SHIATSUS AHISSSTU SHIATSU, massage using finger pressure [n]
	SHIPLESS EHILPSSS lacking ship [adj]
	SHITLESS EHILSSST offensive word [adj]
	SHOELESS EEHLOSSS having no shoe [adj]
	SHOOSHES EHHOOSSS SHOOSH, to move with rushing sound [v]
	SHOPLESS EHLOPSSS having no stores [adj]
	SHUSHERS EHHRSSSU SHUSHER, one that shushes (to silence (to make silent)) [n]
	SHYSTERS EHRSSSTY SHYSTER, unscrupulous lawyer or politician [n]
	SIAMESES AEEIMSSS SIAMESE, water pipe with connection for two hoses [n]
	SIBSHIPS BHIIPSSS SIBSHIP, group of children having same parents [n]
	SICKNESS CEIKNSSS state of being sick (affected with disease or ill health) [n -ES]
	SIDELESS DEEILSSS having no sides [adj]
	SIGHLESS EGHILSSS uttering no sigh [adj]
	SILESIAS AEIILSSS SILESIA, cotton fabric [n]
	SISSIEST EIISSSST SISSY, sissyish (resembling sissy) [adj]
	SISSYISH HIISSSSY resembling sissy (effeminate man or boy) [adj]
	SISTRUMS IMRSSSTU SISTRUM, ancient Egyptian percussion instrument [n]
	SIZINESS EIINSSSZ quality or state of being sizy [n -ES]
	SKEWNESS EEKNSSSW lack of symmetry [n -ES]
	SKILLESS EIKLLSSS having no skill [adj]
	SKINLESS EIKLNSSS having no skin [adj]
	SKYSAILS AIKLSSSY SKYSAIL, type of sail [n]
	SKYSURFS FKRSSSUY SKYSURF, to perform maneuvers during free fall while riding on skyboard [v]
	SLASHERS AEHLRSSS SLASHER, one that slashes (to cut with violent sweeping strokes) [n]
	SLIMNESS EILMNSSS state of being slim (slender (thin (having relatively little density or thickness))) [n -ES]
	SLIPLESS EILLPSSS free from errors [adj]
	SLITLESS EILLSSST having no slits [adj]
	SLOWNESS ELNOSSSW state of being slow (moving with little speed) [n -ES]
	SLUMISMS ILMMSSSU SLUMISM, prevalence of slums [n]
	SLUSHIES EHILSSSU SLUSHY, confection consisting of flavored slushy ice [n]
	SMARTASS AAMRSSST smarty (obnoxiously conceited person) [n -ES]
	SMASHERS AEHMRSSS SMASHER, one that smashes (to shatter violently) [n]
	SMASHUPS AHMPSSSU SMASHUP, collision of motor vehicles [n]
	SMOGLESS EGLMOSSS SMOG, atmospheric mixture of smoke and fog [adj]
	SMOOSHES EHMOOSSS SMOOSH, to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass) [v]
	SMUGNESS EGMNSSSU quality or state of being smug [n -ES]
	SNAPLESS AELNPSSS lacking snap (type of fastening device) [adj]
	SNEESHES EEEHNSSS SNEESH, snuff [n]
	SNOWLESS ELNOSSSW having no snow [adj]
	SNUBNESS BENNSSSU bluntness (quality of being blunt (not sharp or pointed)) [n -ES]
	SNUGNESS EGNNSSSU quality or state of being snug [n -ES]
	SOAPLESS AELOPSSS having no soap [adj]
	SOAPSUDS ADOPSSSU suds (soapy water) [n -S]
	SOCKLESS CEKLOSSS having no socks [adj]
	SODALESS ADELOSSS SODA, type of chemical compound [adj]
	SOFTNESS EFNOSSST quality or state of being soft [n -ES]
	SOILLESS EILLOSSS carried on without soil (finely divided rock mixed with organic matter) [adj]
	SOLELESS EELLOSSS having no sole [adj]
	SOLENESS EELNOSSS state of being only one [n -ES]
	SOLEUSES EELOSSSU SOLEUS, muscle in calf of leg [n]
	SOLOISTS ILOOSSST SOLOIST, one that performs solo [n]
	SONGLESS EGLNOSSS incapable of singing [adj]
	SONSHIPS HINOPSSS SONSHIP, state of being son (male child) [n]
	SONSIEST EINOSSST SONSIE, sonsy (comely (pleasing to look at)) [adj] / SONSY [adj]
	SOPHISMS HIMOPSSS SOPHISM, plausible but fallacious argument [n]
	SOPHISTS HIOPSSST SOPHIST, one that uses sophisms [n]
	SORBOSES BEOORSSS SORBOSE, type of sugar [n]
	SORENESS EENORSSS quality or state of being sore [n -ES]
	SOUBISES BEIOSSSU SOUBISE, sauce of onions and butter [n]
	SOULLESS ELLOSSSU SOUL, spiritual aspect of human beings [adj]
	SOUPLESS ELOPSSSU having no soup (liquid food often having solid ingredients) [adj]
	SOURNESS ENORSSSU quality or state of being sour [n -ES]
	SOURPUSS OPRSSSUU grouchy person [n -ES]
	SOURSOPS OOPRSSSU SOURSOP, tropical tree [n]
	SOUSLIKS IKLOSSSU SOUSLIK, suslik (Eurasian rodent) [n]
	SPANLESS AELNPSSS having no extent [adj]
	SPARSEST AEPRSSST SPARSE, thinly distributed [adj]
	SPASTICS ACIPSSST SPASTIC, one suffering from paralysis with muscle spasms [n]
	SPEISSES EEIPSSSS SPEISS, metallic mixture obtained in smelting certain ores [n]
	SPINLESS EILNPSSS having no rotation [adj]
	SPLASHES AEHLPSSS SPLASH, to scatter liquid about [v]
	SPLOSHES EHLOPSSS SPLOSH, to splash (to scatter liquid about) [v]
	SPONSONS NNOOPSSS SPONSON, projection from side of ship [n]
	SPONSORS NOOPRSSS SPONSOR, to make oneself responsible for [v]
	SPOTLESS ELOPSSST perfectly clean [adj]
	SPOUSALS ALOPSSSU SPOUSAL, marriage (legal union of two persons of opposite or same sex) [n]
	SPRYNESS ENPRSSSY quality or state of being spry [n -ES]
	SPURLESS ELPRSSSU lacking spur [adj]
	SPYGLASS AGLPSSSY small telescope [n -ES]
	SQUASHES AEHQSSSU SQUASH, to press into pulp or flat mass [v]
	SQUISHES EHIQSSSU SQUISH, to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass) [v]
	SQUUSHES EHQSSSUU SQUUSH, to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass) [v]
	STARLESS AELRSSST having no stars [adj]
	STATISMS AIMSSSTT STATISM, theory of government [n]
	STATISTS AISSSTTT STATIST, adherent of statism (theory of government) [n]
	STATUSES AESSSTTU STATUS, relative position [n]
	STEMLESS EELMSSST having no stem [adj]
	STEMSONS EMNOSSST STEMSON, supporting timber of ship [n]
	STENOSES EENOSSST STENOSIS, narrowing of bodily passage [n]
	STENOSIS EINOSSST narrowing of bodily passage [n -SES]
	STEPLESS EELPSSST lacking steps (structures for passing from one level to next) [adj]
	STEPSONS ENOPSSST STEPSON, son of one's spouse by former marriage [n]
	STETSONS ENOSSSTT STETSON, trademark [n]
	STRASSES AERSSSST STRASS, brilliant glass used in making imitation gems [n]
	STRESSED DEERSSST STRESS, to place emphasis on [v]
	STRESSES EERSSSST STRESS, to place emphasis on [v]
	STRESSOR EORRSSST type of stimulus (something that causes response) [n -S]
	STYLISES EILSSSTY STYLISE, to stylize (to make conventional) [v]
	STYLISTS ILSSSTTY STYLIST, one who is master of literary or rhetorical style [n]
	STYLUSES ELSSSTUY STYLUS, pointed instrument for writing, marking, or engraving [n]
	SUASIONS AINOSSSU SUASION, persuasion [n]
	SUBBASES ABBESSSU SUBBASE, lowest part of base [n]
	SUBCLASS ABCLSSSU to place in subdivision of class [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	SUBFUSCS BCFSSSUU SUBFUSC, dark dull clothing [n]
	SUBSALES ABELSSSU SUBSALE, resale of purchased goods [n]
	SUBSECTS BCESSSTU SUBSECT, sect directly derived from another [n]
	SUBSENSE BEENSSSU subdivision of sense [n -S]
	SUBSERES BEERSSSU SUBSERE, type of ecological succession [n]
	SUBSIDES BDEISSSU SUBSIDE, to sink to lower or normal level [v]
	SUBSISTS BISSSSTU SUBSIST, to continue to exist [v]
	SUBSITES BEISSSTU SUBSITE, subdivision of site [n]
	SUBSOILS BILOSSSU SUBSOIL, to plow so as to turn up subsoil (layer of earth beneath surface soil) [v]
	SUBSUMES BEMSSSUU SUBSUME, to include within larger group [v]
	SUBTASKS ABKSSSTU SUBTASK, subordinate task [n]
	SUBTESTS BESSSTTU SUBTEST, subdivision of test [n]
	SUCHNESS CEHNSSSU essential or characteristic quality [n -ES]
	SUCKLESS CEKLSSSU having no juice [adj]
	SUCRASES ACERSSSU SUCRASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n]
	SUCROSES CEORSSSU SUCROSE, type of sugar [n]
	SUDSIEST DEISSSTU SUDSY, foamy (covered with foam) [adj]
	SUDSLESS DELSSSSU having no suds [adj]
	SUFFUSES EFFSSSUU SUFFUSE, to spread through or over [v]
	SUGGESTS EGGSSSTU SUGGEST, to bring or put forward for consideration [v]
	SUMOISTS IMOSSSTU SUMOIST, sumo wrestler [n]
	SUNDRESS DENRSSSU dress with abbreviated bodice [n -ES]
	SUNGLASS AGLNSSSU lens for concentrating sun's rays in order to produce heat [n -ES]
	SUNRISES EINRSSSU SUNRISE, ascent of sun above horizon in morning [n]
	SUNSPOTS NOPSSSTU SUNSPOT, dark spot on surface of sun [n]
	SUNSTARS ANRSSSTU SUNSTAR, type of starfish (star-shaped marine animal) [n]
	SUNSUITS INSSSTUU SUNSUIT, type of playsuit (sports outfit for women and children) [n]
	SUPPOSES EOPPSSSU SUPPOSE, to assume to be true [v]
	SUPPRESS EPPRSSSU to put end to forcibly [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	SURBASES ABERSSSU SURBASE, molding or border above base of structure [n]
	SURENESS EENRSSSU state of being sure (free from doubt) [n -ES]
	SURMISES EIMRSSSU SURMISE, to infer with little evidence [v]
	SUSPECTS CEPSSSTU SUSPECT, to think guilty on slight evidence [v]
	SUSPENDS DENPSSSU SUSPEND, to cause to stop for period [v]
	SUSPENSE EENPSSSU state of mental uncertainty or excitement [n -S]
	SUSPIRES EIPRSSSU SUSPIRE, to sigh (to let out sigh (deep, audible breath)) [v]
	SUSTAINS AINSSSTU SUSTAIN, to maintain by providing with food and drink [v]
	SUSURRUS RRSSSUUU soft rustling sound [n -ES]
	SWASHERS AEHRSSSW SWASHER, one that swashes (to swagger (to walk with pompous air)) [n]
	SWISHERS EHIRSSSW SWISHER, one that swishes (to move with prolonged hissing sound) [n]
	SWISHEST EHISSSTW SWISH, fashionable [adj]
	SWOOSHES EHOOSSSW SWOOSH, to move with rustling sound [v]
	SYNAPSES AENPSSSY SYNAPSIS, point at which nervous impulse passes from one neuron to another [n] / SYNAPSE, to come together in synapsis [v]
	SYNAPSIS AINPSSSY point at which nervous impulse passes from one neuron to another [n -SES]
	SYNDESES DEENSSSY SYNDESIS, synapsis (point at which nervous impulse passes from one neuron to another) [n]
	SYNDESIS DEINSSSY synapsis (point at which nervous impulse passes from one neuron to another) [n -SES, -ES]
	SYNGASES AEGNSSSY SYNGAS, mixture of carbon monoxide and hydrogen used in chemical synthesis [n]
	SYNOPSES ENOPSSSY SYNOPSIS, summary (short restatement) [n]
	SYNOPSIS INOPSSSY summary (short restatement) [n -SES]
	SYSTOLES ELOSSSTY SYSTOLE, normal rhythmic contraction of heart [n]
	TOSSPOTS OOPSSSTT TOSSPOT, drunkard (one who is habitually drunk) [n]
	TRESPASS AEPRSSST to enter upon land of another unlawfully [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	TRESSELS EELRSSST TRESSEL, trestle (framework for supporting bridge) [n]
	TRUSSERS ERRSSSTU TRUSSER, one that trusses (to secure tightly) [n]
	TSARISMS AIMRSSST TSARISM, czarism (autocratic government) [n]
	TSARISTS AIRSSSTT TSARIST, czarist (supporter of czarism) [n]
	TSATSKES AEKSSSTT TSATSKE, chachka (chatchka (knickknack)) [n]
	TSORRISS IORRSSST tsuris (series of misfortunes) [n TSORRISS]
	TSURISES EIRSSSTU TSURIS, series of misfortunes [n]
	TUSKLESS EKLSSSTU having no tusk [adj]
	TUSSISES EISSSSTU TUSSIS, cough [n]
	TUSSOCKS CKOSSSTU TUSSOCK, clump of grass [n]
	TUSSORES EORSSSTU TUSSORE, tussah (Asian silkworm) [n]
	TUSSUCKS CKSSSTUU TUSSUCK, tussock (clump of grass) [n]
	UNSTRESS ENRSSSTU syllable having relatively weak stress [n -ES]
	UPTOSSES EOPSSSTU UPTOSS, to toss upward [v]
	VASTNESS AENSSSTV quality or state of being vast [n -ES]
	VESTLESS EELSSSTV being without vest [adj]
	VINASSES AEINSSSV VINASSE, residue left after distillation of liquor [n]
	VISCOSES CEIOSSSV VISCOSE, viscous solution [n]
	VITESSES EEISSSTV VITESSE, speed [n]
	WASSAILS AAILSSSW WASSAIL, to drink to health of [v]
	WESSANDS ADENSSSW WESSAND, weasand (throat) [n]
	WHOSISES EHIOSSSW WHOSIS, whoosis (object or person whose name is not known) [n]
	WISENESS EEINSSSW wisdom (power of true and right discernment) [n -ES]
	WISHLESS EHILSSSW not wishful (desirous (desiring)) [adj]
	WRASSLES AELRSSSW WRASSLE, to wrastle (to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest)) [v]
	WUSSIEST EISSSTUW WUSSY, wimpy (weak, ineffectual) [adj]
	ZESTLESS EELSSSTZ lacking zest [adj]
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	ANTISTAT AAINSTTT agent for preventing buildup of static electricity [n -S]
	ATTAINTS AAINSTTT ATTAINT, to disgrace (to bring shame or discredit upon) [v]
	ATTEMPTS AEMPSTTT ATTEMPT, to make effort to do or accomplish [v]
	ATTESTED ADEESTTT ATTEST, to affirm to be true or genuine [v]
	ATTESTER AEERSTTT one that attests (to affirm to be true or genuine) [n -S]
	ATTESTOR AEORSTTT attester (one that attests (to affirm to be true or genuine)) [n -S]
	ATTICIST ACIISTTT one who uses atticisms (concise and elegant expression) [n -S]
	ATTITUDE ADEITTTU state of mind with regard to some matter [n -S]
	ATTRACTS AACRSTTT ATTRACT, to cause to approach or adhere [v]
	ATTRITED ADEIRTTT ATTRITE, to attrit (to lose by attrition) [v]
	ATTRITES AEIRSTTT ATTRITE, to attrit (to lose by attrition) [v]
	ATWITTER AEIRTTTW twittering [adj]
	BATTIEST ABEISTTT BATTY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj]
	BETATTER ABEERTTT to tatter (to become torn and worn) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	BITTIEST BEIISTTT BITTY, tiny (very small) [adj]
	CATTIEST ACEISTTT CATTY, catlike; spiteful [adj]
	COATTEST ACEOSTTT to attest jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	CUTLETTE CEELTTTU breaded patty of chopped meat [n -S]
	DOTTIEST DEIOSTTT DOTTY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj]
	DUETTIST DEISTTTU participant in duet [n -S]
	FATTIEST AEFISTTT FATTY, greasy; oily [adj]
	FLATTEST AEFLSTTT FLAT, having smooth or even surface [adj]
	FRITTATA AAFIRTTT unfolded omelet with chopped vegetables or meat [n -S]
	GUTTATED ADEGTTTU guttate (resembling drop) [adj]
	GUTTIEST EGISTTTU GUTTY, marked by courage [adj]
	JETTIEST EEIJSTTT JETTY, having color jet black [adj]
	KITTLEST EIKLSTTT KITTLE, ticklish (sensitive to tickling) [adj]
	LITTLEST EILLSTTT LITTLE, small (of limited size or quantity) [adj]
	NATTIEST AEINSTTT NATTY, neatly dressed [adj]
	NETTIEST EEINSTTT NETTY, resembling net [adj]
	NITTIEST EIINSTTT NITTY, full of nits [adj]
	NUTTIEST EINSTTTU NUTTY, silly; crazy [adj]
	OCTETTES CEEOSTTT OCTETTE, octet (group of eight) [n]
	OUTSTART AORSTTTU to get ahead of at start [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	OUTSTATE AEOSTTTU to surpass in stating [v -D, -TING, -S]
	OUTSTUNT NOSTTTUU to surpass in stunting [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	OUTTROTS OORSTTTU OUTTROT, to surpass in trotting [v]
	PETTIEST EEIPSTTT PETTY, insignificant [adj]
	PHATTEST AEHPSTTT PHAT, excellent [adj]
	POSTTEST EOPSSTTT test given after instructional program [n -S]
	POTTIEST EIOPSTTT POTTY, of little importance [adj]
	RATATATS AAARSTTT RATATAT, quick, sharp rapping sound [n]
	RATTIEST AEIRSTTT RATTY, infested with rats [adj]
	RUTTIEST EIRSTTTU RUTTY, marked by ruts [adj]
	SEPTETTE EEEPSTTT septet (group of seven) [n -S]
	SEXTETTE EEESTTTX sextet (group of six) [n -S]
	STAGETTE AEEGSTTT all-female party for woman about to be married [n -S]
	STATELET AEELSTTT small state (political community) [n -S]
	STATISTS AISSSTTT STATIST, adherent of statism (theory of government) [n]
	STATUTES AESSTTTU STATUTE, law enacted by legislative branch of government [n]
	STEATITE AEEISTTT variety of talc [n -S]
	STETTING EGINSTTT STET, to cancel previously made printing correction [v]
	STILETTO EILOSTTT to stab with stiletto (short dagger) [v -ED, -ING, -S, -ES]
	STOTTING GINOSTTT STOT, to bound with stiff-legged gait [v] / STOTT [v]
	STOUTEST EOSSTTTU STOUT, fat (having abundance of flesh) [adj]
	STRETTAS AERSSTTT STRETTA, stretto (concluding musical passage played at faster tempo) [n]
	STRETTOS EORSSTTT STRETTO, concluding musical passage played at faster tempo [n]
	STRUTTED DERSTTTU STRUT, to walk with pompous air [v]
	STRUTTER ERRSTTTU one that struts (to walk with pompous air) [n -S]
	STUTTERS ERSSTTTU STUTTER, to speak with spasmodic repetition [v]
	TALLITOT AILLOTTT TALLIT, tallith (Jewish prayer shawl) [n]
	TANTRIST AINRSTTT adherent of tantrism (school of Buddhism incorporating Hindu and pagan elements) [n -S]
	TARTIEST AEIRSTTT TARTY, suggestive of prostitute [adj]
	TARTLETS AELRSTTT TARTLET, small pie [n]
	TARTRATE AAERRTTT chemical salt [n -S]
	TASTIEST AEISSTTT TASTY, pleasant to taste [adj]
	TATHATAS AAAHSTTT TATHATA, ultimate nature of all things in Buddhism [n]
	TATTERED ADEERTTT TATTER, to become torn and worn [v]
	TATTIEST AEISTTTT TATTY, shabby (ragged (tattered)) [adj]
	TATTINGS AGINSTTT TATTING, delicate handmade lace [n]
	TATTLERS AELRSTTT TATTLER, one that tattles (to reveal activities of another) [n]
	TATTLING AGILNTTT TATTLE, to reveal activities of another [v]
	TATTOOED ADEOOTTT TATTOO, to mark skin with indelible pigments [v]
	TATTOOER AEOORTTT one that tattoos (to mark skin with indelible pigments) [n -S]
	TECTITES CEEISTTT TECTITE, tektite (glassy body believed to be of meteoritic origin) [n]
	TEETOTAL AEELOTTT to abstain completely from alcoholic beverages [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S]
	TEETOTUM EEMOTTTU spinning toy [n -S]
	TEKTITES EEIKSTTT TEKTITE, glassy body believed to be of meteoritic origin [n]
	TEKTITIC CEIIKTTT TEKTITE, glassy body believed to be of meteoritic origin [adj]
	TELETEXT EEELTTTX communications system in which printed matter is telecast to subscribers [n -S]
	TENTIEST EEINSTTT TENTIE, tenty (watchful (closely observant or alert)) [adj] / TENTY [adj]
	TERAWATT AAERTTTW one trillion watts [n -S]
	TERZETTI EEIRTTTZ TERZETTO, vocal or instrumental trio [n]
	TERZETTO EEORTTTZ vocal or instrumental trio [n -TTI, -S]
	TESTATES AEESSTTT TESTATE, testator (one that makes will) [n]
	TESTATOR AEORSTTT one that makes will [n -S]
	TESTIEST EEISSTTT TESTY, irritable [adj]
	TETOTUMS EMOSTTTU TETOTUM, teetotum (spinning toy) [n]
	THROTTLE EHLORTTT to strangle (to choke to death) [v -D, -LING, -S]
	TIGHTEST EGHISTTT TIGHT, firmly or closely fixed in place [adj]
	TITANATE AAEINTTT chemical salt [n -S]
	TITANITE AEIINTTT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S]
	TITIVATE AEIITTTV to dress smartly [v -D, -TING, -S]
	TITLISTS IILSSTTT TITLIST, sports champion [n]
	TITRANTS AINRSTTT TITRANT, reagent used in titration [n]
	TITRATED ADEIRTTT TITRATE, to determine strength of solution by adding reagent until desired reaction occurs [v]
	TITRATES AEIRSTTT TITRATE, to determine strength of solution by adding reagent until desired reaction occurs [v]
	TITRATOR AIORRTTT one that titrates (to determine strength of solution by adding reagent until desired reaction occurs) [n -S]
	TITTERED DEEIRTTT TITTER, to utter restrained, nervous laugh [v]
	TITTERER EEIRRTTT one that titters (to utter restrained, nervous laugh) [n -S]
	TITTUPED DEIPTTTU TITTUP, to move in lively manner [v]
	TITTUPPY IPPTTTUY shaky; unsteady [adj]
	TITUBANT ABINTTTU marked by wavering [adj]
	TOFUTTIS FIOSTTTU TOFUTTI, trademark [n]
	TOILETTE EEILOTTT act of dressing and grooming oneself [n -S]
	TONETTES EENOSTTT TONETTE, simple flute [n]
	TOTALIST AILOSTTT one who tends to regard things as unified whole [n -S]
	TOTALITY AILOTTTY quality or state of being complete [n -TIES]
	TOTEMIST EIMOSTTT specialist in totemism [n -S]
	TOTEMITE EEIMOTTT totemist (specialist in totemism) [n -S]
	TOTTERED DEEORTTT TOTTER, to walk unsteadily [v]
	TOTTERER EEORRTTT one that totters (to walk unsteadily) [n -S]
	TRACTATE AACERTTT treatise (formal and systematic written account of subject) [n -S]
	TRISTATE AEIRSTTT pertaining to area made up of three adjoining states [adj]
	TROTTERS EORRSTTT TROTTER, horse that trots [n]
	TROTTING GINORTTT harness racing [n -S] / TROT, to go at gait between walk and run [v]
	TUFTIEST EFISTTTU TUFTY, abounding in tufts [adj]
	TWATTLED ADELTTTW TWATTLE, to twaddle (to talk foolishly) [v]
	TWATTLES AELSTTTW TWATTLE, to twaddle (to talk foolishly) [v]
	TWITTERS EIRSTTTW TWITTER, to utter succession of chirping sounds [v]
	TWITTERY EIRTTTWY nervously agitated [adj]
	TWITTING GIINTTTW TWIT, to ridicule (to make fun of) [v]
	TWITTISH HIISTTTW silly, foolish [adj]
	TZITZITH HIITTTZZ zizith (tassels on four corners of Jewish prayer shawl) [n TZITZITH]
	WHITTRET EHIRTTTW weasel [n -S]
	WITTIEST EIISTTTW WITTY, humorously clever [adj]
	Three of the Same Letter- Consonants 8s
	V
	Three of the Same Letter- Consonants 8s
	W
	BOWWOWED BDEOOWWW BOWWOW, to bark like dog [v]
	POWWOWED DEOOPWWW POWWOW, to hold conference [v]
	WILLIWAW AIILLWWW violent gust of cold wind [n -S]
	WILLYWAW AILLWWWY williwaw (violent gust of cold wind) [n -S]
	Three of the Same Letter- Consonants 8s
	X
	Three of the Same Letter- Consonants 8s
	Y
	HYPOGYNY GHNOPYYY condition of having flowers with organs situated below ovary [n -NIES]
	HYPONYMY HMNOPYYY state of being hyponym (word that denotes subcategory) [n -MIES]
	POLYGYNY GLNOPYYY condition of having more than one wife at same time [n -NIES]
	SYNONYMY MNNOSYYY equivalence of meaning [n -MIES]
	Three of the Same Letter- Consonants 8s
	Z
	BEZAZZES ABEESZZZ BEZAZZ, pizazz (quality of being exciting or attractive) [n]
	PAZAZZES AAEPSZZZ PAZAZZ, pizazz (quality of being exciting or attractive) [n]
	PIZAZZES AEIPSZZZ PIZAZZ, quality of being exciting or attractive [n]
	PIZZAZES AEIPSZZZ PIZZAZ, pizazz (quality of being exciting or attractive) [n]
	ZIZZLING GIILNZZZ ZIZZLE, to sizzle (to burn or fry with hissing sound) [v]
	ZYZZYVAS ASVYYZZZ ZYZZYVA, tropical weevil [n]

